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ABSTRACT 

TITLE: Effects of Spatial Ability and Three-Dimensional Interactive 

Computer-Assisted Instruction on Functional Anatomy Learning 

AUTHOR: Kelly Michael Moore 

MAJOR ADVISOR: Kastro M. Hamed, Ph.D. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of spatial ability (SA) 

and three-dimensional (3D) interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) on 

college student academic achievement (ACH).  The study was a quasi-

experimental, pretest-posttest, control group mixed methods design.  Participants 

were assessed for spatial ability via the Revised Purdue Spatial Visualization Test: 

Visualization of Rotations (Revised PSVT:R), Yoon (2011).  Participants were 

instructed to identify, locate and visualize human skeletal muscles and muscle 

actions.  During laboratory sessions, control groups studied plastic anatomical 3D 

models and experiment groups utilized 3D interactive CAI.  ACH was measured by 

the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference score.  Data was 

collected during the 2015 school year from 272 students who enrolled within fifteen 

intact sections of Human Anatomy and Physiology I in Central Florida.  

Multiple regression analysis found that 9.3% of the variance in a students’ 

academic achievement was explained by the collective influence of spatial ability 

level, 3D interactive CAI, and the interaction between these variables; this was 

found to be statistically significant. SA level and 3D interactive CAI were found to 
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be significant independent predictors of ACH.  Compared to controls 3D interactive 

CAI mid-level SA students experienced significant ACH gains and high-level SA 

students received modest ACH gains.  An analysis of covariance, ANCOVA, was 

conducted using the HSMA pretest score as a covariate, SA level, 3D interactive 

CAI and the interaction of all three variables on the HSMA posttest was found to be 

statistically significant (R2 = .1521, F(6, 236) = 6.8476, p = <.0001).  An additional 

5.9% of the variance in students’ ACH was attributed to their HSMA pretest scores. 

 On the post-instruction survey, 94% of the experimental group students 

responded that they preferred using the 3D computer application compared to 

plastic anatomical models and that the application was helpful to locate muscles 

from different angles and see movements.  These findings support spatial ability 

assessment and integration of 3D interactive CAI to improve students’ academic 

achievement in functional anatomy. 
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CHAPTER 1  

Introduction

 

Background and Purpose 

 Background.  Human Anatomy and Physiology I, BSC 2093C (A & P I), is 

an undergraduate combined lecture/laboratory prerequisite course for Human 

Anatomy and Physiology II, BSC 2094C (A & P II). The A & P I and II 

prerequisite biological science courses are required by students majoring in nursing 

or allied health sciences such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, 

radiographic technology, diagnostic medical sonography, respiratory care therapy 

or cardiovascular technology.  Students interested in careers as athletic trainers or 

in sports medicine may also be required to take A & P I.  

 A & P I, as stated previously, is the first of a two-course sequence dealing 

with the Anatomy and Physiology of the human body. Both A & P I and A & P II 

use the systems approach, meaning that the anatomy and physiology of each body 

system are to be covered together.  The eleven body systems include 

integumentary, skeletal, muscular, nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular, lymphatic, 

respiratory, digestive, urinary and reproductive system.  The amount of course 

material within A&P I spans between sixteen to eighteen textbook chapters.  

 One course textbook chapter usually focuses on muscle physiology at the 

cellular level and another chapter focuses on the identity, locations and functions of 

dozens of human skeletal muscles.  The functional anatomy of human skeletal 
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muscles was the focus of this study and is one of the main learning objectives of 

A&P I. The task of becoming knowledgeable about human skeletal muscles is 

especially challenging for students who have limited time to devote to this task 

relative to the amount of material that must be learned within a semester-long 

course.  This four-credit hour combined lecture and laboratory science course or its 

equivalent requires between five to five and one-half in class contact hours for each 

week in a typical fifteen-week-long college semester term.  

 During a fifteen-week college semester, students enrolled in Human 

Anatomy and Physiology I are scheduled to meet for class by attending either one 

two-hour and forty-five-minute session, two one-hour and fifteen minute sessions 

or three fifty minute sessions of lecture.  Students then are also required to attend a 

single session of laboratory, which meets for either two-hours or two hours and 

forty-five minutes a week.  One to two weeks of class time is typically dedicated to 

learning human skeletal muscles within a fifteen-week-long semester.  The class 

time allocated for this task is proportionate to the other course learning objectives 

and relevant content contained within the first sixteen to eighteen chapters of the 

course-adopted textbook. 

 According to Berney et al. (2015), functional anatomy is a complex 

visuospatial instructional domain.  It is challenging to learn because it involves 

spatial reasoning and depends on information spatially distributed within the 

anatomical body space.  So once the structure is understood in one plane, the 

learner has to mentally operationalize it in the other anatomical planes, in order to 
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get a complete overview of the functional structure. 

 Didactic lecture format includes two-dimensional images delivered via 

overhead transparencies or by PowerPoint slide presentations and has traditionally 

been the standard delivery method of instruction for combined undergraduate 

anatomy and physiology courses.  In addition to attending lecture, students 

participate in laboratory by studying human anatomical 3D plastic models and, 

where time and budgetary constraints permit, by dissecting animal specimens. 

These laboratory activities are designed to provide learner-centered “hands-on” 

active learning opportunities for gaining knowledge about the structure and 

function of the human body.  Students who are haptic learners (also known as 

kinesthetic learners) learn best when they are involved in moving, experiencing, 

and experimenting with the material rather than reading textbooks.  The term 

‘‘haptic’’ stems from a Greek word meaning ‘‘moving and doing’ and is learning 

through touch and kinesthetic feedback.  Jones et al. (2005) suggest that the haptic 

augmentation of science visualizations has the potential to expand students’ reach 

and can provide a variety of new and engaging hands-on experiences.  The authors 

add that the addition of haptic feedback may provide significant benefits in both the 

affective and cognitive domains of student learning. 

 Laboratory instruction for learning human skeletal muscles is often in the 

form of a lecture that shifts from the study of two-dimensional images imbedded 

within PowerPoint presentations to viewing and interacting with human anatomical 

plastic models.  In contrast, the dissection of human cadavers and or animal 
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specimens to learn human skeletal muscles within Anatomy and Physiology I 

combined lecture and laboratory courses are used infrequently due to the 

requirements of both increased time and costs. 

 PowerPoint presentations and human anatomical 3D plastic models 

featuring skeletal muscles are motionless and provide limited interactivity.  Motion 

is one of the key elements that captures attention in the learning process. According 

to Abrams and Christ (2003) things that have just started to move attract attention. 

Bahrick et al. (2002) suggest the importance of using dynamic events as a basis for 

generalizing about perception and memory for events in the real world.  Thus, 

incorporating motion may increase attention and make learning more meaningful, 

muscle actions would become more concrete and less abstract.  According to 

Omrod (2012) concrete objects are easier to visualize and comprehend when 

compared to abstract concepts.  With traditional static visualizations, students need 

to mentally manipulate three-dimensional (3D) relationships from what they see in 

two-dimensional (2D) representations, Pedersen (2012), Lopez and Hamed (2004).  

Lewis et al (2013) also stated that one of the challenges facing anatomy educators 

is how to maximize information transfer such that students develop an accurate 

anatomical understanding with limited resources.  Cohen and Hegarty (2007) 

suggest that the call from the science education community for expanded spatial 

visualization training, and the rapid growth of 3D computer visualizations, may 

have the potential to augment spatial understanding.  Therefore, 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) may be an effective means to learn functional 
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anatomy when compared to traditional methods including human anatomical 3D 

plastic models. 

  Purpose.  Spatial ability encompasses both spatial visualization and spatial 

orientation.  Spatial ability assists a learner in building mental representations 

required to understand concepts involved with objects from different vantage 

points.  Spatial ability (SA) can be defined as the ability to generate, retain, retrieve 

and transform well-structured visual images.  According to Maeda et al. (2013), 

although there is no consensus of dimensions in spatial ability, researchers seem to 

agree with at least two core components of spatial ability: spatial visualization (SV) 

and spatial relation/orientation (SO).  Spatial visualization (SV) measures the 

ability to mentally restructure or manipulate the components of the visual stimulus 

and involves recognizing, retaining, and recalling configurations when the figure or 

parts of the figure are moved.  Spatial orientation (SO) has been described as a 

measure of the ability to remain unconfused by changes in the orientation of visual 

stimuli, and therefore it involves only a mental rotation of configuration.  

 Carroll (1993) defined spatial ability as how people deal with materials 

presented in space.  This can be in one, two or three dimensions, or with how 

individuals orient themselves in space.  Dimensionality is an inherent attribute of 

space as commonly perceived; however, this may not be the central attribute that is 

of concern in spatial ability or visual perception in general.  Carroll adds that the 

concern is that objects, forms, or symbols are perceived as laid out in the space 

presented to the eyes or imagined memory, whether in real-life interactions 
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between the individual and his or her surroundings or in a pictorial or printed 

representations of forms, objects, or text on paper.  Spatial and other visual 

perceptual abilities have to do with individuals’ abilities in searching the visual 

field, apprehending representations of those forms, shapes, and positions, and 

mentally manipulating such representations. 

  Levels of Spatial Ability.  The purpose of this study was to determine the 

relationship between spatial ability and 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction on achievement of skeletal muscle laboratory practical exam scores 

within the context of a combined Human Anatomy and Physiology I course.  

Specifically, this study investigated the influence of low, middle and high levels of 

spatial ability and 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction in comparison with 

human anatomical 3D plastic models on functional anatomy learning of human 

skeletal muscles.  

 Hays (1996) suggested further research studies might look into three areas: 

(1) comparisons of three spatial ability levels with computer-presented instruction; 

(2) examination of the topics prompting for the use of visualization; (3) research of 

the advantages of computer-presented instruction and its capacity to individualize 

instruction with interactive methods.  This study aims to research all three of these 

areas to adapt programming based on students’ spatial ability levels.  Carter et al. 

(1987) and Pribyl and Bodner (1987) examined spatial ability in college level 

chemistry courses.  Students were divided into three groups, which were classified 

as either "low spatial ability," "middle spatial ability" and "high spatial ability" 
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based on their individual spatial ability score.  

 In this study, a functional anatomy assessment on human skeletal muscles 

was used to compare the academic achievement between the two different teaching 

methods.  The results from this assessment were analyzed to determine if there is a 

relationship between different levels of spatial ability and the two different teaching 

methods.  Previous studies by Garg et al. (2001), Guillot. et al. (2007), Khot et al. 

(2013), Nicholson et al. (2006), Stull et al. (2009) and Ziemek et al (2012) and have 

not specifically investigated how levels of spatial ability assessed via the Revised 

Purdue Spatial Visualization Test: Visualization of Rotations (Revised PSVT:R) 

Yoon (2011) and how 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction may contribute 

to undergraduate students’ learning functional anatomy of human skeletal muscles.  

 According to Berney et al. (2015) the emergence of dynamic visualizations 

of 3D models in anatomy curricula may be an adequate solution for spatial 

difficulties encountered with traditional static learning, as they provide direct 

visualization of change throughout the viewpoints.  The authors add that little 

research has explored the interplay between learning material presentation formats, 

spatial abilities, and anatomical tasks. 
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Definition of Terms  

In the context of this study, the following terms were defined as follows:  

 Achievement (ACH) is defined as the difference (gain) score between pretest 

and posttest Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment scores and will act as the study’s 

dependent variable.  

 Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is a program of instructional material 

presented by means of a computer or computer systems.  Computer-assisted 

instruction is defined by instruction, which integrates computer modules, the 

Internet or software directly relevant to the material and objectives taught in the 

course curriculum.  Typically, Computer-assisted instruction is performed in a 

computer lab or classroom equipped with computers for student use during class 

meetings. 

 Human Anatomy and Physiology I (A & P I) is defined as the State of Florida 

approved community college course BSC 2093C.  It is a 15-week, 6-contact hour, 

4-credit hour lecture and lab course that covers the following: tissues, structure and 

function of integumentary, skeletal, muscular, endocrine and nervous systems, and 

organs of special sense.  Lab exercises emphasize anatomic and physiologic 

principles associated with classroom work. 

 Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) is a researcher-created sixty-

question multiple-choice exam that includes images of muscles.  This assessment is 

designed to assess student knowledge of human skeletal muscle functional 

anatomy.  This exam requires spatial orientation and or spatial visualization 
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abilities to isolate, locate and identify muscles by name and match the specific 

actions to the corresponding muscle or muscles.  The difference between the 

HSMA pretest and the HSMA posttest for the study will be used to measure 

Achievement (ACH). 

 Long-term memory (LTM) includes two forms; declarative knowledge that 

relates to how things are, were, or will be, and procedural knowledge that relates to 

how things are done. 

 Meaningful learning requires that individuals must relate new knowledge to 

relevant concepts they already know.  New knowledge must interact with the 

learner’s knowledge structure. 

 Mental Rotation (MR) is the brain moving images of objects in order to 

understand what they are and where they belong.  It has been studied to try to 

figure out how the mind recognizes objects in the environment. 

 Muscle Premium™ (MP) is a 3D interactive application available for PC, Mac, 

IPad, IPhone and Android platforms.  It is designed for exploring the muscles of 

the human body.  It is ideal for students, instructors, and healthcare professionals 

who seek to learn, review, or communicate in-depth information about muscles, 

their attachments and actions.  

 Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test, Revised PSVT:R, Yoon (2011) 

is a 30-item, paper-and-pencil test without a time limit.  This test requires 

approximately thirty minutes to complete.  It is freely available to researchers and 

educators.  This test assessed each student’s spatial ability to visualize and rotate 
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objects in space.  The Revised PSVT:R exam contains questions in which the 

object is rotated around more than one axis.  The shapes are not uniform rows of 

blocks, but instead have angles and unique features on each face of the structure.  

 Schema (plural schemata or schemas) is a term used in psychology and 

cognitive science to describe an organized pattern of thought or behavior that 

organizes categories of information and the relationships among them. 

 Spatial ability (SA) is defined as the ability to generate, retain, retrieve and 

transform well-structured visual images. 

 Spatial orientation (SO) has been described as a measure of the ability to 

remain unconfused by changes in the orientation of visual stimuli, and therefore 

involves only a mental rotation of configuration. 

 Spatial visualization (SV) measures the ability to mentally restructure or 

manipulate the components of the visual stimulus and involves recognizing, 

retaining, and recalling configurations when the figure or parts of the figure are 

moved. 

 Working-Memory (WM) is a storage mechanism that holds information for a 

brief time after it is attended to so that it can be mentally processed.  It is also 

thought to be the place where cognitive processing itself takes place.  WM controls 

attention and also has limited capacity. 

 Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) is the difference between the actual 

development level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of 

potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance 
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or in collaboration with more capable peer. 

Research Questions and Hypotheses 

  Research questions.  The following research questions were the basis for 

formulating the study's hypotheses that were tested in study. 

1.  Does spatial ability (SA) have a significant effect on the academic achievement 

(ACH), the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score? 

2.  Does (3D) interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) have a significant 

effect on academic achievement (ACH), the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment 

(HSMA) difference mean score? 

3.  Is there an interaction effect between spatial ability (SA) and (3D) interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) on academic achievement (ACH), the Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score? 

The research questions were examined using a mixed-methods quasi-experimental / 

control group and qualitative design.  

  Research hypotheses. The research hypotheses that respectively correspond to 

research questions 1 - 3: 

1. Spatial ability (SA) will have some effect on academic achievement (ACH) the 

Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score.  The null 

hypothesis is as follows: There will be no significant differences in academic 

achievement (ACH) the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference 

mean score between students with low, middle or high levels of spatial ability.  Ho: 

µB1 = µB2 = µB3 (B1: low spatial ability; B2 middle spatial ability; B3: high spatial 
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ability) Ha: At least one of the mean scores across students with low, middle or 

high levels of spatial ability will be different. 

2. 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) will have some effect on 

academic achievement (ACH), the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) 

difference mean score.  The null hypothesis is as follows: There will be no 

significant differences in academic achievement (ACH), the Human Skeletal 

Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score between students exposed to 

3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (i.e. treatment group) and those taught 

through traditional methods (i.e. control group).  Ho: µAT = µAC (At: treatment; Ac: 

control) Ha: µAT ≠ µAC. 

3.   The interaction between spatial ability (SA) and 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction (CAI) will have some effect on academic achievement (ACH), 

the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score.  The null 

hypothesis is as follows: Ho: There will be no significant differences in academic 

achievement (ACH), the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference 

mean score based on the interaction between spatial ability (SA) and 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI). 

Study Design 

This study utilized a Quasi-experimental, pretest & posttest with control 

mixed-methods approach, which combined both quantitative and qualitative 

methods.  This study design was chosen to strengthen the quantitative data with the 

descriptions characteristic of qualitative research and to appropriately address the 
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research questions, as some are more suited to qualitative methods than others.  

Therefore, both quantitative and qualitative methods were used together to gain a 

deeper meaning in the data.    

The target population is all students enrolled in a combined lecture 

laboratory Anatomy and Physiology I college level course in the State of Florida 

(student enrollment > 20,000).  This population was delimited to three smaller 

accessible populations, one at each of the following three institutions located in 

Central Florida: Valencia College, Adventist University of Health Sciences and 

Seminole State College. Fifteen intact sections of Anatomy and Physiology I that 

were randomly assigned to control or treatment groups.  Both control and 

experimental groups completed the same pretests and posttests during the same 

period of time during the study.  

The same instructor taught all classes at all three research sites.  The 

instructor is a veteran professor and has ten years of teaching experience A&P I at 

each of the three research sites.  Each research site location was comparable with 

respect to classroom and laboratory facilities and equipment.  A hierarchical 

multiple regression analysis (MRC) was used to determine how much the 

independent variables predict the dependent variable.  The first independent 

variable, Spatial Ability Level as described by Carter et al (1987) and Pribyl & 

Bodner (1987) was determined by categorizing students who scored within a 

normal distribution from the raw student scores of the Revised PSVT: R (2011) 

instrument.  Those who scored more than one-half standard deviation below the 
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mean will be classified as "low spatial ability", those who score more than one-half 

standard deviation above the mean were classified as "high spatial ability", and the 

remaining students were grouped in a "middle spatial ability" category.  The second 

independent variable was group membership for control group using traditional 

instruction with plastic anatomical models of human skeletal muscles or 

experiment group utilizing three-dimensional (3D) interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction (CAI)) and its effect on the dependent variable (the Human Skeletal 

Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference mean score was calculated by subtracting 

the pretest mean score and the posttest mean score) was determined.   The third 

independent variable to be examined will be the interaction between the first two 

independent variables. 

The fifteen sections consisted of seven sections of the BSC 2093C course 

that were taught at Valencia College, two sections of the BSC 2093C course that 

were taught at Seminole State College and six sections of BIOL 101L, Anatomy 

and Physiology I laboratory course, which were taught at Adventist University of 

Health Sciences. This was done in order to establish group equivalency and to 

reduce the potential threat to internal validity posed by non-random assignment of 

individual students to class sections. However, each of the fifteen sections was 

randomly assigned to either the control group or to the experimental group.  The 

dependent variable was achievement as measured by the Human Skeletal Muscle 

Assessment mean difference score.  The HSMA posttest was given to all sections 

participating in the study during the class meeting immediately following the 
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completion of in class instruction on muscles. 

 The experimental portion of the study included the lecture portion of the 

A&P I course which required two hours, both treatment groups of students received 

a printed copy of PowerPoint presentation lecture prepared by the course instructor 

including the same 2-D illustrations of human skeletal muscles located within the 

human anatomy laboratory manual exercise on human skeletal muscles.  These 

illustrations were accompanied with corresponding text listing the origin, insertion 

and the specific actions for each muscle. 

 The subsequent laboratory portion of the A&P I course required a total of 

five and one-half hours and took place over two or three class meetings depending 

on each section's course length in weeks.  Study participants studied the names, 

locations and actions of specific human skeletal muscles as listed on a prepared 

worksheet. The skeletal muscles listed on the worksheet were compiled from the 

course objectives via the laboratory exercise assignment.  During the laboratory 

portion, all students worked in small groups of three or four students.  Each student 

was required to list and describe the assigned skeletal muscles on the worksheet.  

The control group referred to plastic anatomical models of human skeletal 

muscles during this process.  The experimental group referred to 3D interactive 

computer-generated models of human skeletal muscles during the same process as 

follows.  Specifically, each control small group of students were able to follow the 

course instructor as a guide where each student was able to list and describe each 

human skeletal muscle action on their own printed worksheet while interacting with 
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life-sized human plastic anatomical models during the laboratory portion of the 

study.  Additionally, each experimental small group of students were able to follow 

the course instructor as a guide where each student was able to read and highlight 

each human skeletal muscle action on their own printed worksheet while 

interacting with 3D interactive CAI via Muscle Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body 

animations using a laptop computer on each laboratory table during the laboratory 

portion of the study.  Both the control and experimental groups were able to refer to 

their individual photocopy of the PowerPoint lecture presentation during this 

process as an additional reference. 

This laboratory exercise was completed as the main instructional strategy to 

provide an opportunity to engage each individual student’s level of spatial ability 

and potentially increase the conditions for assimilation, elaboration and more 

meaningful learning to occur in comparison to using plastic anatomical models or 

3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction.  Students were able to reflect on their 

own prior knowledge and compare how they may be congruent or different from 

that of other students in their small group of three or four students as they studied 

the names, locations and specific actions of human skeletal muscles.  

 The study concluded with a brief survey, which consisted of five open-

ended questions.  This survey was designed to gain qualitative insight into each of 

the experimental group student's perception of the 3D interactive CAI's impact on 

learning the functional anatomy of human skeletal muscles.  This survey was 

completed during the subsequent class meeting one week after completion of the 
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HSMA posttest.  

  Significance of study.  The rationale of this study is to investigate spatial 

abilities, and compare different instructional factors that may predict human 

skeletal muscles assessment score performance that are statistically significant.  

Results of this study can provide evidence for the recommendation to integrate 

computerized software programs into instruction.  The integration of 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) may improve learning outcomes for students 

based upon their assessed spatial ability level.  Different levels of spatial ability 

may be influenced differently from 3D interactive CAI.  

 If spatial ability is found to have a significant effect on achievement on 

functional anatomy assessments, then early testing of students may provide insight 

to align students with instructional strategies geared for their level of spatial ability.  

If the integration of 3D interactive computer software is found to have a significant 

effect on achievement (ACH) this will support the strategy of selecting appropriate 

topics and its implementation to enhance learning either in place of, or in 

conjunction with traditional methods.  Overall the results of this study may 

contribute to increased student learning outcomes with respect to Human Anatomy 

and Physiology I assessments by assessing both a student’s spatial abilities, and 

secondly by carefully integrating 3D interactive CAI for topics where it will be 

advantageous or complementary to traditional methods of instruction.  
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  During the spring, summer and fall 2015 terms, the study’s convenient 

sample consisted of fifteen intact sections of Anatomy and Physiology I. These 

sections were randomly assigned into one control group and one treatment group.  

Seven sections of the BSC 2093C course were taught at Valencia College and two 

sections of BSC 2093C were taught at Seminole State College.  The six remaining 

intact sections included BIOL 101L Anatomy and Physiology I Laboratory that 

were taught at Adventist University of Health Sciences. 

 Muscle Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body software application has an ease 

of use that may be beneficial to students at all levels of spatial ability.  The 

effective scaffolding of a 3D interactive computer program into instruction may 

enable students to hide, fade or animate selected parts of anatomy.  These features 

are unique compared to the laboratory models and specimens where it was not 

physically possible to do the same manipulations.  The traditional study of anatomy 

is designed to provide experiences and representations to facilitate concept 

learning.  The unique visual representations created by 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction may lower the cognitive load required to solve problems.  

These unique visualizations also may contribute to establishing new connections 

within the learners’ schema and contribute to more meaningful learning.  This 

computer application also has the potential to support higher cognitive functions 

within diverse group of learners.  Learning anatomy is about learning structure, 

spatial orientation, and spatial visualization of the objects that comprise the human 

body.  Three-dimensional interactive Computer-assissted instruction may be the 
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bridge needed by students with lower levels of spatial ability.  This additional type 

of instruction may permit students to reach higher levels of learning within an 

Anatomy and Phsiology I course.   

Study Limitations and Delimitations 

 Limitations are defined as events or occurrences that are beyond the control 

of the researcher.  Delimitations are defined as restrictions set forth by the 

researcher for the sake of the study, which further limits the generalizability. A 

description of these limitations and delimitations follows. 

Limitations.  The following limitations were considered. 

 1.  The research sample was drawn from three semesters from two mid-

 sized community colleges and a small health science university in Florida 

 consisting of students enrolled in an entry-level college combined Human 

 Anatomy and Physiology I course.  Due to the inability to randomize the 

 sample (based on the nature of the research), generalization of findings may 

 be limited to similar populations. 

 2.  One specific topic of anatomy (human skeletal muscles) was the focus of  

            instruction and testing.  The results from this study can only be generalized 

 to the same specific topic. 

 3.  Two of the fifteen study groups were comprised of hybrid sections that 

 asynchronously online. 

 4.  Three of the seven study groups were shorter in length over the semester.    

 Two study groups were seven and one-half weeks long.  One study group    
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 was ten weeks long.  The remaining twelve study groups were between 

 fourteen and fifteen weeks long.  Each study group was randomly assigned 

 to either an experimental group or other group was treated as a traditional 

 control group.  

 Delimitations.  The following delimitations were considered. 

  1. The chosen sample consisted of fifteen intact sections of Anatomy and  

 Physiology I based on meeting times and instructor participation. 

  2. There are many ways to measure spatial rotations; however, this study  

 only focused on a single test of spatial rotations, the Revised Purdue 

 Spatial Visualization Test: Visualizations of Rotations test by Yoon (2011). 

            This limits the extent to which this research can be compared to prior   

            research.  Other potential factors that could affect scores on spatial testing  

            include past experience with spatial testing, prior training in spatial skills,   

            and previous coursework including coursework in anatomy.  Examining   

            these factors does not fall within the scope of the current study; however, it  

            is possible that they may affect the results. 
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CHAPTER 2  

Review of Related Literature

Introduction 

Overview of Underlying Literature 

 The study of anatomy requires abstract thinking and strong spatial 

reasoning.  Traditional pedagogical approaches to teaching anatomy use the 

didactic lecture setting in which students are taught to memorize concepts and learn 

from two-dimensional pictures (Pederson 2012).  Anatomy students are required to 

mentally construct relationships based on what they see in two-dimensional 

pictures from textbooks and other resources.  This is a task that can be very 

difficult for many students especially if they have low spatial abilities.  There is 

consistent evidence in the literature that medical school students with low spatial 

abilities typically do not perform as well in an anatomy class as students with 

higher spatial abilities (Chatterjee, 2011; Hoyek, 2009; Nguyen et al., 2012; 

Rockford, 1985).  Therefore, spatial ability is considered a reliable predictor of 

success in learning anatomy in medical school students.  However, Berney et al. 

(2015) points out that the literature is lacking evidence supporting spatial ability as 

a predictor of success in learning functional anatomy.  Learning functional 

anatomy, which includes the movements associated with skeletal muscles from just 

two-dimensional illustrations and or plastic models that do not perform the actions 

in real time, requires spatial ability.  Functional anatomy is a domain that involves 

complex spatial mental transformations of anatomical structures and movements. In 
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this study, the term functional anatomy refers to the study of anatomical structures 

and their relative behaviors or movements.  Berney et al. (2015) suggest it is an 

ideal learning domain to investigate the use of dynamic visualizations and 

individual visuospatial abilities.  According to Silen et al. (2008) functional 

anatomy is traditionally learned by reading books and by studying anatomical 

models.  Because of the dynamic nature of movement, many concepts of functional 

anatomy are not well portrayed in standard textbooks and figures.  This study will 

investigate the influence 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction with 

different levels spatial ability has on the learning of functional anatomy within 

undergraduate nursing and allied health students.  Anatomy instructors may want to 

develop effective learning strategies that compensate for and or develop these 

abilities especially where they are lacking.  Fernandez et al. (2011) suggest it may 

be possible to develop spatial ability sessions, which at various points in the 

curriculum enable students to refine their spatial skills in order to facilitate more 

effective learning of anatomy. 

Behavioral and Constructivists’ Theories 

 Terrell (2006) argues that the few behavioral learning theories that are still 

beneficial to learning anatomy include organizing course content around specified 

course objectives.  Using statements such as “the student will be able to describe 

the attachments and innervations of the musculature of the thigh” helps both the 

student and instructor identify intended target behaviors and specific levels of 

understanding.  There are several learning theories that support the learning of 
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anatomy and physiology.  

 According to Mayfield et al. (2013) an example of authentic context 

occurred during Gross Anatomy laboratory which an experimental group of 

students demonstrated success with using a custom-designed dissector software 

application.  Students reported significantly (p < 0.05) less reliance on paper and 

instructor resources, greater ability to achieve anatomy laboratory objectives, and 

understanding the role of dissection in learning anatomy.  Experimental group 

students indicated that the iPad helped them in dissection.  

 This research study focused on constructivists’ theories by David Ausubel, 

Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky.  According to Ausubel (1968), learning is best 

when it is meaningful.  Meaningful learning results when new information is 

acquired by linking the new information in the learner’s own cognitive structure. 

Meaningful learning is easier to store and retrieve from long-term memory. 

Ausubel wrote that the single most important factor influencing learning is what the 

learner already knows.  Gaining expertise in anatomy and physiology begins with 

acquiring basic knowledge.  The next step is being able to relate one object or 

concept to another and eventually develop sophisticated cognitive models of how 

the individual anatomical components of the human body function independently, 

as a system, or the entire body.  Anatomy follows the physiology; or in other 

words, form follows function.  Therefore, when students become proficient in 

understanding human skeletal muscle actions then understanding the names and 

locations of human skeletal muscles that are responsible for these actions should 
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follow. 

 Piaget’s theory of cognitive development implies that hands-on experiences 

can provide children and adolescents with opportunities for learning.  Despite an 

increased capacity for abstract thought after puberty, adolescents also benefit from 

opportunities to manipulate and experiment with concrete materials – perhaps 

equipment in a science lab, Ormrod (2012).  Dissection is a technique, which 

permits the learner to deconstruct anatomy, thereby providing the elements of 

anatomy to be reconstructed in the learner’s mental structures.  Students learn to 

mentally associate new knowledge with existing cognitive structures.  

 These structures according to Piaget (1963) are organized into schemes, 

groups of similar actions or thoughts.  Schemes over time evolve from behavioral 

to mental and, eventually, abstract.  As new schemes develop existing schemes can 

be modified or integrated into larger cognitive structures.  Interaction with the 

physical environment and other people is key for acquisition of new schemes and 

modifying existing ones through the process of assimilation and accommodation.  

 In this study, laboratory classes for learning human skeletal muscles were 

designed to have control group students actively interact with the physical plastic 

anatomical models, while experimental group students were to interact with virtual 

models.  The 3D computer application, Muscle Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body, 

was used as the virtual model.  The laboratory setting created an environment for 

students to learn from others in a social context.  Working together students were 

able to identify the correct responses from the incorrect responses using the plastic 
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and virtual models. Piaget suggested that students learn more complex forms of 

thought through the process of equilibration (Piaget, 1963).  When learners can 

interpret and relate new events into existing cognitive structures learners are to be 

in a state of equilibrium.  However, when new events cannot be interpreted or 

responded to with existing schemes then learners may find themselves in a state of 

disequilibrium.  The learner can do two things; modify an existing scheme to 

accept and incorporate the new object or event, secondly form a new scheme to 

organize the object.  Teaching the individual actions of skeletal muscles one at a 

time will provide students with the opportunity develop new schemes and to 

engage the process of accommodation and assimilation.  One important lesson here 

is that when students are in a state of disequilibrium it provides an opportunity to 

modify an existing scheme that may be a misconception.  Prior knowledge is the 

platform on which learning takes place, and it is important to identify persistent 

misconceptions and make corrections to the schema while developing complex 

cognitive structures.  As Cakir (2008) pointed out, learning for understanding in 

classroom requires well-designed hands-on or haptic learning, as well as minds-on 

activities that challenge students’ existing conceptions leading students to 

reconstruct their personal theories.   

 Lev Vygotsky’s social development theory has inspired implications for 

instructional practice (Ormrod, 2012).  Generally speaking, teachers suggest and 

model more effective strategies, give more helpful guidance, and are willing to let 

students take charge of a complex task at appropriate times.  The more challenging 
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the tasks are the more likely they are to promote cognitive development.  

Challenging tasks, especially when sufficiently scaffolded, are likely to foster 

cognitive development.  Teaching human skeletal muscle actions one action at time 

with 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction may provide the scaffold needed 

for students to foster meaningful learning.  Instruction is most effective when it’s 

individually tailored to a student’s unique strengths and limits.  The current study 

utilized Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development theory, in which the course 

instructor provided help when needed as students rotated, zoomed, isolated, 

animated, hid or enhanced 3D images of specific human skeletal muscles. 

Dual Channel Theory, Dual Coding Theory and Cognitive Load Theory 

 Dual Channel Theory. According to Baddeley, rote memorization is the 

lowest form of knowledge and without meaning it is more difficult to retrieve from 

long-term memory into working memory, Baddeley (2001).  Human cognitive 

architecture includes three types of memories: sensory memory, working memory, 

and long-term memory.  The sensory memory perceives the incoming information 

from the environment and stores it for no more than few seconds.  Baddeley (2001) 

suggested that working memory provides our consciousness and possesses two 

partial separate channels, one for visual information and one for auditory 

information. It is very limited in capacity and duration.  Automation occurs when 

the demands of working memory after practice are reduced to permit specific 

categories of information to be processed with decreasing conscious effort, Sweller 

(2002).  
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  Dual Coding Theory.  According to Mayer and Sims (1994) and Paivio 

(2014), Dual Coding Theory (DCT) was empirically constructed and tested from 

the outset using operational procedures to access and use nonverbal and verbal 

mental codes.  The signature DCT features are the referential interconnections that 

enable the nonverbal mind and verbal mind to be interlocked in a synergistic 

relation.  The key element at work within the overall cognitive model is the 

referential processing between the verbal and non-verbal mind.  This referential 

processing has been demonstrated empirically to influence decisions using both 

verbal and multimodal non-verbal stimuli.  Therefore, multimodal stimuli may 

enable the learner to process information on both verbal and multimodal nonverbal 

coding systems, Mayer and Sims (1994).  Individual students may differ in their 

abilities to process verbal and multimodal nonverbal stimuli.  Thus, active learning 

environments that feature multi-sensorial stimuli are more likely to produce a larger 

range of stimuli to maximize both forms of coding.  The varied experiences 

potentially created by the user controlled 3D experimentation may increase the 

representational connections, which may lead to more referential synergy 

connections between the verbal and multimodal nonverbal systems and contribute 

to more interconnected verbal and nonverbal responses. 

 The working memory also is thought to contain a central executive 

processor, which governs the flow of information.  The long-term memory stores 

knowledge in schematic form that are categorized in a way they will be used.  

Long-term memory has unlimited capacity, Sweller (1999).  Attention acts as the 
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central executive to process objects from the sensory memory into the working 

memory.  

 Cognitive Load Theory.  According to Sweller (2002), cognitive load 

refers to the total amount of mental activity impose on working memory at an 

instance in time.  Working memory has a limited capacity when processing novel 

information.  Working memory is actively engaged in comprehension and 

processing activities when learning.  Working memory load is affected by elements 

in the content information, problem situation or intrinsic cognitive load, and by the 

way information is presented and the circumstances in which it is presented.  

Extraneous load generally detracts from learning and inhibits the formation of 

effective schema; germane load is effective and generally contributes to the process 

of schema construction and automation.  When the working memory capacity is 

overloaded learning will be ineffective, (Paas et al., 2003).    

 Cognitive load-based instructional designs intentionally reduce the 

cognitive load of a learning task to allow available working memory resources to 

be more fully devoted to process, comprehend, and encode the new information. 

Intrinsic, extraneous, and germane loads are additive and the sum should not 

exceed the working memory resources available.  Otherwise, learning will not be 

effective (Paas et al., 2003).  Consequently, activities and representations that 

maximize germane load while minimizing extraneous load should be designed and 

implemented.  Instructional designs that affect cognitive load include the following: 

the split-attention effect, the modality effect, the element interactivity effect, the 
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redundancy effect and the imagination effect, Sweller (2002).   

 This study aimed to reduce cognitive load in a number of ways.  First by 

designing instructional materials with the text arranged as close to the visual as 

possible (the split attention effect) the learner will not waste precious and limited 

working memory trying to find relevant text to interpret illustrations.  Secondly, by 

reducing heavy item interactivity, the memory of the learner will not be 

overwhelmed.  An example by Khalil et al. (2005, page 10) states that “when 

learning about the triceps brachii muscle, the learner has to keep in mind that it has 

three heads,” is found in the brachial region, its blood is supplied by branches of 

the brachial artery, and its nerves arise from the brachial plexus - this is heavy 

element interactivity.  In this case, students must simultaneously manipulate several 

elements in working memory.”  A two-phase isolated-interactivity strategy was the 

scaffolding technique employed in this study.  This was implemented to decrease 

the intrinsic cognitive load by presenting the course material via two phases.   

According to (Pollock et al., 2002), the first phase focuses on presenting isolated 

elements that help novices construct partial schemas, while concurrently employing 

the cognitive theory of multimedia learning by (Mayer, 2009).  Mayer advocates 

that the learning materials be designed to reduce extraneous processing by the 

learner, while retaining what is essential to facilitate learner progression through, 

and comprehension of, the material.  According to Mayer (2009) and Sweller (1999), 

in any learning situation there are three types of demands on the learner ’s cognitive 

system: extraneous processing; essential processing, and generative processing.  The 
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second phase focuses on the explanation of the information elements and their 

interaction.  According to Bloom (1956) and Gagne (1970), lower level skills are 

prerequisites to higher order skills.  

 According to (Kozhevnikov et al., 2002, 2005), previous behavioral and 

neuroimaging studies have identified three distinct types of cognitive styles for 

acquiring and processing information: one verbal and two visual (object and 

spatial).  Verbalizers consist of people who prefer to use verbal-logical modes 

when attempting to solve problems.  Object visualizers prefer to construct high-

resolution mental images of individual objects, and spatial visualizers prefer to 

represent and transform spatial relations among objects. 

 BSC2093C Human Anatomy and Physiology I, is both anatomy and 

physiology combined.  A student that has developed spatial knowledge of the 

anatomy of the human body will have a knowledge base to understand the 

physiology.  Therefore, establishing a solid foundation of spatial knowledge of the 

human body will also provide for greater gains in subsequent training and practice 

in the medical field.  This process will enable students to build their own schemas 

regarding human skeletal muscles of the human body.  

 During this study, the course instructor complemented the traditional 

didactic lectures with two different laboratory activities, one for the treatment 

group and another for the control group, (see Figure 2.1).  The treatment group 

laboratory instructional activities featured 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction with user controlled animated muscle actions from Muscle Premium™, 
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a 3D computerized software application program by Visible Body.  The control 

group lab activities featured 3D human anatomical plastic models of human 

skeletal muscles to view, manipulate and study. 

  

  

 

 

  

 

	

	 											Figure 2. 1, Human Skeletal Muscle Laboratory Activities. 

 The major aim of this study was to add 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction to enhance the cognitive assimilation of skeletal muscle names, 

locations and actions meaningfully (Figure 2.1).  Learning the actions of human 

skeletal muscles was used in this study to engage the learner to actively learn the 

names, locations and actions simultaneously.  Concepts that include a cause-and-

effect relationship need to be presented together.  According to Ormrod (2012) 

concepts are easier to learn when defining features are salient and irrelevant 

features are not.  Ormrod adds that learning is defined as a long-term change in 

mental representations or associations as a result of experience, (Ormrod, 2012).  

Which muscle adducts, laterally rotates and extends the arm?  Defining the muscles 
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that are responsible for a specific action are presented along with those muscles that 

are not.  

 Students traditionally learn muscle actions on a rote level after names and 

locations are learned.  Positive and negative instances of a concept are more 

effective when presented together.  Definitions should be accompanied by 

examples together for more effective concept learning than learning definitions and 

examples separately.  Furthermore, it is difficult to provide examples of muscle 

actions with two-dimensional illustrations or human anatomical plastic models.   

Examples of human skeletal muscle actions should follow closely with learning the 

names and locations.  

 Understanding functional anatomy by seeing motion may provide relevant 

experience needed to build or strengthen mental representations to support learning.   

Muscle Premium™ allows for manipulation of a realistic model that can 

demonstrate every muscle and its various actions in real time.  Incorporating this 

computer program into instruction may provide for a more meaningful experience 

in comparison to two-dimension static illustrations or motionless 3D plastic human 

anatomical models.  Students will list and describe appropriate muscle or muscles 

responsible through a muscle actions worksheet while manipulating the 3D 

computer generated models and viewing several 3D animations that depict the 

muscle(s) responsible from many points of view.  

 Integrating animated muscle actions as additional visual imagery may lower 

the cognitive load required for such problem solving.  This may be accomplished 
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because visual imagery provides a means to store and retrieve information into 

long-term memory.  In current study, laboratory activities were designed to provide 

the study groups with experiences that simultaneously present both the positive and 

negative instances within a very short time span. However, only the treatment 

groups received the 3D animated muscle actions integrated into their laboratory 

experiences.  Control groups utilized static 3D plastic anatomical models of human 

skeletal muscles to develop mental representations of functional anatomy including 

muscle actions. Students within the control group using traditional methods may 

have been required to use more of their spatial ability skills in spatial rotation and 

or spatial orientation in comparison to the treatment group.  This potential 

difference may occur because of the different types of visual experiences intrinsic 

to each method.  These possibilities raised two questions.  Would the control group 

require higher cognitive load processing without first viewing the muscle actions 

from a motion rich experience or representation when compared to the treatment 

group students?  Would this lack of animated actions be a disadvantage with 

respect to achievement on the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment?  

 Collaborative activities that promote learning through social interaction 

were in part developed from Vygotsky’s socio-cultural psychology.  Students who 

see other classmates adopting the technology are more likely to try novel 

innovations and gain additional learning experiences.  In this study, the course 

instructor encouraged students within small groups of three to four students during 

multiple laboratory session to interact and manipulate either the experimental 
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treatment of 3D interactive computer application (Muscle Premium™ by Visible 

Body) or the control treatment using plastic anatomical models of human skeletal 

models.  

Review of Past Research Studies  

 Rochford (1985) defined spatial ability as the ability to perceive, retain and 

recognize (or reproduce) objects in their correct proportions when they are rotated 

in space, translated, juxtaposed, projected, sectioned, re-assembled, inverted, re-

oriented or verbally described.  Rochford (1985) studied spatial ability in 

underperforming anatomy students from1980 to 1983 and found that students who 

failed the battery of geometrical spatial exercises and/or recorded large, persistent 

deficits on spatial multiple-choice questions relative to non-spatial multiple-choice 

questions, scored significantly lower marks in practical anatomy examinations 

throughout the year than those students who scored well in the battery of 

geometrical spatial exercises.  Spatially competent and spatially inept students 

performed equally well on the non-spatial multiple-choice questions and the non-

spatial essay examinations.  Borderline and failing students recorded the greatest 

deficits in anatomical spatial scores (for whom losses of approximately 18% 

occurred in practical examinations in anatomy).  Since potential failures with 

persistent spatial handicaps can be readily identified by mid-year, a program of 

differentiated teaching methods is recommended for these students, (Rockford, 

1985).  

 Berney et al. (2015) compared static key views using two-dimensional 
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images to animated images both of the human shoulder joint.  The investigators did 

not find obvious global performance differences for learning functional anatomy 

from 3D dynamic or static visualizations.  However, an interesting interaction 

between the MRT (mental rotation) scores and presentation formats was found in 

the feature identification task.  Whereas the dynamic visualization group, either for 

students with high or low MRT scores, performed equally well on this task, 

students of the static condition with high MRT scores outperformed their 

counterparts with low MRT scores.  The limitations noted by the authors state that 

the study had a limited duration of instructional methods during the time dedicated 

to learning, about 10 minutes, where participants were asked to study then watch 

the displays that included reading an 86-word introduction with a diagram of the 

shoulder.  Their sample was also reduced to 49 students, which resulted in a lack of 

power to be able to generalize.  The current study compared the influence between 

spatial ability, 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction and 3D human 

anatomical plastic models while teaching the functional anatomy human skeletal 

muscles.  Furthermore, the time and sample size in this study were considerably 

larger. 

 Khot et al. (2013) studied the relative effectiveness of computer-based and 

traditional resources for education in anatomy.  They found that anatomical models 

outperformed their computer-based counterparts for anatomy learning.  These 

findings contradict the popular assumption that the greater control and interactivity 

of computer-based modalities should lead to better learning outcomes.  Though 
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computer-based learning modules can have a positive impact on learning outcomes, 

they appear to have significant limitations in comparison to physical models, 

particularly for students with lower spatial ability, (Khot et al. 2013).  However, 

Khot et al’s study only focused on self-study resources; there was no anatomy and 

physiology teaching and the 10 minutes of self-instruction was substantially shorter 

than a task that represents “real world” learning.  Novices were only given ten 

minutes with either a plastic model of a female pelvis, a PowerPoint featuring 6 

Key Views photographs of a plastic model, or a VR (virtual reality) 3D color image 

reconstructed from a CT scan that could be rotated.  All three forms included 20 

labeled items to learn for testing.  The authors admitted in their study limitations it 

was a difficult task for a novice to be able to do.  Another study limitation was that 

inclusion of the cadaveric specimen for the test was used to prevent bias for a 

specific learning modality, but it was inherently similar to the plastic model in that 

it is a tangible physical object.  It appeared that the low spatial ability participants 

did not really have enough time to gain control of the VR 3D model and learn the 

20 items within 10 minutes, (Khot et al. 2013).  The authors stated that the time 

constraints were imposed to amplify the differences between the modalities.  

 A study that contrasted the findings of Khot et al. (2013) was conducted by 

Nicholson et al. (2006), where they reconstructed a fully interactive model of the 

middle and inner ear from magnetic resonance imaging scan of a human cadaver 

ear.  To test the model's educational usefulness, they conducted a randomized 

control study in which 28 medical students completed a web-based tutorial on ear 
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anatomy that included the interactive model, while a control group of 29 students 

took the tutorial without exposure to the model.  At the end of the tutorials, both 

groups were asked a series of 15 quiz questions to evaluate their knowledge of 3D 

relationships within the ear.  The intervention group's mean score on the quiz was 

83%, while that of the control group was 65%.  This difference in means was 

highly significant (p < 0.001).  These positive results suggested that the previous 

study’s limitations were most likely due to limited interactivity of the VR 3D 

model, and implies that larger samples, as in this current study, may be needed to 

further validate these findings.  This model was different from the handful of 

previous studies in that the 3D ear model was fully interactive: it may be zoomed in 

and out, panned across the screen, and rotated smoothly in all three directions (x, y, 

and z axes).  Additionally, it was more complex than the carpal bones by Garg et al. 

(2001).  Overall the level of interactivity and complexity of the modeled structure 

may have contributed to the learning of the study participants.  

 Garg et al. (2001) found that the study of multiple views of an object 

improved mental representation.  The authors also found that a student’s spatial 

ability might be an important predictor for success in learning anatomy.  They 

found that the use of student-controlled multiple view models such as dissected 

samples, skeleton, plastic or computer models was more beneficial than just 

watching an animation containing multiple views.  The most critical issue is that 

the student is in control of the orientations around the views that will be 

remembered compared with presenting all possible configurations.  Their findings 
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suggest that real anatomical objects are remembered as viewpoint-specific two-

dimensional projections.  They used a 50-multiple-choice test to measure the 

spatial knowledge of carpal bones of two groups that had similar baseline 

characteristics: mean age 23 years (SD 2), 50% women, 134 (92%) right handed, 

duration of computer use mean 10 h per week (SD 9), spatial ability 44% (SD 

21%). The multiple view group performed better than the key view group.  A better 

spatial understanding of the carpal bones was seen with multiple views than with 

key views [mean 63, (SD 14) versus mean 56, (SD 17), mean difference 6% (95% 

CI 1–12), (t 44=2.49, p=0.01)].  This difference was evident for the object as a 

whole on both near (p=0.02) and far (p=0.03) questions.  Two relevant findings 

from this study were considered with the current study.  First, the student's spatial 

ability is an important predictor of success in learning anatomy.  The authors 

suggest that spatial ability of the student might be more important than the type of 

educational materials that are studied.  Therefore, results from the Revised PSVT:R 

by Yoon, (2011) on spatial ability were also used as a pretest to further ascertain 

equivalency between the control and treatment groups.  Secondly, the authors 

recommend self-directed examination of an object from multiple different 

perspectives, which can improve spatial learning.   

    The current laboratory activities encouraged study participants to learn the 

locations and actions of human skeletal muscles from multiple perspectives either 

using the plastic anatomical models or the 3D interactive computer software 

application.  In the current study the course instructor guided students as they 
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interacted with the plastic anatomical models and with Muscle Premium™ (MP) by 

Visible Body, the computer based 3D application.  However, each student spent 

class time manipulating either the human anatomical plastic models or the MP 3D 

computer software program to key views needed to help build their own mental 

representations of human skeletal muscles.   

 Guillot et al. (2007) found correlations between visual spatial and mental 

rotation (MR) abilities, and that anatomy examination results underscore the 

advantage of students with high spatial abilities.  Furthermore, the authors stated 

that such abilities could be considered reliable forecasters of success in learning 

anatomy, and the use of specific tests during learning sessions may facilitate the 

acquisition of anatomical knowledge.  The authors cited Wanzel et al. (2002, page 

504): stating that “such predictive tests could affect technical skills learning and 

training in various scientific (e.g. architecture and design) and medical disciplines, 

and help to identify students who might need supplementary teaching modules.” 

 Ziemek et al. (2012) stated that individual spatial abilities may also affect 

the utility of a 3D visualization.  The term spatial abilities refer to a broad range of 

skills involving the mental representation and manipulation of information about 

geometric entities.  The authors found students with low spatial abilities also had 

more difficulty with complex geometric objects than those with high spatial 

abilities.  The work of Stull et al. (2009) supports the claim, showing that "spatial 

understanding of 3D objects by low spatial individuals can be improved to near that 

of high spatial individuals with the use of cognitive aids,” page 87. 
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 Nguyen et al. (2012) showed that the effect of VZ (visualization ability) on 

spatial anatomy comprehension could be modulated through instruction with 

different computer visualizations.  Their findings suggested that in the future 

design and use of computer visualizations in anatomical education, it is important 

to recognize that individual differences among learners affect both the use of 

computer visualizations and what is learned from these external visual resources.   

They also suggested that further research should explore the responsiveness of the 

graphical user interface (GUI) in order to have manipulations made by the users to 

be exactly mirrored by the movements of the visualization.  This would be 

especially beneficial in helping learners create an integrated spatial mental 

representation of any object they are viewing.  They stated that educators needed to 

be critical of the view that interactive and dynamic visualizations are always 

superior to static representations and ask what conditions must be in place for these 

visualizations to be effective.  In their study, the researchers showed that dynamic 

visualizations particularly benefited individuals with high visualization ability, but 

had little benefit for low visualization ability individuals.  Because of the small 

number of participants in their study: 60 participants divided among12 groups, 

more research is warranted to validate their findings. The study appeared to have a 

limited instruction time with duration of exposure to the anatomical and geometric 

models for all participants to no more than 150 seconds, (Nguyen et al., 2012).  

  This current study provided a two-hour anatomy introductory lecture 

followed by five and one-half hours of laboratory interaction.  The interactive 3D 
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Computer-assisted instruction provided a user-friendly computer interface.  The 

length of time and user-friendly interface may be effective for participants with 

low, middle or high levels of spatial ability.  

 Ziemek et al. (2012) add that an awareness of individual spatial abilities is 

likely to help in creating and evaluating the presence of in-scene cognitive aids in 

3D computer graphic applications.  It has been shown that people differ widely in 

their spatial ability.  An understanding of these differences may lead to more 

accessible visualization applications for all users. 

 Stull et al (2009) cite (Cohen & Hegarty, 2007), “Individuals with lower 

spatial ability had a poorer performance when rotating the virtual object compared 

to participants with higher spatial ability.  This result is consistent with previous 

findings that low-spatial individuals have difficulty manipulating and using 3D 

virtual models," Stull, et al (2009, page 87).   It might be assumed that orientation 

references are primarily beneficial for low-spatial individuals.  In fact, orientation 

references were helpful for both high- and low-spatial individuals.  Their results 

demonstrate that 3D virtual models can challenge learners of all levels of spatial 

ability.  Spatial ability was a contributing factor to anatomical learning, consistent 

with previous research. Stull et al (2009) also state the results of their study suggest 

that virtual learning resources, under some conditions, may increase rather than 

diminish the burden imposed on some learners in spatially demanding professions.  

Poorly designed virtual resources can impose an unnecessary yet preventable 

disadvantage for individuals who, if given adequate aids, may develop into 
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successful practitioners. Furthermore, future research should develop training 

practices to help learners enhance their ability to work with virtual objects without 

the need to augment them with artificial devices.  Future research should evaluate 

more challenging instructional practices with more complex material.  A major 

goal of the current research is to bridge the gap that low spatial and mid spatial 

ability learners have specifically with 3D virtual models.  The treatment groups 

were shown and guided to using 3D virtual software program after the first phase 

where the muscle names, locations and actions have been presented via homework 

assignments, an in-class quiz and an interactive PowerPoint lecture.  The second 

phase included both an effective demonstration of the 3D virtual software and 

student control of their own copy of the 3D virtual software during laboratory 

sessions.  

 Venail et al. (2010) conducted a study entitled: “Enhancement of temporal 

bone anatomy learning with computer 3D rendered imaging software.” The 

researchers found that the use of 3D rendering software together with traditional 

anatomical teaching methods allowed their students to achieve better results during 

their final examination.  The second exam, which was part of the final examination 

and was considered more difficult, demonstrated that average scores increased from 

68.87 ±3.63 to 83.78 ±2.99 (median scores of 65% and 90%, respectively) for 

students without and with the 3D reconstruction tutorial and were found to be 

statistically significant (p < 0.001, Mann–Whitney test).  The authors shared 

concerns about the potential of appeal and novelty factor with respect to the 
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software, possibly that the software.  For example, the software may have increased 

the curiosity of the students, thereby increasing their motivation level, their will to 

become more involved during the teaching session, and time on the spent on the 

material.  They suggested that future research should investigate 3D model’s appeal 

and novelty factor, and whether this type of 3D anatomy software can completely 

substitute traditional methods of teaching anatomy.  Another finding was that half 

to two-thirds of students expressed a will to use the software as part of an 

interactive tutorial with the help of a teacher, (Venail et al., 2010).  The majority of 

their study participants felt that the traditional teaching tools they had at their 

disposal were insufficient to learn temporal bone anatomy efficiently.  The authors 

state, “this type of 3D model may help bridge this gap and improve the transfer of 

theoretical knowledge to a more practical use,” Venail et al., (2010, page 287).   

  In the context of the current study, students did not have access to cadaver 

dissections due to numerous factors including time and costs.  The use of 3D 

interactive Computer-assisted instruction in this study may provide more 

information to bridge the gap especially in courses that lack dissections and use 

traditional teaching tools like plastic anatomical models that are generally static and 

offer limited dissection (via removal of a few subcomponents).  One solution is the 

use of these tools during group sessions with each student working on his or her 

own computer under the supervision of a teacher.   

 According to Lufler et al. (2012), as technology continues to infiltrate 

medical education, educators may want to consider the variability of spatial 
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abilities among students.  Providing extra resources, such as tutoring, to students 

with visual–spatial deficits may augment classroom and laboratory learning. 

Teachers and students of various levels may use the 3D imaging software.  

 A study by Hoyek et al. (2011) found that mental rotation training might 

increase the levels of anatomy learning.  However, these researchers also pointed to 

evidence that suggested two things.  First, mental rotation training was done using 

the Vandenberg and Kuse Mental Rotation, (VMRT) block diagrams and not a 3D 

anatomy program, and did show increase MR ability measured by an anatomy 

exam.  Second, two hours were insufficient to master 3D tools and acquire new 

anatomical knowledge, suggesting that interactive (3D) Computer-assisted 

instruction should be longer than two hours of class time to make any difference in 

learning gains.  However, in this study the experimental groups received more than 

two hours because they were guided to learn about muscle actions from the course 

instructor while they learned the software program by seeing step-by-step how to 

manipulate the 3D tools.  Again, students were able to interact with the 3D 

application individually and in small groups.  In this study, the treatment groups 

received five and one-half contact hours of Computer-assisted instruction over two 

or possibly three laboratory sessions.  

 Battulga et al. (2012) found that 3D interactive CG (three-dimensional 

computer graphics) materials had positive effects on medical education when 

properly integrated into conventional education.  Their results found a significant 

difference between the 3DCG and control groups for content [4.26 (SD 0.69) 
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versus 3.85 (SD 0.68); p = .001] and teaching methods (4.33 (SD 0.65) versus 3.74 

(SD 0.79); p < .001], which suggested that 3D interactiveCG is more efficient than 

textbooks alone in medical education and could motivate students to understand 

complex anatomical structures.  The experiment involved 100 first-year medical 

students who had taken anatomy classes and finished cadaver dissection 3 months 

previously.  The Battulga (2012) study was conducted over a one-week period. 

They divided participants into a 3-DCG group and a textbook-only (control) group.  

Each participant received a 1-hour training session.  Finally, all participants 

completed a questionnaire about the benefits of 3-DCG.  This current study, 

however, involved undergraduate students during an A&P I course (not afterwards) 

and students completed a posttest that was used to assess their anatomy and 

physiology knowledge.  The study participants will be assessed for their spatial 

ability.  The interactive (3D) Computer-assisted instruction treatment will be 

compared with plastic anatomical human skeletal muscle models and not just 

textbooks.  Lufler et al. (2012) demonstrated that both males and females 

experienced significant visual–spatial benefits during participation in the medical 

gross anatomy course, suggesting that spatial ability is characteristic of working in 

anatomy, and learning anatomy develops these abilities.  
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Summary and Study Implications  

  According to Lewis et al. (2013) one of the challenges facing anatomy 

educators is how to maximize information transfer such that students develop an 

accurate anatomical understanding with limited resources.  Cohen and Hegarty 

(2007) suggest that the call from the science education community for expanded 

spatial visualization training, and the rapid growth of 3D computer visualizations, 

may have the potential to augment spatial understanding. 

   Spatial ability has to do with individuals’ abilities in searching the visual 

field, apprehending representations of those forms, shapes, and positions, and 

manipulating such representations mentally as defined by Carroll (1993).  Spatial 

ability has been documented to be a reliable predictor for learning anatomy, 

(Chatterjee, 2011, Hoyek, et al. 2009, Nguyen et al. 2012, Rockford, 1985), and 

students with different levels of spatial ability learn anatomy with relative levels of 

success.  Specifically, medical school students with low spatial abilities typically 

do not perform as well in an anatomy class as students with higher spatial abilities.  

However, the literature is lacking evidence supporting spatial ability as a predictor 

of success in learning functional anatomy as pointed out by Berney et al. (2015).  

Functional anatomy is a domain that involves complex spatial mental 

transformations of anatomical structures and movements.  

 According to Lufler et al. (2012) as technology continues to infiltrate 

medical education, educators may want to consider the variability of spatial 

abilities among students including 3D Computer-assisted instruction.  Thus 3D CAI 
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may improve ability to learn functional anatomy for students who test with low or 

middle levels of spatial ability when compared with those with the same levels of 

spatial ability who study traditional 3D plastic anatomical models.  Guillot et al. 

(2007) suggested the future design and use of computer visualizations in 

anatomical education, and that it is important to recognize that individual 

differences among learners affect both the use of computer visualizations and what 

is learned from these external visual resources.  They also suggested that further 

research should explore the responsiveness of graphical user interface (GUI) in 

order to have manipulations made by the users to be exactly mirrored in the 

movements of the visualization, thus making it especially beneficial in helping 

learners create an integrated spatial mental representation of any object they are 

viewing. 

 Hays et al. (1996) suggested further research studies might look into three 

areas: compare the three spatial ability levels with computer presented instruction; 

examine of the topics prompting for the use of visualization; research the 

advantages of computer presented instruction and its capacity to individualize 

instruction with interactive methods.  The current study aimed to research all three 

of these areas to adapt programming based on students’ spatial ability levels.  

Furthermore, this current research study also focused on constructivists’ theories 

including meaningful learning theory by David Ausubel, cognitive development 

theory by Jean Piaget and social development theory by Lev Vygotsky. 

 The application of cognitive load theory, Sweller (2002) in this study was 
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designed to benefit students who were tested to have a different level of spatial 

ability.  Following the Mayfield et al. (2013) study, which employed the cognitive 

theory of multimedia learning by Mayer (2009), multimedia learning – learning 

from words and pictures – is particularly relevant to medical education.  Mayer 

advocates that the learning materials be designed to reduce extraneous processing 

by the learner, while retaining what is essential to facilitate learner progression 

through and comprehension of the material.  This instructional strategy essentially 

reduces cognitive load and allows available working memory resources to be more 

fully devoted to process, comprehend, and encode new information. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Methodology

Population and Sample	

	 Population.	The target population is all students enrolled in a combined 

lecture laboratory Anatomy and Physiology I college-level course in the State of 

Florida (student enrollment > 20,000).  This population was delimited to three 

smaller accessible populations: one at each of the following three institutions 

located in Central Florida.  

 The first research site college is ranked first in the United States for the 

number of Associate's degrees awarded; it is first among two-year schools.  There 

were 59,958 students enrolled during the fall of 2013 and included 581 

international students from 86 different countries, 829 Seneff Honors College 

students, and 7,803 Continuing Education (non-credit seeking) students, with an 

average class size of 23.6. Student Characteristics Race / Ethnicity were as follows: 

Caucasian 34.8%, Hispanic 31.2%, African-American 17.2%, Other (Non-

Resident) 11.7%, Native American 0.3%, Asian/Pacific Islander 4.8%. Enrollment 

Status: Full-Time 39.6%, Part-Time 60.4%, Average Student Age 24. 

 The second research site college serves more than 32,00 students annually. 

The student body is 58% female, 45% minority, and 50% non-traditional age (other 

than 18 to 24 years old).  

 The third research site has an annual enrollment of almost 4000 students. 

The Fall 2013-14 semester was as follows: Total 2,293, Female: 1,793 Male: 50, 
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Full Time: 706, Part Time: 1,587, Degree Seeking: 2,197, Non-degree: 96, Average 

students Age: 30, Alien: 11, American Indian/ Native: 10, Asian: 137, 

Black/African American: 333, Hawaiian/Pacific Islander: 9, Hispanic: 474, Race 

Ethnicity Unknown: 204, Two Races or More: 44, White: 1071. 

 Accessible Population. During the spring, summer and fall semesters of 

2015 the first research site offered approximately 60 sections of BSC 2093C, the 

second research site offered approximately 30 sections of BSC 2093C, and the third 

research site offered approximately 15 sections of BIOL 101 / BIOL 101L.  Total 

enrollment for the accessible populations was approximately 2500 students. 

 Fifteen sections of Human Anatomy and Physiology I were selected from 

the accessible populations in order to yield a large enough sample size, power, and 

credible results for the research study. 	

Subject Characteristics and Location 

 The study sample was selected via a convenient sampling strategy and 

consisted of fifteen different sections of the researcher’s intact courses across the 

three institutions during the fall, spring and summer terms of 2014–2015 school 

year. The first phase of the yearlong study started in the Spring 2015 semester and 

included eighty control group participants and eighty-four treatment group 

participants.  The second phase occurred over the Summer 2015 term and included 

ten control participants and twenty-nine treatment group participants.  The third 

phase occurred during the Fall 2015 semester and included seventy control group 
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participants and fifty-four treatment group participants.   A summary of student 

composition within the sample is presented in Table 3.1.	

Table 3.1 Summary of sample composition by semester. 
2015	Semester	 N	 %	 N	(Control)	 %	 N	(Treatment)	 %	

Spring		 164	 50.2%	 80	 50.0%	 84	 		50.3%	

Summer	 39	 11.9%	 10	 		6.3%	 29	 	17.4%	

Fall	 124	 56.5%	 70	 43.7%	 54	 32.3%	

Total	Sample	 327	100.0%	 160	 100.0%	 167	 100.0%	

 

	 The West Campus of Valencia College (VC) located in Orlando, Florida 

was the primary research site.  Participants from this site were comprised from two 

full-term 15-week sections, four seven and half week flex term section, and one 

ten-week flex term section.  The seven sections had 31, 28, 29, 32, 29, 29, 32 

students each with an average class size of 30 students enrolled in a BSC 2093C 

A&P I.  The VC sample after attrition due to variability in enrollment, no shows 

and withdrawals included 210 participants, which were randomly assigned as 88 

participants divided into three control groups and 122 participants divided into four 

treatment groups.  At this research site the class time dedicated to learning human 

skeletal muscles for the full-term sections was completed over a three-week period.  

This consisted of one lecture (two hours long) and two laboratory sessions (two 

hours and 45 minutes each).  Combined, these provided a total of seven and one-

half hours of instructional time. 
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 Adventist University (ADU) of Health Sciences in Orlando, Florida served 

as the secondary research site. Study participants from this site comprised of five 

full-term 14-week sections of BIOL 101 L Laboratory for A&P I, which is a two-

hour laboratory-only class.  The ADU sample after attrition due to variability in 

enrollment, no shows and withdrawals included 72 participants that were randomly 

assigned into five control groups: the five sections had 9, 10, 10, 11, 13 or 19 

students.  All of the BIOL 101L laboratory portion students were concurrently 

enrolled in a section of BIOL 101 that was the Anatomy and Physiology I lecture 

portion class that met for three hours per week for fourteen weeks.  Students from 

this second research site received four weeks for a total of seven and one-half hours 

of in class instruction to facilitate the learning of human skeletal muscles. 

 The Altamonte Springs Campus of Seminole State College (SSC) located in 

Florida served as the study's third research site. Study participants from this site 

were comprised of two 15-week full-term hybrid section of BSC 2093C A&P I.  

The SSC sample after attrition due to variability in enrollment, no shows, and 

withdrawals included 22 participants from one section and 23 in a second section, 

which were randomly assigned as a treatment group.  Each hybrid section was a 

mix of 50% online lecture activities and 50% on-campus laboratory activities. The 

class met on campus for two hours and forty-five minutes a week for laboratory.  

Students from this third research site received three weeks including one week for 

lecture and two laboratory sessions representing a total of seven and one-half hours 

of instructional time. 
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 The grand total from all three accessible research sites including the fifteen 

intact sections was 327 students.  The majority of students, 272 of 327, (83%), 

were able to complete all the following study participant requirements: the HSMA 

pretest, the Revised PSVT;R  spatial ability test, the laboratory manual homework 

assignment, HSMA quiz, attend all seven and one-half hours of instruction and the 

HSMA posttest.  The fully participating 272 students constituted an adequate 

number of participants to complete a statistical analysis from study data using 

outliers present or outliers removed by JMP13 Pro statistical software package. 

Power Analysis 

	 A power analysis (Cohen et al. 2003) was conducted from three 

perspectives: (1) the power of finding a significant overall (MRC) model, (2) 

research factor set, and (3) two research factors.  All calculations were based on the 

preset p = .05, and effect sizes (.ES) to be calculated using actual R2 values. A 

Priori Linear multiple regression: Fixed effects, main effects and interactions power 

analysis was conducted with G Power giving a medium effect size of .15 and an 

actual Power of 0.9509602 for a sample size of 119.  Based on the analysis, a 

sample size of 327 was used, and was considered adequate to allow for loss of 

participants.  By using a large sample size, the secondary independent variable, 

Level of Spatial Ability, should not interfere with the original independent variable, 

3D Computer assisted instruction (CAI).  The study sample size is presented in 

Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of sample composition by institution. 
Institution	 N	 					%								N	(Control)	 					%	 N	(Treatment)	 		%	

VC	 	210				 64.2%	 		88	 55.%	 122	 73.1	%	

ADU		 			72	 22.0%	 		72	 45.%	 0	 79.1%		

SSC		 			45	 13.8%	 				0	 0.0%	 45	 26.9%	

Total	Sample	 327	 100.0%	 160	 100.%	 167	 100.%	

 

Instrumentation 

 Each student participating in the study was required to complete two 

instruments.  A description of each instrument is presented.  The Human Skeletal 

Muscle Assessment (HSMA), was a researcher-created exam acted as both a pretest 

and a posttest.  The HSMA pretest assessed their prior knowledge and ability to 

identify, locate and understand the actions of human skeletal muscles. The HSMA 

posttest was designed to measure student mastery of course and instructional 

objectives.  Understanding student level of prior knowledge of human skeletal 

muscles served as a starting point to determine the distance between mastering the 

instructional objectives and what students were initially able to do on their own 

before instruction. 

  Two assessments were utilized to collect data for the study to determine 

group equivalency between the treatment and control groups.  First, a HSMA 

pretest was used to assess prior knowledge of human skeletal muscles.  Secondly, 

the Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test (Revised PSVT:R) by Yoon, 

(2011) was used to determine the spatial ability of each student.  A HSMA posttest 
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was used to assess knowledge gains from instruction of human skeletal muscles for 

all students.  The dependent variable for the study was the HSMA difference score 

or known as a gain score, Dimitrov (2003), which was accomplished by subtracting 

the mean HSMA pretest score from the mean HSMA posttest score and was used to 

measure science acheivement in this study.  A complete description of each of the 

instruments follows. 

Revised PSVT:R   

 The participants were asked to complete a pencil-and-paper version of the 

Revised Purdue Spatial Visualization Test: Visualization of Rotations (the Revised 

PSVT:R) by Yoon (2011).  This test required approximately thirty minutes to 

complete. According to Maeda et al. (2013) the original version of this test (PSVT) 

was created by Guay (1976), and consisted of three 12-item subtests entitled 

Developments, Rotations, and Views, respectively.  The PSVT:R is an extended 

version of the subtest, Rotations, to measure the 3- D mental rotation ability of 

individuals aged 13 or above in 20 minutes.  The Rotations exam contains 

questions in which the object is rotated around more than one axes.  The shapes are 

not uniform rows of blocks, but instead have angles and unique features on each 

face of the structure.  

 This psychometric instrument has 2 practice items followed by 30 test items 

that consist of 13 symmetrical and 17 asymmetrical figures of 3D objects, which 

are drawn in a 2-D isometric format.  In the revised version, figures are rescaled 

and items are reordered from easy to difficult under the framework of item 
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response theory (IRT).  In each item, the respondent's task is to mentally rotate an 

object in the same direction as indicated visually in the instructions, and then to 

select an answer from among five possible options.  This test was used to assess 

each student’s spatial ability to visualize and rotate objects in space.  Yoon’s 

Revised PSVT:R (2011) also consisted of a 30-item, paper-and-pencil test, but did 

not specify a time limit as previously designated by Bodner and Guay (1997), who 

recommended no more than 20 minutes for 30 questions.  

 According to Maeda et al. (2013), imposing stringent time limits on the 

revised version may introduce the confounding variable of time to the test.  As a 

result, the element of time may prevent the true spatial abilities of the subject from 

being measured.  However, these researchers also stated that the Revised PSVT:R 

was administered online and respondents were given a maximum of 25 minutes to 

answer the 30 multiple choice items in the test, (Maeda et al., 2013).  The 25-

minute time frame was considered to be sufficient to control the impact of problem-

solving speed on their scores because Yoon and Mann (2012) found that more than 

95% of undergraduate students from various majors could complete the test within 

25 minutes when no time limit was introduced.  Therefore, the 25-minute time 

frame for answering thirty questions was set and imposed upon all study 

participants.  A number of the 3D objects within the thirty-item exam were 

redrawn, rescaled and reformatted to one question per page to improve the 

instrument.  This change was due to ten figural errors found on seven of the thirty 

items within the earlier version of the PSVT:R that were identified by (Yue, 2006, 
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2007).  According to Maeda et al. (2013) the Revised PSVT:R  Cronbach’s alpha 

coefficient of internal consistency was computed at 0.84.  Test items are relatively 

easy and the test provides a precise estimate for students whose ability level is at or 

below average.  Weak to moderate correlations were found between the Revised 

PSVT:R scores and the aptitude test scores such as the SAT and the ACT.  

 Following the work of Chatterjee, (2011) this test was selected for the 

current study over other instruments including the Vandenberg Mental Rotations 

Test, (Vandenberg and Kuse, 1978), partially because of the previously mentioned 

extensive use in assessing spatial rotation ability in undergraduate chemistry and 

organic chemistry students, rather than just the general undergraduate student 

population (Bodner and Guay, 1997).  This is important to consider because 

students majoring in health sciences are a more specialized population than just 

undergraduate students.  Additionally, the shapes are not uniform rows of blocks, 

but instead have angles and unique features on each face of the structure.  These 

unique features may end up being hidden from view when rotated around an axis 

(Bodner and Guay, 1997).  According to Chatterjee (2011, page 62) “This key 

aspect corresponds well to assessing a student’s ability to visualize anatomical 

relationships. Structures will not be uniform and essential parts may not be visible 

from all viewpoints.” 

 Student scores from the Purdue Visualization of Rotation Test were  

analyzed and grouped into low, middle or high spatial ability categories based on 

relative scores to the mean.  Scores, one-half a standard deviation above the class 
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mean, were categorized as High Spatial Ability.  Scores within one-half a standard 

deviation above or below of the class mean were categorized as Middle Spatial 

Ability.  Scores below one-half a standard deviation of the mean were categorized 

as Low Spatial Ability.  A sample practice question is provided in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1. Sample practice question from the Revised PSVT; R by Yoon (2011). 
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Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment HSMA	

	 A Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) was developed containing 

sixty multiple-choice questions that were timed and featured a series of color 

illustrations of human skeletal muscles.  Questions were designed to assess spatial 

orientation and or spatial rotation abilities to correctly locate, identify by name and 

match the specific actions with the corresponding muscles of the human body.    

  Test items were derived from concepts presented within Exercise 14 on 

Human Skeletal Muscles from the Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology, 

(Allen, C. and Harper, V., 2013). This assessment acted as both the HSMA pretest 

and the HSMA posttest for the study and was used to measure achievement (ACH).  

The pretest was given to assess students' prior knowledge of human skeletal 

muscles and determine equivalency between groups.  Two members of the 

Valencia College Anatomy and Physiology faculty performed a content validity 

examination of the HSMA. Students were given one minute per question to select 

the correct answer with images delivered via PowerPoint.  This assessment was 

delivered one question at a time and self-advanced in one direction from the first 

through the last question.  A chime sound was audible at each transition between 

questions.  

 This assessment was designed to measure student course learning objectives 

specifically the understanding of muscle actions along with muscle names and 

locations (a sample question is provided in Figure 3.2).  The assessment employs a 

variety of conventional and unconventional views that required students to apply 
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their anatomical knowledge and spatial abilities to differentiate from multiple 

muscle combinations to select the correct answer.  

 A multivariate analysis was conducted after an initial pilot study of one 

hundred students.  This pilot study conducted in the Fall 2014 semester used the 

same accessible populations to investigate the internal reliability of the HSMA 

instrument using JMP 13 Pro statistical software; the resulting multivariate analysis 

specifying reliability using Cronbach’s alpha was calculated at .84.  The HSMA 

instrument was again analyzed and the Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each of 

the 2015 terms as follows: Spring semester at .81, Summer term at .85 and the Fall 

semester at .82.  The mean 2015 Cronbach's alpha for the HSMA instrument was 

calculated at .82.	
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Figure 3.2 Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) sample question.	

	

	 The same course instructor implemented this study for all study groups. 

Students in both control and treatment groups were tested for their knowledge of 

Human Skeletal Muscles during the second class meeting of the semester.  An 

independent t-test for significance was performed to compare control and treatment 

groups for both instruments: the HSMA pretest scores and the Revised PSVT:R 

scores.  This was done in order to determine the equivalency between the groups.  

Results from the HSMA pretest set a baseline to assess the effectiveness of the 

instructional strategies over the course of the study.  
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Curriculum / Special Equipment	

Curriculum	

	 Human Skeletal Muscles and their actions: upon the completion of 

instruction students enrolled in either BSC 2093C or Biol 101L will be able to 

correctly identify and locate major human skeletal muscles on  plastic models or 

charts and describe their actions.  A list of required human skeletal muscles are 

presented in the appendix. 

Textbook and Laboratory Manual 

At Adventist University of Health Sciences: 

A) Textbook: Anatomy & Physiology: The Unity of Form and Function, Saladin,   

      K. (6th ed.) (2012).  Published by McGraw-Hill. ISBN: 978-0-0733-7825-1 

B) Laboratory Manual: Exploring Anatomy & Physiology in the Laboratory, Erin  

     Amerman, (2nd Ed) (2013).  Published by Morton Publishing Company  

     ISBN: 978-0-8958-2797-5  

At Valencia College: 

A) Textbook: Principles of Anatomy and Physiology, Tortora & Derrickson, (14th  

     Ed) (2013). Published by Wiley. ISBN: 978-1-1188-9269-5 

B) Laboratory Manual: Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology, Allen, C.   

     and Harper, V. (5th B) Ed) (2013). Published by Wiley.  

     ISBN: 978-1-1183-4440-8 

At Seminole State College: 

A) Textbook: Anatomy & Physiology: An Integrative Approach by M. P.   
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      McKinley, V. D. O’Loughlin and T. S. Bidle, (2013).  Published by McGraw    

      Hill Higher Education 

B) Laboratory Manual: Seminole State College Custom Laboratory Manual for   

     BSC 2093C (Published in house 2013). ADU and SSC participants were  

     provided a photocopy of exercise 14, “Skeletal Muscles and Their Actions”  

     pages 197 – 229 from the Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology by  

     Allen, C. and Harper, V. (5th Edition) (2013). Permission was granted from the  

     publisher, John Wiley and Sons, to distribute copies of the laboratory manual to  

     participants from ADU and SSC.  A copy of the permission can be found in the  

     appendix.  

Special Equipment 

Plastic Anatomical Models  

 Control groups at all research laboratories were equipped with ample sets of 

plastic anatomical human skeletal muscle models.  Groups of four students per 

laboratory table were provided with one 1/2-size high quality torso model, one arm 

model and one leg model for every.  Each plastic anatomical model illustrates with 

excellent detail the superficial and deeper muscles, tendons, ligaments, vessels and 

body structures.  These models were partially dis-assembled by students during 

each laboratory session to reveal deeper muscles and other anatomical structures as 

shown in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.  
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Figure 3.3. Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5. 
	

  

Figure 3.3. Altay Scientific model code 6000.56.  

Figure 3.4. 3B Scientific model M10 (1000015). 

Figure 3.5. 3B Scientific model M20 (1000351). 

 

3D Interactive Computer Software Application 

 Treatment groups at all research laboratories were provided with Dell PC 

laptops installed with Muscle Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body which is a 3D 

interactive computer software application.  It is available for PC, Mac, iPad, iPhone 

and Android platforms.  The application includes over 600 3D anatomical 

structures of muscles and over 200 3D anatomical structures of bones and 

ligaments.  MP also groups hundreds of moving muscles into 58 action views that 
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unite the form and function.  The muscle actions allow the user to control the view 

from virtually any angle while watching the muscle move in 3D.  MP allows the 

user to construct and dissect unique views of the human body.  For example, the 

user can "hide" the selected part or make it transparent through the "fade" 

command to view the layer beneath.  The component also can be viewed in 

isolation by hiding the rest of the body.  These options enable one to explore a 

particular area, the head and neck for instance, in greater detail.  Joystick and slide 

functions allow the user to rotate and zoom the image to view anatomy at almost 

any angle or depth.  MP has a deeper level of detail than most 2D images or plastic 

anatomical models.  Having more detail available in teaching tools is preferred over 

having insufficient detail when needed.  During the study, Visible Body, 109 Oak 

Street, Suite 203, Newton, MA 02464 authorized use of and supplied evaluation 

copies of the Muscle Premium™ software.  

Figure 3. 6 Muscle Premium™ 3D computer application by Visible Body. 
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Research Methodology 

Description of Independent and Dependent Variables 

 Three independent variables were used to test the study’s hypothesis.  The 

first independent variable (IV) was the Levels of Spatial Ability (High, Middle or 

Low) interpreted from the raw scores from the Revised PSVT: R psychometric 

instrument, which was measured by calculating the sample mean and standard 

deviation of scores.  High spatial ability was defined by scoring one-half standard 

deviation above the mean and low spatial ability was defined by scoring for one-

half of the standard deviation below the mean.  Middle spatial ability is defined by 

scoring within one-half standard deviation above or below the mean.  

 The second independent variable (IV) was the group membership in either 

the control group (plastic human anatomical 3D models) or the treatment group 

(3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction). 

 The third independent variable was the interaction of Levels of Spatial 

Ability (High, Middle or Low) with group membership for control (traditional) or 

treatment (3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction).  

 The dependent variable was the HSMA (Human Skeletal Muscle 

Assessment) difference mean score, which was measured by the difference in 

scores between the HSMA pretest and HSMA posttest.  

Hypothesis for Research Question 1:  

Spatial ability will have some effect on student achievement of Human Skeletal 

Muscles. Expressed as a null hypothesis: 
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There will be no significant differences in student achievement between students 

with low, middle or high spatial ability. 

Ho: = µB1 = µB2 = µB3 (B1: low spatial ability; B2: middle spatial ability; B3: high 

spatial ability) 

Ha: At least one of the mean scores across students with low, middle or high spatial 

ability will be different. 

Hypothesis for Research Question 2:  

 3D Computer-assisted instruction will have some effect on student achievement of 

Human Skeletal Muscles. Expressed as a null hypothesis: 

There will be no significant differences in student achievement between students 

exposed to 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (i.e. treatment group) and 

those taught through traditional methods (i.e. control group). 

Ho: µAT = µAC   (At: treatment; Ac: control) 

Ha: µAT ≠ µAC 

Hypothesis for Research Question 3:  

The interaction between 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction and spatial 

ability will have some effect on achievement of Human Skeletal Muscles. 

Expressed as a null hypothesis:  

Ho: There will be no significant differences in student achievement of Human 

Skeletal Muscles based on the interaction of between 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction and spatial ability. 

Ha: There will be significant differences in student achievement of Human Skeletal 
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Muscles based on the interaction of between 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction and spatial ability.      

Study Implementation  

 Human Subjects Research Issues.  The Human Subjects Research 

Regulations contain three basic protections for human subjects: Institutional 

Assurances, IRB Review, and Informed Consent.  This research was considered 

low-risk and was exempt from most human subjects' federal regulations.  A copy of 

each of the approved IRB Research Project Forms by institution is provided in the 

Appendix C.  Informed consent is the voluntary choice of an individual to 

participate in research based on an understanding of its purposes, procedures, risks, 

benefits, and any other factors that may affect a person's decision to participate.  

Students were asked to sign the Consent Form, which was authored by the 

researcher; this secured informed consent of all student participants for this 

research during the first week of classes.  A copy of this form is provided in the 

appendix.  Three different IRB applications requesting permission to conduct 

research with students were submitted in August 2014.  The Institutional Review 

Board IRB applications were approved from all three of the following institutions: 

Florida Institute of Technology located in Melbourne, Florida, Valencia College 

and Adventist University of Health Sciences, both of which are located in Orlando, 

Florida.  The Seminole State College Assistant Vice President for Institutional 

Effectiveness reviewed the ADU and VC approved IRB applications and deemed 

the current research at SSC as exempt from IRB review and further evaluated the 
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research to be a fairly routine modification and investigation of instructional 

practices.  

Administration of forms and overview of study procedures.  Participating 

students were asked to complete the following forms and instruments and were 

completed in the following sequence. 

1. Student Informed Consent form: This was completed and signed in class. 

2. Revised PSVT: R: This assessment was taken in class during the first week of 

the course. 

3. HSMA pretest: This assessment was taken in class during the first week of the 

course. 

4. Laboratory Manual Exercise Assignment 14 RYK and UYK: This was 

completed outside of class as homework and was collected prior to the instructional 

period. 

5. Human Skeletal Muscle Homework Quiz: This was taken by students in class 

prior to the instructional period. 

6. Human Skeletal Muscle Lecture: Students highlighted muscle names and actions 

during the lecture. This was completed during class. 

7. Human Skeletal Muscle Actions Worksheet phase 1: Students listed and 

described muscle actions to the corresponding muscles. This was completed during 

class time. 

8. Human Skeletal Muscle Actions Worksheet phase 2: Students highlighted each 

muscle name and each action one by one.  This was an in-class activity: The 
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control group referenced each listed muscle while interacting with the 3D plastic 

anatomical human skeletal muscles.  The treatment group referenced each listed 

muscle while interacting with Muscle Premium™ (MP), the 3D interactive 

software application. Each action was demonstrated one at a time while muscles 

were identified. 

9. HSMA posttest: This was taken in class on the next regular class period 

following the completion of instruction. 

10. Computer-assisted instruction survey: Treatment group participants completed 

this questionnaire during the class period after the posttest was completed.		 

On the second day of class, the instructor did the following: 

 1. Issued and read the Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved letters of 

invitation to participate and the informed consent forms to all eligible students who 

may elect to participate; explained the context and importance of the study, and 

allowed the students to read the form and ask students for their participation and 

permission.  A copy of the Letter to Students is provided in the appendix.  Signed 

forms were collected by the instructor / researcher and are kept on file in a secure 

locked file cabinet per Institutional Review Board (IRB) policies. 

 2. Administered the Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test 

(Revised PSVT:R) to all students participating in the study.  This pencil-and-paper 

test required no more than thirty minutes for study participants to complete by 

selecting the best answer choice and recording their choices by pencil on paper 

Scantron forms.  All tests were collected by the instructor for grading and were not 
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returned to the students.  A sample question from the Revised Purdue Visualization 

of Rotations Test (Revised PSVT:R) by Yoon (2011) is provided in the Appendix 

D. 

  3. The Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) pretest was 

administered to all students participating in the study.  This timed PowerPoint 

presentation was projected to the presentation screen within the laboratory and each 

slide self-advanced after sixty seconds elapsed.  Each slide included one multiple-

choice question along with a corresponding illustration of body region featuring 

several muscles.  The entire exam required sixty minutes for study participants to 

complete by selecting the best answer choice and recording their choices by pencil 

on paper Scantron test forms.  All HSMA pretests were collected by the instructor 

for grading and were not returned to the students.  See Figure 3.2, Human Skeletal 

Muscle Assessment (HSMA) sample question. 

 Experimental Setting.  The experimental component of the study was 

conducted during the Spring, Summer and Fall 2015 semesters at Adventist 

University of Health Sciences (ADU), Valencia College (VC) and Seminole State 

College (SSC).  The fifteen individual sections of Anatomy and Physiology I 

included for the study were divided via seven sections at the West campus of VC, 

six sections at the West campus of VC ADU, and with two sections at the 

Altamonte Springs campus of SSC.  Study groups at both Seminole State College 

and Valencia College received two two-hour and forty-five-minute laboratory 

sessions.  All three sections at the Adventist University of Health Sciences received 
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two two-hour sessions and one one-hour and thirty-minute session.  All study 

participants received an interactive two-hour lecture followed by five and one-half 

hours of laboratory time to facilitate the learning of human skeletal muscle 

functional anatomy.  This represented a total of seven and one-half hours of 

instructional time per student across the study. 

 Laboratory Manual Exercise Assignment.  Prior to in-class instruction 

unit on human skeletal muscles each student was assigned as homework to 

complete Exercise 14 – Reviewing Your Knowledge and Exercise 14 – Using Your 

Knowledge from the Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology, (Allen and 

Harper, 2013).  These exercises included multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank and 

short answer questions that required students to identify, locate and define the 

specific actions of human skeletal muscles.  The next class meeting each student 

was required to submit his or her laboratory exercise homework assignment.  No 

late assignments were accepted.  If a student did not submit the complete 

assignment by the deadline the student was removed from the study.  The 

assignments were then graded and returned to each student following the 

completion of the timed fifteen question multiple-choice PowerPoint quiz. Study 

participants did not attend or missed the Human Skeletal Muscle Quiz the 

participant was removed from the study. 

 Human Skeletal Muscle Quiz.  Human Skeletal Muscle quiz (HSM) was 

given to all students to measure their knowledge of human skeletal muscles after 

they completed they laboratory exercise homework assignment.  Fifteen multiple 
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choice questions corresponded to the illustrations of human skeletal muscles from 

the laboratory manual and were projected on to the classroom projection screen via 

a PowerPoint presentation that self-advanced after forty-five seconds to the next 

question.  Each multiple-choice question had five answer choices including A, B, 

C, D and E. During the HSM quiz each student selected and recorded their choices 

onto Scantron test forms.  The HSM quiz questions format including identifying, 

locating and matching individual muscles to the corresponding actions.  The HSM 

quiz was designed to reinforce learning the objectives within the laboratory 

exercise homework assignment.  Scores were reported to each student but the HSM 

quiz was not reviewed until all students at each respective research site had 

completed the HSM quiz. 

Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture.  All study participants 

attended the course instructor lecture featuring a PowerPoint lecture presentation 

with fifty-one slides.  This presentation included twenty-one illustrations 

representing the facial, neck, thoracic and abdominal, back, pectoral, arm and hand, 

pelvic and perineum, thigh and leg regions.  Each major muscle was identified by 

name, origin, insertion and the action it performs, See Figure 3.7.  Approximately 

one hundred different skeletal muscle identifications, locations, origins, insertions, 

and actions were identified and discussed.  Each student was provided with a gray 

scale printed photocopy of the lecture and a yellow highlighter marker. Each 

student during the lecture was required to highlight each of the individual muscle 

names as the course instructor read the names and described the location of every 
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muscle in class.  Students were also directed to pay attention to the exact location 

of each muscle on the corresponding illustration as each one was discussed during 

the lecture.  The instructor listed and described each muscle’s specific actions and 

each student was required to follow along by reading and highlighting each of these 

actions as listed on their personal photocopy of the presentation, which was also 

projected onto the large screen within the laboratory room.  The entire lecture 

presentation required two hours of class time to complete.  Each student was 

carefully monitored by the course instructor to insure the pace of the lecture 

provided each student with ample time to listen to the lecture, identify and locate 

each muscle, and highlight its name and the muscle’s specific actions.  All study 

participants also received an electronic copy of the PowerPoint presentation notes 

to study and review following the lecture.  
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Figure 3. 7 Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture (sample slide).

  

  Laboratory Sessions.  The laboratory sessions of both the control and the 

treatment groups required participants to complete a detailed muscle actions 

worksheet.  This worksheet included fifty-three muscle actions and in the first of 

two phases of this exercise each student was required to list and describe the 

corresponding muscles names and describe the corresponding muscle(s).  The aim 

of this exercise was to have each student recognize the correct muscle(s) 

responsible for each action and make and strengthen these associations while 

seeing the relative spatial location of each muscle.  Students had opportunity to 

work together to construct their own knowledge and be active learners while 

learning human skeletal muscles names, locations and actions.  Progress was 
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closely monitored on this task by verifying that each student completed his or her 

in-class muscle action worksheet assignments.  Participants also received a key to 

the worksheet to guide with their note taking and the key was used during the 

interaction phase with the plastic or virtual 3D models.  

 Control Group.  The study's control group was comprised of nine sections 

of Anatomy and Physiology I, and each section was taught using a traditionally 

based curriculum using 3D plastic anatomical models to study human skeletal 

muscles during laboratory.  Three sections were taught at Valencia College and six 

sections were taught at Adventist University of Health Sciences.  There was a total 

of one hundred and sixty students initially within the control group.  A summary of 

the control group is presented in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Control group section location, term and meeting time. 
 

 

 The study procedures were implemented during the third week of the 

Valencia College flex 6-week term, the fourth week of the Valencia College flex 8-

week term section and the sixth week of Valencia College 15-week full term 

sections.  The study procedures were implemented during the fifth week of the 

Adventist University 14-week trimester. 

 Control group participants submitted their laboratory manual assignments at 

the beginning of class and then immediately completed the Human Skeletal Muscle 

quiz.  The course instructor then presented the PowerPoint lecture with each class 

highlighting each muscle and its corresponding action on their own printed copy of 

	
Control	Participants	(N)	

	
Location	and	Term	

	
Duration	

	
Day	

	 	
Time	

28	 VC	/	Spring	 10	Week	 Monday	and	
Wednesday	 4:00	pm	-	7:50	pm	

31	 VC	/	Spring	 15	Week	 Monday	and	
Wednesday	 7:00	am	-	9:45	am	

11	 ADU	/	Spring	 14	Week	 Thursday	 1:00	pm	-	3:00	pm	

10	 ADU	/	Spring	 14	Week	 Thursday	 6:25	pm	-	8:25	pm	

10	 ADU	/	Summer	 14	Week	 Tuesday	 6:25	pm	-	8:25	pm	

29	 VC	/	Fall	 8	Week	 Friday	and	
Saturday	 8:30	am	-	2:15	pm	

13	 ADU	/	Fall	 14	Week	 Monday	 1:00	pm	-	3:00	pm	

19	 ADU	/	Fall	 14	Week	 Thursday	 1:00	pm	-	3:00	pm	

9	 ADU	/	Fall	 14	Week	 Thursday	 6:25	pm	-	8:25	pm	

Total	160	(Average	Class	
Size	17.8	students)	 	

13.0	Week	
(Average	
term	length)	

	
Morning	sections	(2)	
Afternoon	sections	(3)	
Evening	sections	(4)	
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the lecture notes.  The next class meeting students completed an in-class 

assignment using a human skeletal muscle actions worksheet to list and describe 

corresponding muscles.  During the laboratory sessions participants had access to a 

variety of  plastic human skeletal muscle models and were required to locate each 

muscle on the models after they completed the first phase of the muscle actions 

sheet.  During the second phase, the students highlighted each muscle and its 

corresponding action on the worksheet after locating the individual muscles on the  

plastic human skeletal muscle models.  This was done to reinforce the first phase. 

 The 3D plastic models were placed on each of the laboratory tables for 

viewing and manipulation during class time.  However, plastic models do not 

demonstrate muscle actions or become transparent to reveal deeper muscles.  It was 

difficult to have an entire classroom of students simultaneosly see the same 

orientation using a handheld plastic model of the leg.  Therefore, the course 

instructor circulated within in laboratory and presented the models to small groups 

of students.  The instructor described every muscle on the worksheet one by one. 

Each muscle’s identity, location and actions were referenced with a corresponding 

model.  These models represented facial, neck, thoracic and abdominal, back, 

pectoral, arm and hand, pelvic and perineum, thigh and leg regions of the human 

body.  In addition to the plastic models students utilized their copy of the 

PowerPoint lecture notes, their laboratory manual and the textbook for reference.  
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  Treatment Group.  The treatment group which was comprised of six 

sections of Anatomy and Physiology I and were taught using 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction to study human skeletal muscles during laboratory. 

Four sections were taught at Valencia College and two sections were taught at 

Seminole State College.  There were a total of one hundred and sixty-seven 

students initially within the treatment group.  A summary of the treatment group is 

presented in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Treatment group section location, term and meeting time. 

	

 During the third week of the VC flex term sections and the sixth week of 

full term sections at VC and SSC the study procedures were carried out using 3D 

interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) with animated muscle actions via 

Muscle Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body during laboratory meetings.  The 

	
Treatment	

Participants	(N)	

	
Location	and	

Term	

	
Duration	

	
Day	

	
Time	

29	 VC	/	Spring	 8	Week	 Friday	and	
Saturday	 8:30	am	-	2:15	pm	

32	 VC	/	Spring	 15	Week	 Monday	and	
Wednesday	 7:00	am	-	9:45	am	

23	 SSC	/	Spring	 15	Week	 Friday	 6:00	pm	-	8:45	pm	

29	 VC	/	Summer	 6	Week	 Monday	and	
Wednesday	 6:25	pm	-	8:25	pm	

32	 VC	/	Fall	 15	Week	 Monday	and	
Wednesday	 6:25	pm	-	8:25	pm	

22	 SSC	/	Fall	 15	Week	 Friday	and	
Saturday	 8:30	am	-	2:15	pm	

Total	167	(Average	
Class	Size	27.8	

students)	
	

12.3	Weeks	
(Average	

term	length)	

	
	

Morning	sections	(3)	
Evening	sections	(3)	
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treatment group anatomy laboratories were equipped with the computer software 

application MP which was installed on seven PC laptops at the Valencia College 

site and six PC laptops at the Seminole State College site.  These PC laptops 

enabled student manipulation of the 3D program individually within groups of four 

students during the duration of the laboratory session. 

 Treatment groups completed the second phase of the muscle actions 

worksheet, highlighting each action and corresponding muscles while interacting 

with the 3D computer application MP.  The course instructor guided the class by 

demonstrating the 3D program on the overhead projector within the laboratory.  

The course instructor demonstrated each muscle action animation and identified 

each contributing muscle to assist students while they completed the muscle action 

worksheet.  This worksheet reflected the MP muscle actions animations as 

sequenced in the application.  Treatment participants were required to play and 

manipulate each of the individual actions within the MP software application as 

they read and highlighted each action listed on the worksheet one after another. 

 Data Collection.  Data was collected from all fifteen sections of Anatomy 

and Physiology I.  During the first week, the Revised PSVT: R tests were 

completed and returned to the instructor for scoring and compilation of spatial 

ability of the sample population.  The instructor scored the Revised PSVT: R based 

on how many of the thirty questions were answered correctly.  No partial credit was 

given for incorrect answers.  Each student was designated as having either low 

spatial ability, middle spatial ability or high spatial ability based on the scores from 
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the Revised PSVT: R.  This designation was not shared with any study participants 

during the course of the study or afterwards. 

 Students completed the HSMA pretest and it was collected for scoring and 

compilation to measure each student’s prior knowledge of human skeletal muscles. 

Student HSMA pretest scores were used to determine equivalency among control 

and treatment groups.  The instructor scored the HSMA pretest based on how many 

of the sixty questions were answered correctly.  No partial credit was given for 

incorrect answers.  All scores were compiled by the instructor and analyzed for 

differences in groups.  These scores were not considered in the students’ course 

grade and information regarding scores was not made available to students.  

 The sample population completed the HSMA posttest during the third week 

of the seven-week and ten-week flex terms and during the ninth week of the full 

fifteen-week semester term.  The instructor collected and scored the HSMA 

posttest in the same manner as the HSMA pretest.  The HSMA posttest counted 

roughly twenty-five percent towards each student’s final average and was 

designated as one of the course laboratory practical exams in the course syllabi. 

The scores from these instruments were coded for use in the analysis performed 

after all data was collected.  All student personal identifiers were removed from the 

data when it was entered into an excel spreadsheet computer file for data analysis.  

 Threats to Internal Validity.  Campbell and Stanley (1963) defined two 

general categories of validity of research designs: internal validity and external 

validity.  Internal validity is the degree to which differences between the control 
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and treatment groups in a study can be confidently attributed to the treatment and 

not to an alternative explanation.  The following list consists of 11 internal validity 

threats that might have affected this research.  It was important to control for these 

threats to maintain the internal validity of the current study. 

 Subject Characteristics.  Study participants within control or treatment 

groups may differ from one another and this difference may influence the outcome 

of an experiment.  In order to minimize this threat, the researcher randomly 

assigned the sample based on a consistent class meeting time (i.e. morning) for all 

groups.  In this study, participants were asked to provide demographic information 

regarding their age and gender on the informed consent forms that were completed 

by all participants.  There was only one instructor for all groups to minimize 

differences.  Finally, in order to minimize subject characteristic differences among 

groups, the Revised PSVT:R by Yoon (2011) spatial ability test and the Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) pretest was administered to all students to 

assess the equivalency of the participants.  Scores for control and treatment groups 

were compared using an independent t-test for significance at the .05 level. 

 Mortality.  A differential loss of participants from the comparison groups, 

which affects the dependent variable, is known as a mortality threat.  This is 

important because it may affect the dependent variable especially when the 

characteristics of the remaining students are different than those who left the study. 

If the students who generally withdraw do so due to poor performance the 

remaining sample will be made up of middle and higher achieving students.  Thus, 
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study results will only be generalizable to populations that also lack poor-achieving 

students.  This is true in most intervention studies because they take place over 

time.  Subjects may be absent during the collection of data or fail to complete tests, 

questionnaires, or other instruments.  In order to minimize this threat, a researcher 

should choose a sample size much larger than the minimum size required to 

provide reliable results based on a power analysis.  The DFW rate, which 

represents an earned grade of a D, F, or withdrawal from a combined Anatomy and 

Physiology I course at Valencia College (VC), is typically around 25% of the initial 

enrollment.  At Seminole State College (SSC), the success rate for BSC 2093C has 

been documented to be 76%, thus mortality is similar to VC.  Adventist University 

of Health Sciences (ADU) attrition rates of BIOL 101 and BIOL 101L have been 

reported at 25% as well.  For this study, a minimum sample size of 119 students 

was needed based on the a priori power analysis that was performed using 

application G Power.  Students who did not complete any portion of the study 

requirements were eliminated, which further reduced the sample size.  The final 

sample size from the fifteen sections of A&PI was 327 students. Two hundred and 

seventy-two participants completed all the requirements of the study and calculates 

to 83.18%.  Thus, the attrition of rate was 16.82% and was consistent with what 

was expected, approximately 4 out of 24 participants. The remaining 272 

participants should be sufficient for valid results based upon the a priori power 

analysis. 
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 Location.  The location in which tests are administered may affect 

responses.  A location threat to internal validity is where the particular location in 

which data are collected or in which an intervention is carried out, may create 

alternative explanations for results.  Locations in which students are taught may 

have more or less resources, workstations or lighting.  Student performance on tests 

may be lower if tests are given in noisy or poorly lit classrooms.  The best method 

of control for a location threat is to hold location constant, that is, keep it the same 

for all participants.  

 The laboratories at Adventist University of Health Sciences (ADU), 

Seminole State College (SSC) and Valencia College (VC) were similar in size, 

lighting, furniture and equipment.  All laboratories were equipped with similar 

student laboratory tables SSC and VC laboratories included six or seven PC 

laptops, respectively, with the 3D computer anatomy application Muscle 

Premium™ (MP) by Visible Body. ADU and VC laboratories had the same 

quantity, variety and quality of plastic anatomical models of human skeletal 

muscles that was used by the control groups.  Because each location is in ambience 

and similarly equipped (see Figure 3.8) the location should not threaten the internal 

validity of this study. 	
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Figure 3. 8 Research laboratory (location site) equipped with Muscle Premium™. 
 
 
 

Instrument Decay.		If instruments are subjective or too lengthy, the scorer 

may be subjected to fatigue or bias in grading.  A threat to internal validity results 

if all instruments are not scored consistently.  To minimize this threat, all 

instruments were be between 20 and 60 multiple choice questions in length. 

Answers to the multiple-choice questions were recorded on Scantron test forms. 

Scoring was completed quickly and consistently to reduce the chances for scorer 

fatigue and subjective scoring.  If the measurement instrument itself changes over 

time this can cause a threat to internal validity.  The HSMA pretest and the HSMA 

posttest were the same instrument thus the measurement instrument did not change 

over time.  These features effectively remove the the threat of instrument decay 

from from this study.	
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	 Data Collector Characteristics.		Using the same data collector throughout 

the experiment will reduce data collector threats.  The instructor / researcher 

participating was the same person throughout the study thus ensuring that the data 

that the data collector was used equally for all comparison groups.  Using: the same 

data collector presumably does not give any advantage to any of the groups.  The 

researcher developed and followed standardized procedures, schedules, resource 

materials, test instruments and forms pertaining to the experiment.  

 Data Collector Bias.		Standardization of materials and methods will also 

reduce data collector bias in order to minimize this threat to internal validity.  The 

study incorporated objective instruments, and thus was not be subject to data 

collector bias.  All study instruments recorded data by pencil and paper forms and 

were less susceptible to influence as on-site observation data collection.  

 Testing.		Because there was a gap of several weeks between the HSMA 

pretest and the HSMA posttest the testing effect should be minimalized. Students 

were not given any details after completing the HSMA pretest.  Test anxiety and 

attitudes may have unintentionally affected student performance on research 

instruments.  

 In order to minimize test-related threats students were assured that the 

Revised PSVT:R  and the HSMA pretest instruments would not count toward their 

course average.  The HSMA posttest was administered to students after seven and 

one-half hours of instructor-lead-in-class activities including the laboratory manual 

homework assignment and a fifteen minute timed 15 question PowerPoint quiz.  
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The quiz was designed to help prepare students for the content and format of the 

HSMA posttest.  The HSMA posttest was administered in a group setting and 

ample time (one hour) was given to complete the 60 multiple-choice questions.  

 History.  Unrelated events or conditions other than the experimental 

treatment that occurs between the beginning of the treatment and the posttest may 

affect the dependent variable.  Everyday noise within a classroom is expected and 

should not be considered as a history threat unless they potentially impact the DV. 

Using the same instructor ensures that the instructor will be able to identify unusual 

or unique events that may occur during the data collection of the dependent 

variable in both the control and treatment groups.  The treatment occured within 

seven and one-half hours of class time that effectively reduced the chances for a 

history threat to occur.  The time between the beginning of treatment and the 

HSMA posttest was two and one-half to five weeks so that history threats were 

minimalized.  

 Maturation.		Changes may occur during a study that are due to factors 

associated with the passing of time rather than the intervention itself.  This is 

known as the maturation threat.  Over the course of a semester, for example, young 

or teenage students in particular will change in many ways due to aging and 

experience.  The passage of time may affect groups in studies involving a long time 

span or in a pre-and post-test study.  The HSMA pretest in this study was used to 

decrease the threat of differences in subject characteristics.  The HSMA posttest 

was administered 3 to 9 weeks after the HSMA pretest depending on the length of 
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the term. The difference in pre-and posttest scores were be considered as the 

dependent variable.  Thus, these pre- and posttest instruments were not subject to 

maturation.  Similarly, maturation of the control group using plastic models and the 

treatment group through a Computer-assisted instruction over 3 to 9 week period 

should not threaten internal validity. 

 Attitude of Subjects.  Attitudes developed by subjects during a study may 

affect performance on the dependent variable.  There is a tendency for subjects to 

change their behavior during an experiment because of the attention gained from 

participating in an experiment.  This is known as the Hawthorne effect. The 

opposite of the Hawthorne effect is the John Henry effect.  This occurs when the 

control group subjects who know they are in an experiment exert an extra effort to 

perform as well or better than the treatment group.  Regular class time was used for 

treatment implementation.  All students were blinded to their participation in a 

study in terms of membership in either the control group or treatment group. Plastic 

anatomical models of human skeletal muscles and 3D Computer-assisted 

instruction were incorporated as part of the instructional routine.  The course 

instructor did not to inform students of their exact role in participating in the 

experiment.  This practice effectively limited any influence on the outcome 

measures due to the Hawthorne or John Henry effect.	

 Statistical Regression.		Extremely high or low scorers on a pretest regress 

toward the mean on a posttest.  If subjects are selected based on their extreme 

scores (e.g., very high or low HSMA pretest scores), when tested on subsequent 
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test the selected very high scoring or low scoring subjects will tend to score less 

extremely on another test even on a retest of the original measure.  Each case would 

constitute a regression threat.  Therefore, students were not selected for 

participation in the current study based on any extreme scores but rather were 

selected from established intact classes.  Students were representative of all ADU, 

VC and SSC biological science students.  Group equivalency was determined using 

both the Revised PSVT: R and pre-HSMA and was completed to mitigate any 

unintentional regression threats.  Equivalent control students from the same college 

populations were used as comparison groups. 

 Implementation.  An implementation threat is a concern of experimental 

studies. In order to minimize any differences in the administration of forms, all 

classes were given identical forms and instruments on the same day. Experimental 

treatment for this study is defined by using 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction. Teaching method (using plastic 3D anatomical models of human 

skeletal muscles or using 3D interactive CAI) was the independent measure for the 

study.  All students in both treatment groups were divided into small groups of up 

to four students.  All control group students were provided with identical plastic 

anatomical 3D human skeletal models.  Each control group student was required to 

highlight the individual names and actions on a worksheet.  Experimental groups 

were provided (per group) a laptop installed with the Muscle Premium™  software 

application for use during the laboratory where they viewed and interacted with 

fifty-three different muscle action animations.  Each experimental group student 
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was required to highlight the individual names and actions on a worksheet.   

  Both the control and the experimental groups received the same Revised 

PSVT:R  spatial ability test, pretest Human Skeletal Muscles Assessment, 

Laboratory Manual Exercise Assignment, Human Skeletal Muscle Quiz, Human 

Skeletal Muscle Introduction PowerPoint lecture, and posttest Human Skeletal 

Muscles Assessment.  Careful attention was given that each item was administered 

according to schedule.  Each study participant was given the same information and 

the same amount of time required to complete the study forms and instruments. 

 Diffusion.  The possibility exists that the participants in the treatment group 

may communicate information about the treatment to the control group, which may 

affect the latter’s performance.  In the current study the instructor deemphasized 

control and treatment activities and the fact that an experiment was going on, thus 

lessening the chances of diffusion of treatment threats.  Groups did not interact 

directly because of meeting times and locations.  Every effort was made to keep the 

research in the background of routine class activities.  

 Treatment Verification and Fidelity.		Shaver (1983) discusses three 

reasons that independent variable (IV) verification is important to educational 

researchers.  First, the potential conclusions drawn from the effects of the IVs on 

the dependent variable (DV) cannot be constructed unless the IVs have been 

implemented effectively.  It will be impossible to generalize results from a study if 

internal or external validity have not been confirmed. In regards to effective IV 

implementation, this is related to ensuring that best research practices are followed 
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and there is adherence to theory.  Secondly, the replication of a research study, and 

eventual comparison of results and findings, relies on the ability of the replicated 

experiment to mirror the original as closely as possible.  In other words, the 

original researcher must adhere to the original description of their research study in 

order to allow consecutive researchers to replicate the experimental setting. 

Educational researchers must be sure to frequently check that the IVs are being 

effectively and consistently implemented on all occasions.  Thirdly, in order to 

effectively synthesize the results of multiple studies, researchers must confirm the 

IVs from each study were comparable and the treatment differences were truly 

related to the IVs, and not an artifact of faulty experimental design.  It is therefore 

important for educational researchers to ensure that the IVs they set out to study are 

being implemented and measured in an appropriate and effective manner based on 

a priori descriptions provided in a research proposal (Shaver, 1983).  

 During the study, the instructor / research made every attempt to assure that 

the IVs including instructional materials, methods and settings were employed for 

both the control and the treatment groups effectively and consistently implemented 

as designed.  In order to maintain treatment verification, the following methods 

were used: (1) treatments were standardized with respect to the assignments and 

duration, (2) the course instructor was aware of potential threats to treatment 

fidelity and followed a pre-determined detailed instructional format. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Results 

Introduction 

	 This chapter describes the results of this study in four sections.  The first 

section includes descriptive statistics associated with the sample demographics as 

well as data associated with the administration of the Revised PSVT:R  instrument 

and the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment.  The second section presents 

inferential statistics resulting from testing this study’s overall model as outlined in 

Chapter 1.  The section also includes results of supplemental analyses, including an 

Ancova to reinforce the multiple regression analysis in this study.  The third section 

contains results of hypothesis testing.  The final section presents the qualitative 

analysis of the treatment group posttest survey. 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Overview. The descriptive statistics for this study are organized by the 

general demographics including gender, age and the independent variables and the 

associated instruments used to measure those variables (i.e., Revised PSVT:R) 

spatial ability, Levels of spatial ability, HSMA pretest and HSMA posttest).		

 General Demographics.	The general demographics data were taken from 

the Student Informed Consent form, which was filled out in class and represents the 

students who completed all aspects of the study.  Two hundred seventy two of the 

initial three hundred and twenty six students were able to complete all requirements 

of the study.  Study mortality was fifty-four students who were lost due to 
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withdraws, being absent, failing to submit assignments and or failing to complete 

any study tests (instruments.)  According to Cohen et al. (2003) it is appropriate not 

to include subjects that did not complete the study if the sample is large enough.  

The remaining 272 study participants provided a large enough sample by exceeding 

the 119 participants required by the study’s a prori power analysis.  All participants 

who completed the Informed Consent form have demographics data available. The 

average age of the sample participants was 24 years old.  Table 4.1 presents 

participant demographics by gender and age.  The overall sample included 17.2% 

male participants and 82.8% female participants.  Groups had consistent ratios of 

female and male participants between the control and treatment groups. The control 

group had slightly more male participants 19.7% compared with the treatment 

group which included 15.1% male participants.  Overall female participants 

outnumbered males by a 5 to 1 ratio, which was consistent with the accessible 

population enrolled in health science prerequisite courses at all three research sites.  

Means and standard deviations of participants are listed by gender in Table 4. 1 and 

age in Table 4.2.  The control and treatment groups have similiarly matched 

partcipants in both gender and age which supported the equivilancy between these 

two groups.  
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Table 4.1 Descriptive Statistics for Participant Demographics by Gender. 
Gender	
	

N	 				%	 N	
(Control)	

%	 N	
(Treatment)	

									%	

Male	 54	 17.2%	 31	 22.6%	 23	 17.0%	

Female	 218	 82.8%	 106	 77.4%	 112	 83.0%	

Overall	 272	 100%	 137	 100%	 135	 100%	

	
	
	
Table 4.2 Descriptive Statistics for Participant Demographics by Age. 
Gender	
	

Age	
(Mean)	

SD	 Age	
(Control)	

SD	 Age	
(Treatment)	

SD	

Male	 24.98	 6.47	 24.83	 6.43	 25.17	 6.65	

Female	 24.01	 5.92	 23.50	 5.34	 24.50	 6.07	

Overall	 24.20	 6.04	 23.80	 5.61	 24.61	 6.41	

	

 Spatial Ability.  The Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test 

Revised PSVT:R by Yoon (2011) is a 30-item, paper-and pencil test.  Students 

were given a maximum of thirty minutes to complete this instrument.  This test 

assessed each student’s spatial ability to visualize and rotate objects in space. 

Means and standard deviations of the Revised PSVT:R  by gender and group are 

listed in table 4.1 and by age in table 4.2.  

 Male students had higher Revised PSVT:R  scores (M = 17.43, SD = 5.70) 

compared with Female student scores (M = 14.48, SD = 5.65). It is a customary 

research practice to report the spatial ability scores between genders (Maeda,	

2013). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run in JMP Pro 13 to determine the 
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differences between these scores.  The R2 was .041, which was significant, F(1, 

272) = 11.7221, p < .001. This implies that 4.1% of the variability in participants’ 

Revised PSVT:R  score was due to the influence of gender.  Female students had 

consistent Revised PSVT:R  scores between control groups (M  = 14.60, SD = 

5.16) and treatment groups (M = 14.36, SD = 6.09).  Male participants differed 

slightly with Revised PSVT:R scores showing that scores on average among 

control groups (M = 18.16, SD = 5.30) were slightly higher than treatment groups 

(M = 16.43, SD = 6.17).  Genders in this study were evenly distributed between the 

control group and treatment group therefore equivalency was not impacted due to 

gender differences in spatial ability.  A summary of spatial ability scores by gender 

and group are presented in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 Descriptive Statistics for Revised PSVT:R Spatial Ability by Gender   
Gender	 N	 M	 		SD	 N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Female	 218	 14.48	 5.65	 106	 14.60	 5.16	 112	 14.36	 6.09	

Male	 54	 17.43	 5.70	 31	 18.16	 5.30	 23	 16.43	 6.17	

Total	 272	 15.07	 5.77	 137	 15.41	 5.39	 135	 14.72	 6.13	

Note.	N	=272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	30	points.	

	

 An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run in JMP Pro 13 to determine the 

influence of age on spatial ability.  Age was found to be not significant, R2 = 6.67, 

F (1, 272) = .0002, p = .9893.  A distribution of PSVT:R scores with age groups is 

presented in Table  4.4.
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Table 4.4 Descriptive Statistics for Revised PSVT:R Spatial Ability by Age 
Age	(years)	 N	 M	 SD	

41-50	 		6	 15.67	 5.68	

36-40	 13	 19.00	 7.09	

31-35	 20	 12.55	 4.99	

26-30	 51	 13.63	 4.90	

21-25	 83	 16.47	 5.78	

18-20	 99	 14.65	 5.72	
Note.	N	=272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	30	points	
	
	
 Levels of Spatial Ability.  Pribyl and Bodner (1987) defined 

high spatial ability level by scoring one-half standard deviation above the 

mean score, and low spatial ability by scoring for one-half of the 

standard deviation below the mean score.  Middle spatial ability is 

defined by scoring within one-half standard deviation above or below the 

mean score.  This method was applied to the student mean scores from 

the Revised PSVT: R, Yoon (2011) instrument collected during this 

study and are listed by level and group in Table 4.5.  The three levels of 

spatial ability were similarly distributed between the control and the 

treatment groups.  Low spatial ability level was associated with 36 of the 

control group students and in 43 of the treatment group.  Mid spatial 

ability level was associated with 64 of the control group students and in 

52 of the treatment group.  High spatial ability level was associated with 

37 of the control group students and in 40 of the treatment group.  Mean 
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scores and standard deviations between control and treatment groups 

were consistent at each of the three levels of spatial ability.  A summary 

of spatial ability level and study groups is presented in Table 4. 5.	

Table 4.5 Descriptive Statistics for Revised PSVT:R Spatial Ability by Level and 
Group 
Level	 N	 M	 SD		N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 		N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Low	 79	 8.38	 2.44	 36	 8.78	 1.99	 43	 7.70	 2.61	

Mid	 116	 15.02	 1.82	 64	 15.17	 1.74	 52	 14.85	 1.90	

High	 77	 22.18	 2.70	 37	 22.27	 2.82	 40	 22.10	 2.61	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	30	points.	
	
 Pretest Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment.  The Human Skeletal 

Muscle Assessment (HSMA) is a researcher created sixty question multiple-choice 

timed exam utilizing color illustrations of human skeletal muscles in which several 

require spatial orientation and or spatial visualization abilities needed to locate, 

identify by name, select the origin and insertion, and match the specific actions of 

the responsible muscles of the human body.  The pretest was given to assess prior 

knowledge human skeletal muscles and determine equivalency between groups. 

Students had one minute per question to select the correct answer via multiple 

choice questions with images delivered via a timed PowerPoint presentation. This 

assessment was designed to measure student understanding of muscle names, 

locations and actions.  Means and standard deviations of the HSMA pretest by 

gender and group are presented in table 4.6.  The HSMA pretest scores were 

balanced between the control and treatment groups across both genders.  The male 

control group (M = 13.84, SD = 3.73) scored less than one point more than male 
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treatment group (M = 12.87, SD = 4.04). Female student scores in the control group 

were (M = 13.59, SD = 3.16) and closely matched the female treatment group 

scores (M = 13.82, SD = 3.70). A summary the HSMA pretest scores for gender 

and treatment groups are presented in Table 4. 6. 

 

Table 4.6 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA pretest by Gender and Group 
Gender	 N	 M	 	SD	 	N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Female	 218	 13.71	 3.44	 106	 13.59	 3.16	 112	 13.82	 3.70	

Male	 54	 13.43	 3.86	 31	 13.84	 3.73	 23	 12.87	 4.04	

Total	 272	 13.65	 3.53	 137	 13.65	 3.29	 135	 13.66	 3.76	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	

	

 All three subgroups of spatial ability, low, middle, and high had consistent 

HSMA pretest scores.  These results provided a baseline to measure learning gains 

for each level of spatial ability when compared with the HSMA posttest following 

instruction.  These scores also demonstrated that regardless of their spatial ability 

level, students averaged about thirteen correct answers of the sixty question pretest 

questions.  Thus having twenty-two percent correct on the HSMA pretest 

demonstrated that study sample participants' prior knowledge was limited with 

respect to human skeletal muscles.  Means and standard deviations of the HSMA 

pretest by spatial ability level are presented in Table 4.7  
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Table 4.7 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA pretest by Level of Spatial Ability 
Level	 		N	 			M	 		SD	
Low	 		79	 13.13	 3.47	
Mid	 116	 13.93	 3.50	
High	 		77	 13.76	 3.60	
Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	
	

 Age groups were examined to learn if the HSMA pretest scores differed. 

The majority 262 out of 272 had consistent scores.  A small subset of ten students 

who were between the ages of 36 and 50 years did score slightly higher on the 

pretest when compared to the students who were between the ages of 18 and 35 

years of age.  Two thirds, 182 / 272 of the students were between the ages of 18 

and 25 years old.  Means and standard deviations of the HSMA pretest by age level 

are listed in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA pretest by Age 
Age	Group	 N	 M	 SD	

41-50	 	4	 15.33	 3.27	

36-40	 	6	 14.38	 5.02	

31-35	 15	 13.55	 4.49	

26-30	 51	 13.43	 3.82	

21-25	 83	 13.59	 3.23	

18-20	 99	 13.65	 3.22	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	
	
	

 Posttest Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment.		Overall the 

treatment group HSMA posttest mean score of 30.78 (SD = 7.87) was 

over two points higher when compared to control group mean score 
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28.72 (SD = 8.64).  The treatment group mean score of female 

participants was 30.84 M (SD = 7.37), which was over one point higher 

than the female control group mean score of 29.61 (SD = 9.01).  The 

treatment group mean score for male participants was 33.04 (SD = 7.67), 

which was over three points higher than the male participants' mean 

score in the control group 29.61 (SD = 7.36).  Both female and male 

participants in the treatment group on average outperformed their 

counterparts in the control group with the male participants having larger 

gains between the different treatment groups.  A summary the HSMA 

posttest scores for gender and treatment group are presented in Table 4.9. 

 
Table 4.9 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA posttest by Gender and Group 
Gender	 N	 M	 	SD	 	N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Female	 218	 29.48	 8.24	 106	 28.61	 9.01	 112	 30.31	 7.37	

Male	 54	 30.78	 7.68	 31	 29.06	 7.36	 23	 33.09	 7.67	

Total	 272	 29.73	 8.13	 137	 28.71	 8.64	 135	 30.78	 7.47	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	

	

	

 There was an increase in HSMA posttest mean scores at each of the three 

levels of spatial ability, see Table 4.10.  A small increase was noticed between the 

low and mid-level ability students mean scores 27.42 (SD = 7.47) versus 28.88 (SD 

= 7.98) respectively.  A greater increase was detected between the mid and high-

level ability student mean scores 28.88 (SD = 7.98) versus 33.42 (SD = 7.33) 

respectively.  This finding supports the claim that spatial ability has a direct 
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relationship with learning anatomy.  Control and treatment group students averaged 

29 and 31 correct answers respectively on the sixty question posttest questions. 

This was an increase of 16 and 18 more correct answers from the HSMA pretest 

scores from the respective groups.  This demonstrates that study sample 

participants upon the completion of instruction increased their knowledge of human 

skeletal muscles with the treatment group having larger learning gains.  Means and 

standard deviations of the HSMA posttest by spatial ability level are presented in 

Table 4.10. 

 
 
Table 4.10 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA posttest by Level of Spatial Ability 
Level	 N	 M	 SD	

Low	 79	 27.42	 7.97	

Mid	 116	 28.88	 7.98	

High	 55	 33.42	 7.33	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	

 

 Mean student HSMA posttest scores varied slightly across the different age 

groups of participants.  This demonstrates that age did not consistently correlate to 

HSMA posttest means scores as presented in Table 4.11. 	
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Table 4.11 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA posttest by Age 
Age	Group	 N	 M	 SD	

41-50	 	6	 30.67	 4.27	

36-40	 	13	 31.54	 8.19	

31-35	 20	 29.60	 10.65	

26-30	 51	 29.47	 6.76	

21-25	 83	 30.69	 8.15	

18-20	 99	 28.81	 8.40	

Note.	N	=	272.	These	scores	were	out	of	a	possible	of	60	points.	
	

 Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment difference score.  The 

dependent variable for the study was the HSMA difference score, which 

was obtained by subtracting the HSMA pretest mean score from the 

HSMA posttest mean score.  The HSMA difference score is presented by 

gender and treatment group and in Table 4.12.  This measure reflects the 

gains in learning that occurred over the period of instruction and is also 

referred to in the literature as a gain score. According to Dimitrov (2003) 

and Rogosa (1983) a gain or difference score can be reliable measure of 

change between pretest and posttest scores.  

 

Table 4.12 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA difference score by Gender and Group 
Gender	 N	 M	 	SD	 	N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Female	 218	 15.82	 7.96	 106	 15.11	 8.47	 112	 16.48	 7.42	

Male	 54	 17.35	 8.41	 31	 15.23	 8.24	 23	 20.22	 7.94	

Total	 272	 16.12	 8.06	 137	 15.14	 8.39	 135	 17.12	 7.61	

Note.	N	=272.	These	scores	were	calculated	from	subtracting	the	HSMA	pretest	
score	from	the	HSMA	posttest	score.	
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	 Female students in the treatment group scored higher than those in the 

control group, (M = 16.48, SD = 7.42) versus (M = 15.11, SD = 8.47) respectively.  

However, a larger learning gain occurred with the male students in the treatment 

group who averaged (M = 20.22, SD = 7.94) on the HSMA difference score.  

Furthermore, male students in this group scored five more correct answers on 

average between the pretest and posttest than male students in the control group (M 

= 15.23, SD = 8.24).  Overall treatment group students scored two more correct 

answers on average on their posttest than they did on their pretest when compared 

to the participants in the control group.  Table 4.12 presents treatment group 

HSMA difference mean score of 17.12 (SD 8.10) compared with the control 

group's HSMA difference mean score of 15.14 (SD 8.39).	

 There was an increase in HSMA difference mean scores at each increasing 

of the three levels of spatial ability, see Table 4.13.  A small increase was measured 

between the low and mid-level ability students mean scores 14.28 (SD 7.47) versus 

15.03 (SD = 7.85) respectively.  A larger increase was measured between the mid 

and high-level ability student mean scores 15.03 (SD = 7.85) versus 19.65 (SD = 

7.29) respectively.  This finding also reinforces the claim that spatial ability has a 

direct relationship with learning anatomy.  There was an increase of 15 and 17 

more correct answers from the HSMA pretest scores from the respective control 

and treatment groups.  This finding demonstrates that study sample participants 

upon the completion of instruction increased their knowledge of human skeletal 

muscles with the treatment group having larger learning gains than control group. 
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The mean HSMA difference scores of students within control and treatment groups 

with middle level of spatial ability were 13.17 (SD 7.73) and 17.33 (SD 7.45) 

respectively.  This four-point difference in achievement within the same spatial 

level demonstrates that the treatment group had a better understanding of human 

skeletal muscle locations and actions.  Means and standard deviations of the HSMA 

difference score (gain) by spatial ability level are presented in Table 4.13. 

 

Table 4.13 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA difference scores by Spatial Ability 
Level and Group 

Level	 N	 M	 SD		N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 		N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Low	 79	 14.28	 8.10	 36	 14.36	 8.50	 43	 14.20	 7.84	

Mid	 116	 15.03	 7.85	 64	 13.17	 7.73	 52	 17.33	 7.45	

High	 77	 19.65	 7.29	 37	 19.30	 8.10	 40	 19.98	 6.52	

Note.	N	=272.	These	scores	were	calculated	from	subtracting	the	HSMA	Pretest	score	from	
the	HSMA	Posttest	score.	

	
	
 Table 4.14 shows that student HSMA difference mean scores varied slightly 

across the different age groups of participants, as was the case with the HSMA 

pretest scores.  This also demonstrates that age did not consistently correlate to 

HSMA difference means scores. 
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Table 4.14 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA difference by Age 
Age	Group	 N	 M	 SD	

41-50	 	6	 15.33	 3.67	

36-40	 13	 17.15	 6.73	

31-35	 20	 16.05	 10.75	

26-30	 51	 16.03	 6.37	

21-25	 83	 17.22	 8.43	

18-20	 99	 15.17	 8.29	

Note.	N	=272.	These	scores	were	calculated	from	subtracting	the	HSMA	Pretest	score	from	
the	HSMA	Posttest	score.	
 
 In summary, the distribution of scores around the means for both 

the treatment group and the control group were similar for both the 

HSMA pretest and the Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test 

(Revised PSVT:R) by Yoon (2011) indicating group equivalence.  

Furthermore, age and gender were evenly distributed between the control 

and treatment groups.  

 Treatment group mean HSMA difference scores (gain) were 

higher than the mean control groups.  The difference scores were larger 

for participants who had higher levels of spatial ability.   
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Inferential Statistics  

  Preliminary Analysis. Prior to hypothesis testing a preliminary analysis 

was conducted to ensure the data set used was appropriate for this study.  This 

included Equivalency testing, missing data analysis, outlier analysis, and 

multicollinearity.  This analysis was completed to verify that the six Ordinary least 

squares (OLS) regression assumptions were upheld. 

 Equivalency Testing. An independent t-test (two-tailed) for 

significance was conducted on the both the Revised PSVT:R  the and 

HSMA pretest scores in order to determine whether or not the control 

and treatment groups would be equivalent in both their spatial abilities 

and basic knowledge of human skeletal muscles at the beginning of the 

semester. Equivalency between the treatment and control groups was 

contingent on having no significant differences in the mean scores and 

standard deviations from the Revised PSVT:R  and the HSMA pretest 

between the two groups. Having equivalency would permit for a valid 

comparison of the IVs on the DV. This statistical procedure was 

appropriate because the study involved comparing the mean difference 

between two independent samples.  Prior to conducting this test an 

outlier analysis using Jackknife distances to see if there were any 

unusually large or small Revised PSVT:R (Spatial Ability), and HSMA 

pretest scores relative to the dataset was conducted with JMP Pro 13.  
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  Outlier Analysis. An outlier is generally considered to be a data 

point that is extreme to the normal distribution curve for a variable or 

population.  Outliers may propagate in the form of contaminated 

observations from input mistakes or non-attentive participants, but may 

also indicate rare cases, which are actual extreme values.  The problem 

with outliers is that they may skew the results into the extremes and may 

indicate statistical significance when there is none.  Therefore, an outlier 

analysis was performed using jackknife distances in JMP13 to detect 

these values.  The simplest method for dealing with outliers is to remove 

them from the data set to ensure that the data collected is as 

representative as possible to the sample.  

 To ensure rigor in this study, two independent primary analyses 

were conducted: one with outliers, and the other without.  In this study, a 

jackknife outlier analysis was conducted for the two independent 

variables and the dependent variable.  The outlier analysis flagged a 

grand total of thirty-six outliers altogether: ten scores from the Revised 

PSVT:R  including one low score and two high scores from the control 

group, three low scores and four high scores from the treatment group,  

eleven more outliers were flagged from the HSMA pretest scores 

including four high scores and one low score from the control group, and 

five high scores and one low score from the treatment group.  
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  This reduced the control group to 118 participants and the 

treatment group to 118 participants for a total of 236 with outliers absent. 

A t-test was then conducted in JMP Pro 13 using the full dataset (N = 

272), JMP Pro 13 displayed the results based on unequal variances.  To 

check for homogeneity of variances, a Levene test was run, which 

showed that the variances were statistically equal for both Spatial ability 

(p = .0595) and the HSMA pretest (p = .0767).   

 Therefore, the four t-tests were conducted using pooled variances 

to investigate group equivalency regarding study participant HSMA 

pretest and Revised PSVT:R test scores.  One t-test in the presence of 

outliers and one in the absence of outliers were run for both HSMA 

pretest and PSVT:R to examine the influence of the outliers were 

conducted in JMP Pro 13.  

 When the results of these two analyses were compared, there was 

very little difference in both the effect size and level of significance 

(Revised PSVT:R  outliers present: R2 = 0.003593, t = 0.3247, t >.05; 

Revised PSVT:R  with outliers absent: R2 = 0.00478, t = 0.	0.2902, p > 

.05). (HSMA pretest with outliers present: R2 = 0.000001869, t = 0.9821, 

p >.05; HSMA pretest outliers absent: R2 = 0.00012, t = 0.8603, p >.05).  

In both instances, with or without outliers, Revised PSVT:R and HSMA 

pretest scores were not significantly different between the control and 

treatment groups.  Therefore, this analysis demonstrates that both groups 
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were equivalent with respect to their HSMA pretest and to their Revised 

PSVT:R test scores.  A summary of the results of each of t-tests and a 

summary of the corresponding ANOVA is provided in Tables 4.15, 

through 4.22. 

Table 4.15 t-test results with outliers present 
Revised	PSVT:R	Spatial	Ability	-	Treatment	Groups	

Assuming	equal	variances	
Difference	 0.6902	 t	ratio	 0.986689	
Std	Err	Dif	 0.6996	 df	 270	
Upper	CL	Diff	 2.0675	 Prob	>	|t|	 0.3247	
Lower	CL	Diff	 -0.6870	 Prob	>	t	 0.1623	
Confidence	 0.95	 Prob	<	t	 0.8377	
Note.	N	=272.	R2	=	0.003593.		
	
Table 4.16 ANOVA Table Summary 
Source	 SS	 df	 MS	 F	

Group	 32.3956	 1	 32.3956	 0.9736	
Error	 8984.413

2	
270	 32.2756	 	

C.	
Total	

9016.808
8	

271	 	 	

Note.	N	=272.	
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Table 4.17 t-test results with outliers absent 
Revised	PSVT:R	Spatial	Ability	-	Treatment	Groups	

Assuming	equal	variances	
Difference	 0.7288	 t	ratio	 1.060189	

Std	Err	Dif	 0.6874	 df	 234	

Upper	CL	Diff	 2.0832	 Prob	>	|t|	 0.2902	
Lower	CL	Diff	 -0.6255	 Prob	>	t	 0.1451	

Confidence	 0.95	 Prob	<	t	 0.8549	

Note.	N	=236.	R2	=	0.00478.

Table 4.18 ANOVA Table Summary 
Source	 SS	 df	 MS	 F	

Group	 31.3390	 1	 31.3390	 0.2902	
Error	 6524.3051	 234	 27.8816	 	
Total	 6555.6441	 236	 	 	
Note.	N	=236.	
	
 
Table 4.19 t-test results with outliers present	
Pre	HSMA	-	Treatment	Groups	
Assuming	equal	variances	
Difference	 -0.00962	 t	ratio	 0.02247	
Std	Err	Dif	 0.42841	 df	 270	
Upper	CL	Diff	 0.83382	 Prob	>	|t|	 0.9821	
Lower	CL	Diff	 -0.85307	 Prob	>	t	 0.5090	
Confidence	 0.95	 Prob	<	t	 0.4910	
Note.	N	=272.	R2	=	0.000001869.		

Table 4.20 ANOVA Table Summary 
Source	 SS	 df	 MS	 F	
Group	 .0063	 1	 .0063	 0.0005	
Error	 3369.5084	 270	 12.4797	 	
C.	Total	 3369.5147	 271	 	 	
Note.	N	=272.		
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Table 4.21 t-test results with outliers absent 
Pre	HSMA	-	Treatment	Groups	
Assuming	equal	variances	
Difference	 0.07627	 t	ratio	 0.188216	
Std	Err	Dif	 0.40523	 df	 236	
Upper	CL	Diff	 0.87464	 Prob	>	|t|	 0.8509	
Lower	CL	Diff	 -0.72210	 Prob	>	t	 0.4254	
Confidence	 0.95	 Prob	<	t	 0.5746	
Note.	N	=236.	R2	=	0.000151		
	
Table 4.22 ANOVA Table Summary 
Source	 SS	 df	 MS	 F	
Group	 							0.3432	 1	 0.34322	 0.0354	
Error	 2267.1271	 234	 9.68858	 	
Total	 2267.4703	 236	 	 	
Note.	N	=236.	
	
 Revised PSVT:R Spatial ability scores and HSMA pretest scores 

did not differ significantly between the control and treatment groups with 

outliers present or absent.  Therefore, the three hypotheses will use the 

HSMA difference score, which is the difference between the HSMA 

pretest score and HSMA posttest as the dependent variable.  

 The final outlier analysis was conducted on the scores from the 

Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment posttest.  Fifteen additional outliers 

were detected: three low scores, and eight high scores from the control 

group, and four high scores from the treatment group.  This further 

reduced the sample to 236 participants total including 118 in the control 

group and 118 in the treatment group.  

 Missing Data.  Each of the study participant's completed 

Scantron answer forms which were collected, graded and checked prior 
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to data input, no forms contained missing data.  After all student scores 

were entered, the data set was then double-checked to verify that no 

researcher input errors were detected.  These answer forms were 

collected immediately following the completion of each of the study's 

instruments which include the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment 

(HSMA) pretest, Revised PSVT:R Spatial Ability test and the Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) posttest.  

 Multicollinearity.  Multicollinearity may exist in multiple 

regression models; an independent variable in this case would be highly 

correlated with another independent variable, thus explaining same 

variance in the dependent variable.  However, each independent variable 

should have low correlations with the other independent variables.  In 

(Cohen et al., 2003), variance inflation factors (VIF) was used to 

determine how each factor’s variance affected the overall model.  Factors 

with a VIF above 10 indicate high multicollinearity, which indicates that 

it is not independent of the other factors.  If a variable were to display 

high multicollinearity, then that variable would most likely have to be 

removed from the model.  A variance of inflation factors analysis was 

performed in JMP to detect multicollinearity to ensure that each 

independent variable in the model did not correlate too highly to other 

independent variables.  The VIF for each independent variable was 

calculated well below 10 and no variable was removed from the model.  
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 Regression Assumptions.  The statistical strategy used to test the 

study's hypothesis was hierarchical multiple regression using functional 

sets.  Cohen et al. (2003) established that six underlying ordinary least 

squares (OLS) assumptions must be satisfied for the factors before using 

in a multiple regression model.  Violations of any of these assumptions 

can result in biased estimates of the regression coefficients, R2, 

significance tests, and confidence intervals may all be incorrect.  This 

means that the sample estimates do not hold in the population. The six 

regression assumptions are discussed below: 

	 Linearity assumption. Regression analysis assumes that there is 

a linear relationship between the independent and dependent variables.  

A correct specification of the form of the relationship between the 

independent variable and dependent variable, also known as the linearity 

assumption needed to be investigated.  This assumption was checked by 

plotting the HSMA difference standardized residuals on the y-axis 

against the predicted values on the x-axis.  This scatterplot satisfied 

assumption because data points showed equal scatter above and below 

that horizontal line. 	

	 Correct specification of the independent variables.  Each 

independent variable in the regression model needed to be examined. 

This is to ensure that all variables identified are included in the model. 

Leverage plots of each the independent variables were created against the 
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residuals of the HSMA difference score.  Spatial ability levels and Group 

membership for control or treatment both demonstrated correct 

specification as independent variables in the model.  Candidate variables 

for inclusion were spatial ability, study participant gender and age, 

location of the research site and term of school year.  These variables 

were checked to verify if they should be included in the model with 

individual Leverage plots with a bivariate fit of the HSMA difference 

score.  The data for these potential variables was collected during the 

study duration.  Spatial ability as an independent model was shown on 

leverage plot to be correctly specified in the model.  However, it was 

decided not to include this candidate as another independent variable in 

the model because it was measuring much of the same amount of the 

variance in the dependent variable as spatial ability level. Study 

participant gender and age, location of the research site and term of 

school year were not found to be significant with HSMA difference 

residuals because each Leverage plot demonstrated a horizontal line and 

a p value greater than .5, suggesting improper variable specification.  The 

additional candidate independent variables were omitted in the primary 

analysis.   

	 Measurement error specification.  Regression analysis assumes 

that there is no measurement error for the measured independent 

variables.  For the use of instruments, Cohen et al. (2003) stated that a 
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reliability coefficient greater than .7 was acceptable.  The Cronbach’s 

alpha of the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment HSMA instrument was 

calculated at .84 during the 2014 pilot study.  During the spring semester, 

it was again calculated at .81, in the summer term it was calculated at .85 

and the fall semester it was calculated at .82. The 2015-combined 

Cronbach's alpha for the HSMA instrument was calculated at .8228.  

This was above the acceptable level.  According to Maeda et al. (2013) 

the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of internal consistency was computed at 

0.84 for Revised PSVT: R test of spatial ability.  No violation of this 

assumption was found for either instrument. 

	 Homoscedasticity of regression assumption.  The 

homoscedasticity of regression assumption was upheld by using the same 

method for the linearity assumption.  A scatterplot of HSMA difference 

residuals against the predicted values was run in JMP 13 Pro.  The 

vertical scatter along the x-axis was found to be of similar length across 

all x-axis values.  

	 Independence of Residuals.  Independence of residuals states 

that all residuals in this analysis should be independent of one another 

and there must be no relationship among the residuals for any subset of 

cases in the analysis.  When residuals are dependent, significance tests 

and standard errors are incorrect.  This assumption was satisfied by 

plotting the HSMA difference score standardized residuals on the y-axis 
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against the actual cases on the x-axis.  It was determined that the 

residuals of the observations were independent of one another because 

there was no detectable/discernible pattern; this indicates that the 

residuals are independent.  

	 Normality of residuals. Normality of residuals states that there is 

a normal distribution of residuals around the regression line.  This makes 

it possible to evaluate the statistical significance of the relationship 

between X and Y as reflected by the regression line.  One way to 

determine if the normality assumption is satisfied is to plot the residuals 

as a histogram with the normal curve superimposed.  If the distribution is 

normal, then the histogram and the normal curve should be similar.  An 

alternative method is to use normal q-q plot, if the residuals follow a 

normal distribution, then they should appear to be close to the straight 

line that is superimposed.  First a histogram of the residuals from HSMA 

difference score was plotted with a normal curve superimposed. 

Additionally, a normal q-q plot was created and the residuals of HSMA 

difference score followed a normal distribution.  Together both of these 

tests determined the normality of the residuals was met. 

 In summary, spatial ability level and group membership for 3D 

interactive Computer-assisted instruction were included in the model as 

independent variables for the primary regression analysis. 
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Primary Analyses 

 Multiple regression model. An overall multiple regression 

analysis was performed on the dependent measure with all the 

independent variables entered in hierarchical order.  This was conducted 

to partition of the Y variance by entering each of independent variables 

one at a time in a specific order.  The first variable to enter the model 

claimed as much of the variance as possible.  When each additional 

independent variable entered the model, it could only add to the variance 

of the dependent variable that was not already explained by the variable 

that previously entered the model. 

 The HSMA pretest was used to measure the participants' prior 

knowledge at the beginning of the term and to compare the possible 

learning gain at the end of the skeletal muscle unit. The mean scores on 

the HSMA pretest and the HSMA posttest were compared for both the 

experimental (3D interactive CAI) group and the control (plastic 

anatomical 3D model) group.  The HSMA difference in scores between 

the pretest and posttest show the learning gains of the students from the 

first time they took the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) and 

the second time they took the HSMA.  The mean HSMA difference was 

determined by subtracting mean HSMA pretest score from mean HSMA 

posttest score.  
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  The regression equation for the overall model was ŷ = 2.337X1 - 

0.794 X2 - 1.542X3 + 0.971X4
  - 0.039X5 + 1.047 X6 - 1.008X7 + 15.796 

(X1
 Treatment group membership, X2

 High level of spatial ability, X3
 

Middle level of spatial ability, X4
 Low level of spatial ability, X5

 

Interaction between High level of spatial ability and Treatment group 

membership, X6
 Interaction between Middle level of spatial ability and 

Treatment group membership, X7
 Interaction between Low level of 

spatial ability and Treatment group membership + the intercept).   The 

overall R2 was .093, which was significant, F (5, 230) = 4.6955, p < .001. 

 This implies that 9.3% of the variability in participants’ Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) difference scores was due to the 

collective influence of all the independent variables including first the 

level of spatial ability, second the group membership for three-

dimensional (3D) interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) and 

lastly the interaction of between these two independent variables.  This 

means the model perfectly predicted participant HSMA difference score 

9.3% of the time if we know their spatial ability level as being calculated 

high, middle or low, their treatment group membership for 3D interactive 

CAI and the interaction of these independent variables. See table 4.23. 
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Table 4.23 HSMA difference score Hierarchical Multiple Regression Model 
Set	 Factor	 Cumulative	R2	 ∆	R2	 df	 F	 p	

	 Overall	Model	 .093	 	 5	 6.4860	 <.0001	

A	 Spatial	Ability	Level	 .050	 .050	 2	 6.0895	 0.0026	

B	 Group	Membership	 .077	 .027	 1	 4.6171	 0.0327	

C	 Interaction	of	Sets	A	and	B	 .093	 .016	 2	 1.9691	 0.1419	

Note.	N	=236.		

Two of the three sets were significant within the model. Spatial ability 

level, R2 was .050, F(2,235) = 6.0895, p=.0026 and group membership for 3D 

interactive Computer-assisted instruction R2 was .027, F(1, 235) = 4.6171, p 

=.0327.  However the interaction between spatial ability level and group 

membership for 3D interactive CAI was not found to be significant, R2 =.016, F(2, 

235) = 1.9691, p = 0.1419. 

Results of Hypotheses Testing 

 The hypotheses were tested using the primary analyses as reported above. 

The Chapter 1 research hypotheses were rewritten in the null form.  

 

 Hypothesis 1. There will be no significant differences in student 

achievement between students with low, middle or high spatial ability.  When the 

level of spatial ability was entered without the effect of any other research factor, 

the effect the HSMA difference score was R2 =.050, F(2,235) = 6.0895, p = .0026, 

which was significant.  Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected: level of spatial 

ability was found to be a significant predictor of HSMA difference scores among 

college level students enrolled in an Anatomy and Physiology I course.  
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  Hypothesis 2. There will be no significant differences in student 

achievement between students exposed to 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction (i.e. treatment group) and those taught through traditional methods (i.e. 

control group).  When the group membership for 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction was entered first without the effect of any other research factor, the 

effect the HSMA difference score was R2 =.027, F(1,235) = 6.4209, p = .0019, 

which was significant.  

 Additionally, when the group membership for 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction was entered with spatial ability level already in the model the 

cumulative effect on HSMA difference score was R2 =.077, F(3,235) = 6.4592, p = 

.0003, which was significant.  Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected and 

group membership for 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction was found to 

be a significant predictor of HSMA difference scores among college level students 

enrolled in an Anatomy and Physiology I course in Central Florida 

 

 Hypothesis 3.	There will be no significant differences in student 

achievement of Human Skeletal Muscles based on the interaction of between 

spatial ability and 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction.  When the level of 

spatial ability was crossed with group membership for 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction the model was not found to be significant.  The null hypothesis 

therefore was not rejected.  See table 4.24. 
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Table 4.24 Summary of Hypotheses Test Results 
Hypothesis	 Description																																																													Null	Hypothesis	Decision	

1	 There	will	be	no	significant	differences	in	student	
achievement	between	students	with	low,	middle	or	high	
spatial	ability.	

Reject	

2	 There	will	be	no	significant	differences	in	student	
achievement	between	students	exposed	to	3D	interactive	
Computer-assisted	instruction	(i.e.	treatment	group)	and	
those	taught	through	traditional	methods	(i.e.	control	
group).	

Reject	

3	 There	will	be	no	significant	differences	in	student	
achievement	of	Human	Skeletal	Muscles	based	on	the	
interaction	of	between	spatial	ability	and	3D	interactive	
Computer-assisted	instruction.	

Failed	to	
reject	

 

 

Supplemental Analyses 

 Middle Level of Spatial Ability.  Due to the significance of the overall 

model, and spatial ability level being significant within the model, a supplemental 

analysis was performed to examine the differences among spatial ability levels.  A 

secondary regression analysis which included the interaction between spatial ability 

level and group membership for 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction to 

predict the HSMA difference score for was examined further with a LS (least 

squares) means plot. A least-squares mean is either the average of observations 

associated with a treatment or the average of treatment means associated with a 

level of a factor. Least squares means are also called adjusted means or population 

marginal means. Least squares means can differ from simple means when there are 
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other effects in the model. When effects are tested, comparisons are made using the 

least squares means. The LS means plot visual showed the greatest difference 

between the computer (treatment) groups and the plastic model (control) groups at 

the middle spatial ability level.  See Figure 4.1.  

 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Least Squares Means of HSMA difference scores 

	
 

Because the LS means plot in figure 4.1 revealed that the middle level of 

spatial participants using plastic models (control) differed significantly from the 

other groups a decision was made to examine the data set further and isolate the 

middle level of spatial ability.  This reduced the study sample to 107 participants 

(50 in computer group, 57 in plastic model group) with mid-level spatial ability.  
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The required minimum sample size was recalculated with G Power.  G power was 

then specified for an A Priori Linear multiple regression: Fixed effects, main 

effects and interactions power analysis was conducted using 2 predictors and giving 

a medium effect size of .15 and an actual Power of 0.9509602, this determined the 

sample size needed was 107, therefore the sample size requirement was met.  First 

a multiple regression analysis was run and the overall model was found to be 

significant.  Second, a hierarchical multiple regression analysis was run and it was 

determined that predictive value of each the IVs including the spatial ability raw 

score and group membership for 3D interactive CAI against the HSMA difference 

score as the DV were significant.  

 Spatial ability raw scores were used since the subset of the study sample 

was comprised of only participants with middle level of spatial ability.  Set A (raw 

spatial ability score) entered the model first and claimed 10.2 % of the information 

needed to perfectly the HSMA difference score.  The study's third hypothesis was 

not supported because there was no significant interaction effect between raw 

spatial ability and group membership for 3D interactive CAI. 

 This supplementary analysis demonstrated that the middle level participants 

HSMA difference scores were influenced by spatial ability and was significant R2 

=10.2, F (1,107) = 15.334, p = .0002.  When set B (group membership for 

treatment method) followed set A (spatial ability) into and it claimed an additional 

9.7 % of the information needed to perfectly predict the HSMS difference score and 

the overall model was significant R2 = 19.2, F(2,106) = 12.625, p = .0006.  A LS 
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Means plot revealed that middle level spatial ability students who received 3D 

interactive CAI experienced a 4-point increase on average in their HSMA 

difference scores compared to the same level students instructed with traditional 

plastic human anatomical 3D models.  See Figure 4.2. and Table 4.25.

 

Figure 4.2 Least Squares Means of HSMA difference scores (middle level of SA) 

Table 4.25 Least Squares Means HSMA difference scores (middle level of SA)	
Group		 N	 Least	Square	Mean	 Standard	Error	 Mean	
3D	Computer	 50	 17.228	 0.908	 17.200	

Plastic	Models	 57	 12.800	 0.850	 12.983	

Note.	N	=	107.	These	scores	were	calculated	from	subtracting	the	HSMA	Pretest	score		
from	the	HSMA	Posttest	score	
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ANCOVA with HSMA pretest on HSMA posttest 

 An alternative means to evaluate the potential learning gains between the 

HSMA pretest and the HSMA posttest is to conduct an analysis of covariance 

(ANCOVA). An ANCOVA is an analysis strategy that uses both ANOVA the 

analysis of variance and regression analysis to compare one variable in two or more 

groups taking into account (or to correct for) variability of other variables, called 

covariates.  An ANCOVA focuses on the posttest differences between the 

treatment groups while holding constant any differences in the pretest scores.  

  To reinforce the findings of the primary analyses a secondary analysis was 

conducted from different vantage point with the existing data set using the HSMA 

pretest as a covariate (to control for prior knowledge of HSM) with the HSMA 

posttest as the dependent variable.  

  Six OLS regression assumptions were previously satisfied with the primary 

analysis.  The ANCOVA analysis also required that using the HSMA pretest as 

covariate IV needed to have linear relationship to the DV and that HSMA pretest 

covariate did not have an interaction effect with the other IVs within the model.  

These two requirements were also satisfied.  The overall ANCOVA was run using 

the HSMA pretest as a covariate with spatial ability level, group membership for 

3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction and the interaction between both as 

the IVs against the HSMA posttest as the DV.  The overall ANCOVA model was 

significant with the R2 = .1521, F(6, 236) = 6.8476, p = <.0001.  This means that 

the model predicted participants’ HSMA posttest scores 15.2% of the time and was 
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due to the collective influence of all the independent variables including the HSMA 

pretest scores, Level of Spatial Ability, Group Membership for 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction and the interaction between spatial ability and group 

membership.  

 Each IV in the model was then examined again to determine unique 

contribution from each factor by performing a hierarchical multiple regression 

analysis.  A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was run with functional sets 

where each factor was entered one at a time with each factor claiming a proportion 

of the overall variance.  The set enter order was A, B, C and D see Table 4.26. 

 
Table 4.26 ANCOVA Model 
Set	 Factor	 Cumulative	R2	 ∆	R2	 df	 F	 p	

	 Overall	Model	 .152	 	 6	 6.486	 <.0001	
A	 HSMA	pretest	 .054	 .054	 1	 13.430	 0.0003	

B	 Spatial	Ability	Level	 .109	 .055	 2	 7.088	 0.0010	
C	 Group	Membership	 .137	 .028	 1	 5.309	 0.0221	
D	 Interaction	of	Sets	B	and	C	 .152	 .015	 2	 2.004	 0.1371	
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Qualitative Analysis  

 Overview. The primary analyses of the study's three hypotheses were tested 

by quantitative methods which included a hierarchical multiple regression analysis 

(MRC) and a supplementary analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to control for the 

pretest as a possible confounding variable. A qualitative questionnaire was added to 

the overall research methodology to triangulate the quantitative methods and data 

findings.  Triangulation is a method used by researchers to gain deeper 

understanding of the results of validity in their studies by analyzing a research 

question from multiple perspectives.  Patton (2001) advocates the use of 

triangulation by stating “triangulation strengthens a study by combining methods. 

This can mean using several kinds of methods or data, including using both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches” (p. 247).  However, Patton (2002) cautions 

it is a common misconception that the goal of triangulation is to arrive at 

consistency across data sources or approaches, in fact such inconsistencies should 

not be seen as weakening the evidence but should be viewed as an opportunity to 

uncover deeper meaning in the data.  Qualitative inquiry data adds detail, depth and 

meaning at a personal level by providing face value and credibility when used in 

conjunction with parsimonious quantitative data. 

 Post-instruction survey.  The post-instruction survey "3D Computer 

Assisted Instruction: Human Skeletal Muscles," was completed by all treatment 

group participants to learn about their perceptions about using the 3D computer 

application to learn about human skeletal muscles.  A copy of this five-open-ended 
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question survey can be located in appendix A.  This survey was developed to learn 

what were student interpretations about the 3D computer application and its effect 

upon their ability create a "mental image" when learning human skeletal muscles. 

Survey questions were adapted from interview questions conducted by (Lopez and 

Hamed, 2004) regarding student interpretations of 2-D and 3D renderings of the 

substorm current wedge.  In their study, student interview responses demonstrate 

that when they were able to manipulate and view 3D images it helped reduce their 

cognitive load, "frees up some brain band width" and " It clarified some things, 

made it easier to visualize."  Their qualitative findings also support their 

experimental findings where the inclusion of 3D after using 2-D images increased 

student-learning outcomes in space physics known as the Substorm Current Wedge 

(SCW), Substorms are geospace disturbances, and they represent a basic mode of 

coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere.  Specifically, all eight of 

their students were able to determine the magnetic perturbations when viewing, 

rotating and zooming a 3D rendering of creation of a current system SCW correctly 

compared with when previously only using 2-D diagrams none were successful at 

this task.   

 The treatment group of participant's survey responses to each of the five 

survey questions will be analyzed to gain more insight to each the study's three 

different research questions.  Why did participants within the 3D computer 

treatment group who had different levels of SA perform differently on the HSMA? 

Specifically, how did the study participants with different levels of spatial ability 
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respond to the survey questions?  If differences exist, what could be inferred with 

respect to the study's first research question: 1. Does spatial ability have a 

significant effect on the achievement on the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment?  

 What were the specific features and benefits of the 3D computer assisted 

instruction CAI according to study participants that contributed to their learning of 

human skeletal muscles?  This information may help explain why the second 

research question was supported:  2. Does 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction (CAI) have a significant effect on achievement on the Human Skeletal 

Muscles Assessment? 

 Even though no significant interaction effect was found with respect to the 

third research question:  3. Is there an interaction effect between spatial ability and 

interactive (3D) Computer-assisted instruction on achievement of Human Skeletal 

Muscles?  Why did the middle SA level computer group have a significantly 

greater HSMA difference scores when compared to the plastic anatomical model 

group with the same SA level?  What the middle SA level CAI group say that may 

help explain the difference in their scores?  

 Student survey responses.  Experimental group student responses (N=118, 

following outlier analysis and removal) to the survey questions were transcribed 

into an excel spreadsheet for each of the survey's five questions. Student responses 

were then separated and grouped according to their spatial ability (SA) as high 

level, middle level or low level.  The responses to the five questions were then 

tabulated and analyzed in terms of frequency key terms within their responses.  
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Responses that demonstrate higher frequencies or are consistent with other 

responses will provide the data set with more generalizability.  According to 

Golafshani (2003) the quality of a research is related to generalizability of the result 

and thereby to the testing and increasing the validity or trustworthiness of the 

research.  The terms Reliability and Validity are essential criterion for quality in 

quantitative paradigms, whereas Consistency or Dependability and Applicability or 

Transferability are the essential criteria for quality in the qualitative analysis 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  

 Samples of six CAI group participant responses to each of the five survey 

questions were selected from the CAI group.  Selection criteria was based first that 

two cases were representative from each level of SA ability including high, middle 

or low.  Second, that one of each case in the three SA levels had one participant 

who answered yes and the other participant answered no that using the 3D 

computer application compared to plastic anatomical models was beneficial to 

assist learning human skeletal muscles.  This purpose was to present some of the 

contrasting viewpoints which pertain to using the 3D computer application from 

SA level subgroup participants within the treatment group.  

 Survey responses are presented with each participant's SA level, HSMA 

difference score, Revised PSVT: R score, age and gender.  See Table 4.27.  This 

matrix was created for each of the five survey questions to provide context.  Why 

or why not did the participants feel that the 3D computer application and 

instruction was beneficial to learning human skeletal muscles.  This also present an 
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opportunity further investigate a possible relationship between terminology use and 

spatial ability level with context and by looking at complete phrases. 

 
 
Table 4.27 Survey Question 1 sample responses "Anatomical Relationship" 
  
1.	When	you	think	of	the	
phrase	“anatomical	
relationship”	what	comes	to	
mind?	

	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R	score	/				
age	/	gender		

	
SA	high	level	

participant	response	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R	score	/				
age	/	gender	

	
SA	middle	level	

participant	response	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R	score	/				
age	/	gender	

	
	

SA	low	level	
participant	response	

	

Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

31Diff	25Rot	23F	
The	relationship	of	
anatomical	body	
parts	to	each	other.	

20Diff	16Rot	20M	
I	think	of	how	close	
relate	to	body	and	
how	it	affects	it.	

16Diff	4Rot	19M	
How	the	structures	of	
the	body	work	
together.	

	

Response	to	Question	1.	

Answered	"No"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

9Diff	20Rot	30F	
Relationship	of	each	
part	to	another.	
	

15Diff	16Rot	26F	
How	the	body	
structure	responds	
and	reacts	with	itself.	

12Diff	6Rot	26F	
Anatomical	
relationship	makes	
me	think	of	
relationships	within	
the	body.	So	in	order	
to	do	a	sit	up,	the	
rectus	abdominis,	
Internal	obliques,	+	
external	obliques	
form	a	relationship	
and	work	together	to	
complete	the	task.	
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	 Two SA high level student responses include the words "other" or "another" 

which are comparative.  Whereas the two SA middle level student responses 

include "it" and "itself."  Lastly, the two SA low-level student responses both use 

"together."  If you are trying to locate an organ or structure within the human body 

its position can best be described by its relative position to other or different 

structures or organs.  The high SA level responses seemed to reflect this principle.  

The HSMA difference scores were higher for students who answered yes to the 

second question that the 3D computer application was beneficial compared to those 

students who answered no in each case within their respective SA level. These two 

comparisons could be merely coincidental but is an interesting observation.  It also 

is reasonable to expect potentially lower scores from those students who did find 

the 3D computer application or the CAI beneficial compared to those who did not. 

All responses to the first question to both the combined 3D CAI treatment group 

and the SA level subgroups were broken down to the terminology level. 

 The study's first research question and subsequent first hypothesis stated as 

a null hypothesis that there will be no significant differences in student 

achievement between students with low, middle or high spatial ability.  This null 

hypothesis was rejected and the alternative was accepted as a result of the 

quantitative findings.  How did students with different levels of SA and 

achievement scores feel about the 3D computer application?  

 According to McNaught and Lam (2010) word clouds reveal the 

frequencies of the different words that appear in a piece of text.  To a certain extent, 
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an understanding of the general composition of the frequently used words allows 

viewers to have an overview of the main topics and the main themes in a text, and 

may illustrate the main standpoints held by the writer of the text.  McNaught and 

Lam (2010) also suggest that word clouds can be a useful tool for preliminary 

analysis and for validation of previous findings.  However, word clouds need to be 

carefully created and may lack the essential narrative context as warned by (Harris, 

2011), whereas a phrase or thematic analysis would reach more accurate 

conclusions.  

 Chatterjee (2011) studied the importance of spatial ability and mental 

models in learning anatomy.  The researcher created a series word clouds to 

provide additional support to the claim that there will be differences in both the 

terminology used to verbalize anatomy and the mental models used by students 

with SA high, middle or low levels when learning anatomy.  Therefore, this method 

was applied to the data set in this study. 

1. When you think of the phrase “anatomical relationship” what comes to mind? 

All surveys were collected and the answers were recorded into an excel sheet.  A 

word cloud was created by selecting, copying and pasting a large block of text from 

all 3D CAI group participant responses to the first question into the create word 

cloud application on wordle.net.  The following words were excluded "anatomical", 

"anatomy", "relationship," "relation," or "think" to filter words that may have been 

simply repeated from the first question.  Black and white color, alphabetical, 

horizontal, rounded layout, Sexsmith font, and "do not remove common words" 
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command were applied.  The word cloud was then downloaded as an image file, 

see figure 4.3.  The size of each word is directly proportional to the frequency of 

each response.  For example, "body" was responded with more frequently than the 

word "location."  

	

Figure 4.3 SA combined group responses to question 1, N = 118 

 A separate word cloud was created for each of the SA levels, high, middle 

and low with the same filter and format specifications. See figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6.  
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Figure 4.4 SA high level group responses to question 1, N = 31 

	

Figure 4.5 SA middle level group responses to question 1, N = 50 

	

Figure 4.6 SA low level group responses to question 1, N = 37 
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 Next, a second series of filtered word clouds were created from the same 

group of student responses to the first survey question by excluding the most 

common responses "body," parts," and "how."  See figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. These 

word clouds demonstrate differences in terminology use between the SA level 

groups.  The way the three SA levels respond to the survey questions may suggest 

how the software impacted their mental models or ability to envision anatomical 

relationships and contribute to their success on the HSMA.  
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Figure 4.7 SA high level group responses to question 1, N = 31 

	

Figure 4.8 SA middle level group responses to question 1, N = 50 

	

Figure 4.9 SA low level group responses to question 1, N = 37 
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 All 3D CAI group and SA level subgroups responses to the first survey 

question were broken down to the terminology level.  The frequencies of their 

response terms are presented in table 4.28 	

	

Table 4.28 Response terminology from Question 1: Anatomical Relationship	

Term Combined 
N=118 X/N 

SA High 
Level 
N=31 

X/N SA Middle 
Level N=50 X/N SA Low  

Level N=37 X/N 

1.	body 74 0.627 19 0.613 31 0.62 24 0.649 
*relationship 55 0.466 16 0.516 18 0.36 21 0.568 
2.	part 41 0.347 10 0.323 21 0.42 10 0.270 
3.	how 37 0.314 7 0.226 18 0.36 12 0.324 
4.	muscles 25 0.212 8 0.258 12 0.24 5 0.135 
*anatomical 28 0.237 4 0.129 12 0.24 12 0.324 
5.	thing 19 0.161 6 0.194 6 0.12 7 0.189 
6.	between 20 0.169 3 0.097 9 0.18 8 0.216 
7.	function 19 0.161 5 0.161 8 0.16 6 0.162 
8.	together 18 0.153 6 0.194 6 0.12 6 0.162 
9.	other 17 0.144 9 0.290 4 0.08 4 0.108 
10.	organs 17 0.144 5 0.161 8 0.16 4 0.108 
11.	work 16 0.136 3 0.097 7 0.14 6 0.162 
12.	position 16 0.136 5 0.161 3 0.06 8 0.216 

13.	location 16 0.136 7 0.226 4 0.08 5 0.135 
14.	where 13 0.110 4 0.129 6 0.12 3 0.081 

15.	structure 13 0.110 2 0.065 7 0.14 4 0.108 

16.	with 12 0.102 3 0.097 6 0.12 3 0.081 

17.	different 12 0.102 4 0.129 5 0.1 3 0.081 

*think 11 0.093 0 0.000 8 0.16 3 0.081 
18.	another 11 0.093 3 0.097 6 0.12 2 0.054 

19.	bones 10 0.085 2 0.065 6 0.12 2 0.054 

20.	each 10 0.085 5 0.161 3 0.06 2 0.054 

21.	systems 10 0.085 4 0.129 4 0.08 2 0.054 
22.	one 10 0.085 1 0.032 5 0.1 4 0.108 

23.	connection 6 0.051 1 0.032 2 0.04 3 0.081 

24.	interact 6 0.051 3 0.097 2 0.04 1 0.027 

25.	move 6 0.051 2 0.065 2 0.04 2 0.054 

Note	*	The	terms	relationship,	anatomical	and	think	were	provided	within	the	first	question.  

 Along with the creation of word clouds, a series of figures were created to 
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further demonstrate the differences in frequencies of terms used among the SA 

level subgroups.  These response terms were then grouped into four broader themes 

including 1. Anatomical terms, 2. Relationship terms, 3. Functional terms or 4. 

Location terms.  These terms will be analyzed with respect to each SA level 

subgroup. 

	
Figure 4.10 Question 1 Responses: 1. Anatomical terms (percentage by group)	

	
	

	 Figure 4.10 shows the percentages of responses with anatomical terms used 

by combining all 118 3D CAI participants and SA level subgroups.  The majority 

of all students replied with "body" and either "part" and to a lesser extent "muscle" 

or "thing" or "organ" or "structure" or "bone." "Muscle" was included in responses 

more by participants in both SA high level and SA middle level groups 25.8%, 

24% respectively compared to participants in SA low-level group 13.5%.  This 

illustrates only a small difference in the terms used to describe what is meant by the 

phrase anatomical relationship between the SA subgroups. 
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  These brief survey question responses were not detailed descriptions as 

given during personal interviews in the Chatterjee (2011) study.  This study 

differed from the Chatterjee study because it focused on the 3D CAI with 

undergraduate anatomy and physiology students and not the importance of mental 

models used veterinary or medical school gross anatomy students. Therefore, 

meaningful comparison of terminology use between the participants to in this study 

to the Chatterjee study is limited. 

 HSMA difference scores from participants whose responses included the 

word muscle or thing to the first questionnaire question are presented in table 4.29. 

Means and standard deviations demonstrate HSMA difference score are relatively 

consistent across participants associated with each spatial ability level: high, middle 

or low, regardless of utilizing muscle versus thing. Overall HSMA difference 

scores were similar, including muscle was (M=18.68, SD=5.78) and including 

thing was M=18.94, SD=6.03).  The greatest difference was seen between middle 

and low SA levels. These results do not support the claim that differences in 

terminology exist between students with different levels of spatial ability. 
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Table 4.29 Descriptive Statistics for HSMA difference  
score by Level of Spatial Ability "Anatomical Relationship"  
responses with "muscles" versus "thing" terms. 
SA	Level		
(N	respondents)	

"muscles"	
HSMA	difference		
M,	SD	

"thing"	
HSMA	difference		
M,	SD	

High	(8,	6)	 19.50,	2.45	 21.50	3.94	

Middle	(12,	6)	 19.08,	7.36	 20.00,	8.34	

Low	(5,	7)	 16.40,	5.68	 15.86,	4.41	

All	(25,	19)	 18.68,	5.78	 18.94,	6.03	

Note:	Participant	responses	including	"muscles"	versus	"thing."	
	
	
	

 The basic anatomical terms were consistently used within responses by all 

three SA subgroups to questionnaire question number one.  The following three 

sample responses are from students with various SA levels. 

  1. Different muscle functions and locations.  

  2. Comparing parts of the body and understanding.  

  3. How one structure compares relates to another. Ex. The   

                 anatomical relationship between capitulum and head of radius.  

 The first response was from a 26 year old female SA low level student, 

PSVT:R 	score of 5 who had a HSMA difference score of 9.  The second response 

was from a 24-year-old female SA high level student, PSVT:R score of 21 who had 

HSMA difference score of 32.  The third response was from a 19 year old female 

SA middle level student, PSVT:R score of 16 with a HSMA difference score of 17. 

  Even though the first response was somewhat brief compared with the other 

two it does include most of the consistent terms used by other students who 
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completed this survey.  The second response does not include location or function 

but comparing and understanding may indicate that the locations and functions are 

what they are indicating.  The third response uses an example with proper 

terminology and the expresses comparing structures.  It would be difficult to argue 

that the HSMA scores of these three students could be predicted simply by their 

response word choices.  However, the second response was more sophisticated and 

specific than the first one.  This fits well with the claim that those with higher 

spatial ability will have more complex mental models.   

	
Figure 4.11 Question 1 Responses: 2. Relationship terms (percentage by group) 

 
 

 Figure 4.11 shows the percentages of responses with relationship terms used 

by combining all 3D CAI participants and each of SA level subgroups.  Students 

responded when answering the first survey question what is meant by the phrase 

"anatomical relationship?" with the following terms "between" or "together" or 

"other" or "another" or "different."   "Between" was increasingly included in 

responses more going from high SA level to middle SA level and the most by low 

SA level students respectively 9.7%, 18% and 21.6%. High SA level students 
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replied with "other," "different" or "another," 29%, 12.9%, 9.7% respectively 

compared to participants in SA middle level group 8%, 10% and 12% respectively 

whereas the SA low level group was10.8%, 8.1% and 5.4%.  Comparing the 

collective use of any of these three words were as follows; 51.6 %, of SA high-

level students, 30% of SA middle level students and 24.3% of SA low-level 

students.  This demonstrates that the higher spatial ability level students used 

"other" or related terms 21.6 % more than SA middle level and twice as many times 

in their responses as did the lower level SA group.  

 The terms "between" or "together" are used 29.1% by the SA high level 

students, 30% by SA middle level students and 35.1% SA low level students when 

describing the what is meant by the phrase "anatomical relationship."  This 

demonstrates only a minimal increase by responses from SA low-level students at 

35.1% when compared to those from SA high-level students at 29.1%.  

  One component of many of the responses was either how a muscle, thing, 

structure or organ functions or works. 

	
Figure 4.12 Question 1 Responses: 3. Function terms (percentage by group) 
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	 Students with either a high level, middle level or low level of SA 

consistently used the term “function” 16.1%, 18%, and 16.2% of the time 

respectively.  See figure 4.12.  The term "work" was included in responses by 

students with high level, middle level or low level of SA in increasing frequency 

9.7%, 14% and 16.2% respectively.  When using either "work," "function," or 

"connection" or "interact" SA high level would be 38.7% versus SA middle level at 

40% and SA low level at 43.2%.  Therefore, this suggests that all three levels of SA 

students included a functional term around 40% of the time within their responses 

when asked to describe what is meant by the term "anatomical relationship."  

	
Figure 4.13 Question 1 Responses: 4. Location terms (percentage by group) 

 Figure 4.13 demonstrates a mixed usage of the terms "position," "location" 

or "where."  Each one was included in their response between 13.6% and 11% 

respectively with middle level students using slightly fewer "location" terms than 

the other two levels when describing "anatomical relationship."  Collectively this 

means a "location" term was included of their responses about 38% of the time.  

 The second survey question with responses presented and analyzed: 
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Compared to using plastic anatomical models in the laboratory, as with the skeletal 

system, do you feel that the experience of using the 3D computer application to 

learn human skeletal muscles was beneficial? The answers focused on the 360° 

rotation of the model, animated muscle actions, show-and-hide function, 

transparency, zoom function, overall level of quality and other features.   

 The majority, 111 of 118 (94.0%), of CAI group students answered yes that the 3D 

computer application it was beneficial.  There were 7 of 118 (5.9%) CAI group students 

who answered no the application was not beneficial.  Sample responses to the survey's 

second question are presented in table 4.30. from six selected cases.

	
Table 4.30 Survey Question 2 sample responses "Using the 3D computer application" 
 

Survey	Question	

2.	Compared	to	using	plastic	
anatomical	models	in	the	
laboratory,	as	with	the	skeletal	
system,	do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?	(The	360°	rotation	
of	the	model,	animated	muscle	
actions,	show-and-hide	
function,	transparency,	zoom	
function,	overall	level	of	
quality	and	other	features.)	
	
Yes	111/118	

31diff	25rot	23F		
It	allowed	us	to	see	
the	muscle	and	
movement	from	
every	angle.	Plus,	
being	able	to	see	
movements,	as	well	
as,	hide	other	
muscles	helped	form	
a	broader	picture.	

20diff	16rot	20M		
The	movement	of	the	
muscle,	the	way	
program	showed	us	
what	it	looked	like.	
Also,	different	angle	
view.	

16diff	4rot	19M	
It	was	beneficial	
because	it	gave	you	
different	angles	of	
the	muscle.	
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2.	Compared	to	using	plastic	
anatomical	models	in	the	
laboratory,	as	with	the	skeletal	
system,	do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?	(The	360°	rotation	
of	the	model,	animated	muscle	
actions,	show-and-hide	
function,	transparency,	zoom	
function,	overall	level	of	
quality	and	other	features.)	
	
No	7/111	

9diff	20rot	30F		
I	am	a	hands-on	
learner	and	prefer	to	
physically	hold	and	
look	at	models.	

15diff	16rot	26F	
I	prefer	to	be	hands	
on.	I	would	rather	
touch	the	plastic	
models	and	move	
them	around	than	
click	the	mouse	on	
the	computer	
because	I	tend	to	
lose	focus.	

12diff	6rot	26F		
I	am	not	a	visual	
learner.	I	have	a	
difficult	time	viewing	
something	and	then	
viewing	an	image	
from	an	opposing	
view	and	being	able	
to	identify	the	same	
muscles.	I	feel	if	I	
were	able	to	touch	
and	trace	the	
muscles	with	my	
fingers,	then	I	would	
have	grasped	the	
concept	better	and	
would	have	been	
able	to	identify	
muscles	in	images	
more	efficiently.	

	

 Two sample responses from students who answered "yes" reflect their 

respective SA levels by showing a more complex answer, " It allowed us to see the 

muscle and movement from every angle.  Plus, being able to see movements, as 

well as, hide other muscles helped form a broader picture," from the SA high level 

student compared to a basic answer "It was beneficial because it gave you different 

angles of the muscle," from the SA low level student.  This relationship was not 

always present in the all cases but is representative between the SA level subgroups 

especially when comparing the high to the low SA student responses.   

  A theme across the three student cases and the majority of 3D CAI students 

who answered yes was that seeing or viewing muscles from multiple or different 

angles. Seeing the movement of the muscles was also seen as beneficial across all 

three SA level subgroups.  

 However, the three sample responses that answered no regarding that the 
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3D computer application was beneficial consistently responded that they prefer to 

have hands-on learning experiences.  They responded that they felt if they could 

hold or touch the plastic anatomical models they would have been able to learn 

muscles more efficiently.  There were only seven students that did not find the 3D 

computer application beneficial, which include the three sample cases.  There were 

also a few other students who even though they found the 3D application beneficial 

they suggested that combining the 3D computer application along with plastic 

anatomical models of human skeletal muscles may have helpful.  This was not 

investigated in this study but may be a direction to pursue with future research. 

 A word cloud was created using the twenty-five most frequently used terms 

from the 111 student responses for the second question.  See figure 4.15. Students 

replied that the 3D computer program to learn skeletal muscles "helped" and was 

"beneficial" and that they were "able" to "see" "different" "muscles" "angles" 

"movements" as well as "functions" and "actions" "better" when compared to using 

plastic anatomical models.  Several themes can be visualized from this word cloud. 

It is apparent that students responded that they were able to see or view muscles 

from different angles and see or view muscle functions, actions or movements.  

 These themes are contrasted with the responses from the seven students 

who responded to no to question 2.  A second word cloud created from their 

responses shows stated that they preferred to learn from plastic anatomical models 

and that they were "hands-on learners" "not-a-visual" and that they "prefer" to 

"physically feel" or and "touch" and "muscles" "models" and learning from the 
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"3D-lectures" "computer" was a "bit of confusion."  Compare figure 4.15 and 

figure 4.16. 

	
Figure 4.15 SA combined group "yes" responses to question 2, N = 111 

	
	

	

Figure 4.16 SA combined group "no" responses to question 2, N = 7	
	
 To further examine the differences between student responses to question 

number 2 within each of the SA high, middle and low groups a table was created 

for 111 / 118 participants who responded yes. See table 4.32.
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 Five broad themes emerged from analysis of this data. The themes were 

either anatomical, function, relationship, location or the application itself. 

Therefore, a series of figures follow to demonstrate the frequency of response terms 

in each of these themes and between each of the SA level subgroups. 

 Inter-rater reliability.  To measure the internal consistency of the data 

coding performed as part of thematic analysis, a second researcher performed an 

independent review of student replies to the second survey question.  Question two 

responses were randomly selected from six individual CAI students from each of 

the high, middle and low spatial ability levels that replied either yes or no. Ninety-

four percent of survey responses to the second question were yes.  Therefore, to 

verify the internal consistency the primary coding, additional sample responses, see 

table 4.31, were grouped together with the previous sample case responses for a 

total of eighteen cases that answered yes.  A sample of 16.2%, 18 of 111 responses 

was used for an independent coding of student responses.  A second coder, who 

holds a Ph.D. in Biomedical Science and has ten years of experience teaching 

biological sciences at the college-level, read each of the eighteen responses to the 

second survey question.  Twenty-three different terms that were consistently used 

in the sample responses were identified and were independently coded across the 

three levels of spatial ability.  Coded terms from these eighteen sample cases were 

then compared for agreement to with the initial coding to determine inter-coder 

reliability with the entire group of one hundred and eleven yes responses to the 

second survey question.  
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 The percent agreement between the first and second coding was calculated 

by first subtracting the frequency of coded terms for each of twenty-three terms 

from the second coding from the first coding to determine the numerator.  Next the 

denominator was determined by adding frequency of for each coded term from the 

second coding to with the frequency of first coding of each and then dividing the 

sum of both by two.  The numerator then was divided by the denominator 

providing the percent of agreement of each of the twenty-three most common 

responses between the two coders.  The overall average percent agreement between 

coders was 74.5%, which is an acceptable level of inter-rater reliability, see table 

4.32.  

Table 4.31 Response terminology from Question 2: Using the 3D computer 
application to learn human skeletal muscles compared to plastic anatomical models. 
 
Survey	Question	
2.	Compared	to	using	plastic	
anatomical	models	in	the	
laboratory,	as	with	the	skeletal	
system,	do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?	(The	360°	rotation	
of	the	model,	animated	muscle	
actions,	show-and-hide	
function,	transparency,	zoom	
function,	overall	level	of	quality	
and	other	features.)	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R		score	/				
age	/	gender		

	

	

	

	
SA	high	level	

participant	response	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R		score	/				
age	/	gender	

	

	

	

	
SA	middle	level	

participant	response	

HSMA	difference	
score	/	Revised	
PSVT:R		score	/				
age	/	gender	

	

	

	

	
SA	low	level	

participant	response	
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Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

2a.	16Diff	23Rot	23F	
Being	able	to	read	
functions	etc	at	the	
same	time	as	viewing	
the	muscle	helped	
the	information	stick.	

2b.	However,	I	think	
using	the	physical	
models	
simultaneously	with	
the	program	would	
have	been	even	
better.	

23Diff	15Rot	26F	
I	love	it!	It	let	you	see	
everything	in	
different	views,	
which	helps	a	lot	
because	it's	easy	to	
memorize	something	
when	you	see	it	in	
different	ways.	

15Diff	7Rot	31F	
2a.	Using	the	3D	app	
allowed	for	me	to	
actually	see	and	
process	images	of	
how	the	diff.	muscles	
moved	and	retain	
location.	
	
2b.	However,	using	
the	3D	computers	
need	to	be	used	
more	than	the	two	
days	allowed.	

	

Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

32Diff	21Rot	24F	
Being	able	to	move	
the	pictures	around	
to	see	it	from	all	
angles	helped.	
Clicking	on	a	
particular	muscle	and	
naming	it	really	
helped	me	so	I	didn't	
have	to	transfer	my		
focus	

25Diff	14Rot	24F	
It	really	helped	with	
the	lab	exam	and	the	
lecture	exam	because	
we	could	see	it	from	
every	angle	and	can	
use	our	minds	to	
figure	out	which	
bone	or	muscle	it	is	if	
shown	on	each	day.	
	
	

18Diff	7Rot	28F		
The	animated	muscle	
actions	were	
especially	beneficial	
to	understand	the	
function	of	each	
muscle.	

	

Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

23Diff	21Rot	19F	
Gave	a	better	
understanding	

19Diff	13Rot	26F	
You	got	to	see	the	
different	angles	and	
also	was	able	to	see	it	
in	motion.	

22Diff	8Rot	47F	
I'm	a	visual	learner	so	
it	helps	to	see	how	
muscles	and	bones	
move.	Also	very	
helpful	to	be	able	to	
take	layers	off.	

	

Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

23Diff	22Rot	21M	
yes,	it	showed	the	
movement	of	the	
muscles	and	where	
parts	were	when	
moved	in	a	different	
position.	

31Diff	15Rot	22F	
It	showed	the	specific	
movements	for	each	
muscle	which	helped	
me	picture	where	the	
muscle	was	located	
on	the	test.	

17Diff	8Rot	21F	
helped	with	looking	
at	the	muscles	and	
their	functions	in	
different	
perspectives.	
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Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

23Diff	21Rot	22F	
it	program	forces	you	
to	know	where	things	
are	located	@	various	
angles	to	challenge	
your	spacial	skills.	
More	real	world	
application.	

	 16Diff	10Rot	33F	
2a.	To	visualize	the	
location/origin	of	the	
muscle	helped	to	
understand	and	
remember	the	
function/action.	
	
2b.	I	need	more	time	
spent	practicing	

	

Response	to	Question	1.		

Answered	"Yes"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

21Diff	19Rot	24F		
yes	because	it	was	
easier	to	see	how	
each	muscle	worked	
and	compare	
locations	

	 	

	

Response	to	Question	1.	

Answered	"No"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

	 18Diff	13Rot	21F	
For	me	to	visualize	
skeletal	muscles	I	had	
to	physically	see	
muscles	doing	
rotation	by	myself.	

19Diff	4Rot	19F	
I	am	hands-on	
learner	and	the	usual	
model	did	not	help	

	

Response	to	Question	1.	

Answered	"No"	on	question	2.	
"Do	you	feel	that	the	
experience	of	using	the	3D	
computer	application	to	learn	
human	skeletal	muscles	was	
beneficial?"	

	 24Diff	18Rot	20M	
I	did	not	find	it	any	
more	beneficial	than	
simply	studying	the	
models	and	diagrams	
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Table 4.32 Survey Question 2, Terminology and Inter-Rater Percent of Agreement 
 

Term 

C1 
SA 

Total 
N=X 

C1 
SA 

High 
N=X 

C1 
SA 

High 
X/30 

C2 
SA 

High 
N=X 

C2 
SA 

High 
X/7 

C1 
SA 

Mid 
N=X 

C1 
SA 

Mid 
X/46 

C2 
SA 

Mid 
N=X 

C2 
SA 

Mid 
X/5 

C1 
SA 

Low 
N=X 

C1 
SA 

Low 
X/35 

C2 
SA 

Low 
N=X 

C2 
SA 

Low 
X/6 

Ave 
PA              

0.745 

1. muscles 74 23 0.767 4 0.571 28 0.609 3 0.600 23 0.657 6 1.000 0.713 

2. it (application) 63 16 0.533 4 0.571 24 0.522 5 1.000 23 0.657 2 0.400 0.712 

3. see 54 14 0.467 3 0.429 26 0.565 3 0.600 14 0.400 2 0.400 0.674 

4. move 37 13 0.433 2 0.286 16 0.348 2 0.400 8 0.229 2 0.400 0.694 

5. helped 35 10 0.333 2 0.286 12 0.261 3 0.600 13 0.371 3 0.600 0.796 

6. able 34 7 0.233 3 0.429 15 0.326 1 0.200 12 0.343 2 0.400 0.714 

7. different 33 8 0.267 1 0.143 11 0.239 3 0.600 14 0.400 3 0.600 0.769 

8. angle 30 10 0.333 3 0.429 11 0.239 3 0.600 9 0.257 0 0.000 0.750 

9. view 22 3 0.100 1 0.143 11 0.239 2 0.400 8 0.229 0 0.000 0.658 

10. how 21 3 0.100 0 0.000 8 0.174 0 0.000 8 0.229 2 0.400 0.605 

11. location 19 7 0.233 1 0.143 6 0.130 4 0.800 4 0.114 2 0.400 1.083 

12. allowed 17 4 0.133 1 0.143 5 0.109 0 0.000 8 0.229 1 0.200 0.633 

13. action 16 3 0.100 0 0.000 4 0.087 0 0.000 3 0.086 2 0.400 0.643 

14. beneficial 15 3 0.100 0 0.000 4 0.087 0 0.000 14 0.400 2 0.400 0.654 

15. function 13 3 0.100 1 0.143 2 0.043 0 0.000 8 0.229 3 0.600 0.944 

16. better 13 5 0.167 2 0.286 4 0.087 0 0.000 4 0.114 0 0.000 0.682 

17. models 12 4 0.133 1 0.143 5 0.109 1 0.200 4 0.114 0 0.000 0.700 

18. 3D 12 1 0.033 0 0.000 6 0.130 0 0.000 4 0.114 1 0.200 0.591 

19. gave 12 4 0.133 1 0.143 3 0.065 0 0.000 2 0.057 1 0.200 0.700 

20. shows 11 1 0.033 1 0.143 7 0.152 2 0.400 2 0.057 0 0.000 0.875 

21. understand 11 5 0.167 1 0.143 2 0.043 0 0.000 4 0.114 2 0.400 0.875 

22. where 10 6 0.200 2 0.286 1 0.022 0 0.000 3 0.086 0 0.000 0.750 

23. program 10 2 0.067 2 0.286 3 0.065 1 0.200 5 0.143 0 0.000 0.929 

24. work 8 4 0.133     3 0.065     2 0.057      

25. application 7 2 0.067     3 0.065     2 0.057      

26. body 7 0 0.000     2 0.043     5 0.143      

27. easy 7 2 0.067     4 0.087     1 0.029      

29. position 7 3 0.100     2 0.043     2 0.057      

30. rotate 7 2 0.067     1 0.022     4 0.114      

30. other 6 2 0.067     4 0.087     0 0.000      

31. part 6 1 0.033     1 0.022     4 0.114      

32. thing 6 2 0.067     3 0.065     2 0.057      

33. bones 5 3 0.100     1 0.022     1 0.029      

34. deep 5 1 0.033     4 0.087     0 0.000      

35. layer 5 3 0.100     0 0.000     2 0.057      

36. specific 5 2 0.067     2 0.043     1 0.029      

37. transparency 4 3 0.100     1 0.022     0 0.000      

38. under 3 2 0.067     0 0.000     1 0.029      
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Figure	4.17	Responses:	Anatomical	terms	(percentage	by	group)	
	
	

 In figure 4.17 the word "muscles" was the main anatomical term across all 

groups. However, "human skeletal muscles" was part second question therefore 

student survey responses containing "muscles" may have been a form of repetition.  
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39. one 3 1 0.033     2 0.043     0 0.000      

40. remove 3 2 0.067     1 0.022     0 0.000      

41. together 3 2 0.067     1 0.022     0 0.000      

42. structure 3 1 0.033     2 0.043     0 0.000      

43. zoom 3 1 0.033     1 0.022     1 0.029      

44. 360 2 2 0.067     0 0.000     0 0.000      
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Figure 4.18. Responses: Function terms (percentage by group) 

 In figure 4.18 the 3D interactive CAI group students who answered yes to 

question 2 gave responses that demonstrate the following differences with respect 

to seeing muscles move with the 3D computer application.  An example response 

from a high SA high level student with a HSMA difference score of 31, "Yes, it 

allowed us to see movement of the muscles and bones together from multiple 

angles." Contrasted with that from a SA low level student with a HSMA difference 

score of 4, "I got to see each muscle on the body moving to know their function." 

Movement was a key response across all groups.  SA high level included move or 

movement within their responses 43.3% compared to middle level 34.8% and low 

level at 22.9%.  Almost twice as many high SA students stated the movement 

feature was beneficial when compared to the low SA students.  However this was 

possibly mitigated by SA low level students by using the term function. 
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Figure 4.19 Question 2 Responses: Relationship terms (percentage by group) 

 
 interactive CAI group students who answered yes to question 2 gave 

responses that also demonstrate the following differences with respect to seeing 

muscles from different angles with the 3D computer application see figure 4.19. An 

example high SA high level student with a HSMA difference score of 31 replied 

"Yes, it allowed us to see movement of the muscles and bones together from 

multiple angles."  A SA middle level student with a HSMA difference score of 20 

replied "It was beneficial because it gave you different angles of the muscle." An 

SA low level student replied "Also, different angle view."  Angle and or view was 

included 29.7%, 27% respectively as responses across all groups when students 

replied yes to whether the 3D program was beneficial in comparison to plastic 

models when learning human skeletal muscles.  SA high level included angles or 

view within their responses 33.3% and or 10% of the time respectively compared to 

middle level 23.9% and or 16% respectively and low level 25.7% and or 22.9%.  
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Figure 20 Question 2 Responses: Location terms (percentage by group) 

	

 Mean and standard deviations of CAI group HSMA difference scores are 

presented in table 4.33 with respect to using location terms in figure 4.20. This data 

set focuses on the different levels of spatial ability with students who had replied 

with either "location, where or position."  This subset of respondents’ scores for 

each the respective spatial ability level was consistent when compared to overall 

CAI group for each spatial ability level. Therefore, the verbalizing of a location 

term by nearly one in six of the CAI group students in response to the second 

survey question did not demonstrate change in achievement as measured by HSMA 

difference mean scores. 
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Table 4.33 Descriptive Statistics for Qualitative Analysis of responses  
including "location, where or position" "3D CAI" HSMA difference  
mean scores by Level of Spatial Ability 

SA	Level	(n)	
	

"location"	CAI	group		
HSMA	difference	M,	SD	

Overall	CAI	group	
HSMA	difference	M,	SD	

High	(9,	31)	 19.89,	3.02	 19.06,	5.52	

Middle	(8,	51)	 17.50,	9.71	 17.16,	7.25	

Low	(8,	37)	 11.88,	5.30	 14.22,	6.77	

Mean	(25,	118)	 16.56,	7.11	 16.68,	6.89	

 

  Ninety-four percent of the CAI group students that were surveyed reported 

that their experience using the 3D program was beneficial when to compared to 

using plastic models to learn human skeletal muscles.  Specifically, responses 

included that it, the application or program helped, was beneficial or better or it 

gave the ability to understand muscles.  See figure 4.21	

	
Figure 4.21 Question 2 Responses: Application terms (percentage by group) 
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Figure 4.22 Question 2 Responses: Summary of key terms (percentage by group)
 

 The summary of key terms presented in figure 4.22 reveals that majority 

(over 50%) of responses from the 111 3D CAI students felt that the experience 

using the 3D program to learn human skeletal muscles when compared to plastic 

models was beneficial.  Specifically the program was helpful to locate different 

muscles, see different muscles move and see muscles from different angles and or 

views. 

 The second hypothesis stated, as a null hypothesis was that there will be no 

significant differences in student achievement between students exposed to 3D 

interactive Computer-assisted instruction (i.e. treatment group) and those taught 

through traditional methods (i.e. control group).  The null hypothesis was rejected 

and the alternative hypothesis was accepted as a result from the findings in 

quantitative analysis.  The high percentage (94%) of students who found that 
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compared to using plastic anatomical models in the laboratory, as with the skeletal 

system that the experience of using the 3D computer application to learn human 

skeletal muscles was beneficial this further supports the alternative hypothesis. 

Since the 3D CAI group students on average did have significantly higher HSMA 

difference score.  If the aforementioned survey responses said the 3D computer 

application was not beneficial it would be difficult to argue why there was a 

significant gain on the DV from the 3D CAI group.  

 However, it is important to point out that 3D CAI may not work for all 

students as noted by a smaller percentage (7%) of participants that answered no to 

the second survey question.  Again the responses given by these students were that 

they were "hands-on" and "not visual learners" and "preferred to touch" or 

"physically feel the plastic anatomical models" to better identify human skeletal 

muscles when compared to using computers.  One student felt the 3D lectures were 

"a bit confusing" would that he or she would "tend to lose focus" when using 

computers to learn human skeletal muscles. 

3. Would you continue using a 3D computer application to help you create a 
“mental image” of anatomical relationships within or between organs and body 
systems for the remainder of the course?  

 
Yes 109/118 (92.4%)  No 9/118 (7.6%) 

 A word cloud was created from the cobined responses that answered yes to 
question 3, see figure 4.23.   
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Figure 4.23 SA combined group responses to question 3, "yes" to question 2,  
N = 109 
 
	

Table 4.34 Response terminology from Question 3: Would you continue using a  
3D computer application to help create a "mental image" of anatomical 
relationships? 

  

 

Survey	Question		
	
3.Would	you	continue	using	a	
3D	computer	application	to	
help	you	create	a	“mental	
image”	of	anatomical	
relationships	within	or	
between	organs	and	body	
systems	for	the	remainder	of	
the	course?	
	
Yes	

31diff	25rot	23F	It	
allows	for	a	broader	
image	to	be	seen	and	
remembered.	Not	so	
flat	

20diff	16rot	20M		
It	will	get	to	see	it	
from	several	
different	views	which	
will	help	locate	the	
organ	better.	

16diff	4rot	19M	
Having	different	
images	and	angles	
are	always	helpful	
when	learning	
material.	

12diff	6rot	26F	Since	
I	purchased	the	
application	and	I	
know	I	will	need	to	
challenge	myself	to	
become	a	better	
visual	learner,	I	will	
continue	to	use	it.	
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 Six sample case responses to question 3 are presented in table 4.34. The SA 

high level sample student who answered yes to question 3 explained that the 3D 

computer application "allows for a broader image to be seen and remembered.  Not 

so flat."  This response seems to describe that the program enabled her to formulate 

and remember better mental model, which could possibly reduce her cognitive load 

and foster learning as evidenced by her relatively high HSMA difference score of 

31.  "It will get to see it from several different views which will help locate the 

organ better," was the response from the SA middle level sample student who had a 

HSMA difference score of 20, which was above the mean for his level.  Several 

different views were made possible from the application.  Even though plastic 

anatomical models can be rotated and partially dissembled there are obvious 

limitations.  Plastic anatomical models cannot shrink down to fit in your book bag 

and leave the laboratory; they are not inexpensive and cannot come to life and 

move about the screen on your cell phone.  The 3D computer application Muscle 

Premium™ by Visible Body used in this study is inexpensive, powerful and can do 

many things that plastic anatomical models of human skeletal are limited from 

Survey	Question		
	
3.Would	you	continue	using	a	
3D	computer	application	to	
help	you	create	a	“mental	
image”	of	anatomical	
relationships	within	or	
between	organs	and	body	
systems	for	the	remainder	of	
the	course?	

No	

9diff	20rot	30F		
I	would	benefit	more	
and	retain	a	"mental	
image"	better	by	
actually	holding	
models.	

15diff	16rot	26F		
I	prefer	hands	on	
things	and	had	
trouble	concentrating	
on	the	computer	
screen	for	so	long	but	
if	it	helps	the	rest	of	
the	class	I	don't	
particularly	mind	it.	

n/a 
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doing. 

 The third sample case that answered yes to continuing to using the 

application to create a mental image gave response that was similar to that of the 

second case.  "Having different images and angles are always helpful when 

learning material."  He had a low Revised PSVT:R  score but managed to earn a 

HMSA Difference score of 16 which is higher than the mean for the SA low 3D 

CAI subgroup.  Another sample case student who answered no on the first question 

and even purchased the application, which was not a requirement of the class or 

study but replied yes to continuing using the application to create a mental image.  

Her HSMA difference score was 12, which was lower than the other SA low case 

but was in harmony with the mean SA low-level subgroup.  This student 

acknowledged that she "will have to challenge herself to become a better visual 

learner."  She had a lower score in part perhaps because she did not find the 

application beneficial when compared to plastic anatomical models. She shared in 

her first question response "I have a difficult time viewing something and then 

viewing an image from an opposing view and being able to identify the same 

muscles."  This statement validates her lower level of spatial ability as measured by 

the Revised PSVT:R  score of 6.  Her case also fits the claim that students with low 

spatial ability typical struggle to learn anatomy.  The quantitative analysis revealed 

that SA low level students did not benefit from the 3D CAI as much as the SA 

middle or high-level students with respect to their HSMA difference scores. Survey 

responses along with HSMA difference scores may suggest that there is a minimal 
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threshold of spatial ability required for the 3D CAI to be effective when compared 

to using plastic anatomical models when learning human skeletal muscles. 

4. When you looked at the human skeletal muscles in 2-D pictures in your 

laboratory manual or presentation slides, did the image from the 3D computer 

application appear as you would imagine it to look as from another viewpoint? 

(Changing to a different view: lateral, superior, inferior, anterior, posterior or 

three quarter.) 

Yes 97/118 (82.2%)  No 21/118 (17.8% 

Table 4.35 Response terminology from Question 4: Did the image from the 3D 
computer application appear as you would imagine it to look as from another 
viewpoint?  
 
Survey	Question		
	
4.When	you	looked	at	the	
human	skeletal	muscles	in	2-D	
pictures	in	your	laboratory	
manual	or	presentation	slides,	
did	the	image	from	the	3D	
computer	application	appear,	
as	you	would	imagine	it	to	look	
as	from	another	viewpoint?	
(Changing	to	a	different	view:	
lateral,	superior,	inferior,	
anterior,	posterior	or	three	
quarter.)	
	
Yes	

31diff	25rot	23F		
The	flat	picture	did	
not	account	for	
various	angles	so	the	
3D	image	helped	
more.	It	was	like	
seeing	a	complete	
picture. 

20diff	16rot	20M		
It	did	some	of	the	
muscle	was	more	
visible.	I	wouldn't	
have	known	if	it	
weren't	for	the	
program.	
	
	
15diff	16rot	26F	For	
the	most	part,	the	
only	ones	I	thought	
looked	different	were	
the	ones	that	move	
the	hyoid	bone	and	
mandible,	but	it's	
hard	to	see	those	
particular	ones	on	a	
2D	surface. 

16diff	4rot	19M	Yes	
and	no.	Lots	of	
different	angles	but	
most	did	come	to	
mind.	
	

	
12diff	6rot	26F	Yes,	
the	image	was	very	
similar	and	was	
helpful	when	
watching	actions.	
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4.When	you	looked	at	the	
human	skeletal	muscles	in	2-D	
pictures	in	your	laboratory	
manual	or	presentation	slides,	
did	the	image	from	the	3D	
computer	application	appear,	
as	you	would	imagine	it	to	look	
as	from	another	viewpoint?	
(Changing	to	a	different	view:	
lateral,	superior,	inferior,	
anterior,	posterior	or	three	
quarter.)	
	
No	

9diff	20rot	30F		
I	studied	2D	more	as	I	
did	not	have	
continuous	access	to	
3D,	which	was	used	
on	test.	

n/a	 n/a 

 

 Six sample case responses to question 4 are presented in table 4.35. Eighty-

two percent of the 3D CAI group students reported that the image from the 3D 

computer application appeared as they imagined from another viewpoint after 

viewing human skeletal muscles in 2-D pictures from their laboratory manual or 

presentation slides.  A consistent theme across all SA level subgroups was that the 

application allowed students to see muscles in different views or angles.  Another 

student, female age 19, from a SA middle level subgroup who with a relatively 

high HSMA difference score of 28, 11 points above the mean of 17 for her level, 

responded with "Some muscles looked exactly how I imagined and others were 

completely different. The 3D model had much greater detail from every angle, 

which changed my perception and understanding."  The 3D computer application 

permitted some students to recognize that things they were missing in the 2-D illustrations 

in comparison.  Several but not all responses said that 3D application allowed them 

to form a better, clearer or more complete picture of human skeletal muscles.  Then 

one could argue that this benefit would then prevent the formation of more 
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misconceptions.  Reduced misconceptions would increase their ability to imagine 

human skeletal muscles from another viewpoint easier. 

 The SA high level sample case student who responded yes to question 4 

states, "The flat picture did not account for various angles so the 3D image helped 

more. It was like seeing a complete picture," it can be inferred that the 2-D 

illustrations from the laboratory manual or presentation slides were missing details 

that various angles within 3D image provided.  The visualization of information 

can lead to significant new understanding by exposing relationships between 

quantities and/or phenomena, or it can obscure relationships through a poor choice 

of representation (Tufte, 1997).  

 Two-dimensional illustrations may be insufficient for novice students to 

construct accurate mental images whereas the images produced while using a 3D 

computer application may expose additional and different relationships.  This can 

be especially significant when a student has to apply what is learned in one context 

to another context and is missing the needed relevant information. This transfer of 

knowledge requires higher demands on cognitive load when compared to applying 

the knowledge in the same context it was learned.  If any misconceptions exists, 

they may further hamper the transfer of knowledge when the misconception 

becomes apparent in the new context.  According to Petre and Green (1993), 

graphics and visualizations that the expert finds easy to understand may be difficult 

for students or other naive viewers.  This lack of information can potentially have 

more of an impact on novices when compared to experts when viewing diagrams. 
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Novices are more likely to form misconceptions than experts.  One of the 

characteristics of an expert is the ability to sort information according to underlying 

patterns, whereas the novice tends to focus on surface features of a problem 

(Mestre, 1994).  Two SA middle level case students, one answered yes and one 

answered no to question 4.  The one that answered yes was a twenty-year-old male 

who had a HSMA difference score of 20, 3 points above his subgroups mean of 17 

and a Revised PSVT:R  score of 16 responded, "It did, some of the muscle was 

more visible.  I wouldn't have known if it weren't for the program." Again revealing 

that the 2-D obscured some of the muscles and the 3D computer application made 

these muscles visible.  The second one who answered yes (initially answered no on 

the second survey question regarding using the 3D app being beneficial when 

compared to the plastic anatomical models) responded, "for the most part, the only 

ones I thought looked different were the ones that move the hyoid bone and 

mandible, but it's hard to see those particular ones on a 2D surface." She was 26 

years old, had a HSMA difference score of 15, 2 points below the mean for her SA 

level her Revised PSVT:R  score of 16.  She also pointed out that she could see 

more muscles with 3D when compared to the 2-D. 

 The remaining two sample cases that also answered yes to question 4 in 

table 4.37 were in the SA low level group.  The first of these two students was a 

nineteen-year-old male who had a HSMA difference score of 16, which was 2 

above the mean of 14 for his SA level, and a Revised PSVT:R score of 4.  He 

responded, "Yes and no. Lots of different angles but most did come to mind."  The 
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second student (initially answered no on the second survey question regarding 

using the 3D computer application being beneficial when compared to the plastic 

anatomical models) was a 26-year-old female who had a HSMA difference score of 

12, which was 2 below the mean of 14 for her SA level, and a Revised PSVT:R  

score of 6. She responded, "Yes, the image was very similar and was helpful when 

watching actions."  Both of their responses show that the image created by the 3D 

computer application did appear as they imagined after viewing the 2-D images.  

 Even though novices may have difficulties with a variety of representations, 

(Land and LoPerfido, 1993) suggest scientific visualization is not only 

indispensable for a researcher’s better understanding of a phenomenon, but that it is 

also a necessary tool with which to present interesting and complex material to 

undergraduate and graduate science students in a meaningful and understandable 

way.  Educating students in the methods and techniques associated with scientific 

visualization is a means to accelerate the pace of comprehension and discovery.   

 The following list of six responses provide context to the following word 

cloud in figure 4.24, which was created from the all students who answered yes to 

the fourth survey question. 

 1. Yes, but the 3D made it more clear being able to move and rotate to really get 

 an understanding of each muscle. 

 2. Yes, they were not exact but as close to what I believe they would look like 

 rotated. 

 3. Yes, the different views allowed for clearer representation of the muscles. 

 4. They did, but the 3D models were more interacting and helped create mental 
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 images.  

 5. Looking at the 2D images compared to 3D images, the 3D helped see 

 everything from different views, which is better. 

 6. Yes, however was much easier to understand and made more of a lasting image. 

 

	
Figure 4.24 SA combined group responses to question 4, "yes" to question 2,  
N = 97 
 
 However, there were several students who answered no, or possibly did not 

understand the question.  Here are a few examples. 

 1. It looked different because it wasn't how I expected it to look. 

 2. No, at first it was difficult to look at the image on some muscles on the 3D 

 image knowing it was the same from the 2D. I think it is because I really had to 

 think about the  position the models were in. 

 3. With no background viewing muscles, it was harder to visualize another view. 
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The third response demonstrates an important concept, some students who 

received six to seven hours of in class instruction for learning human skeletal 

muscles may still lack the minimal knowledge required to imagine muscles from 

another view point.  They may require more time to understand the names, 

locations and functions of human skeletal muscles before they could attempt to 

visualize them from another view.   

 Overall student responses to question 4 indicated that the 3D computer 

application did present the complex material in a more meaningful and 

understandable way in comparison the 2-D images from their laboratory manual or 

presentation slides.  This adds support the first and second study hypotheses. These 

responses provide insight to why all 3D CAI students significantly outperformed 

their respective SA level students in the plastic anatomical model group on the 

HSMA difference score, which was study's DV.  

 

5. Did the 3D computer application improve your ability to envision human skeletal 

muscles in 3D, to rotate them, and see their actions in your mind? (flex, extend, 

abduct, adduct, supinate, pronate, dorsiflex, plantarflex or rotate) 

Yes 110/118 (93.2%)  No 8/118 (6.8%) 
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Table 4.36 Response terminology from Question 5: Did the 3D computer 
application improve your to envison human skeletal muscles in 3D, to rotate them 
and see their actions in your mind? 
 
Survey	Question		
	
5.	Did	the	3D	computer	
application	improve	your	
ability	to	envision	human	
skeletal	muscles	in	3D,	to	
rotate	them,	and	see	their	
actions	in	your	mind?	(flex,	
extend,	abduct,	adduct,	
supinate,	pronate,	dorsiflex,	
plantarflex	or	rotate)	
	
Yes	

31diff	25rot	23F	
It	allowed	me	to	get	a	
visual	of	the	muscle,	
watch	the	
movement,	and	apply	
it	to	my	own	body.	

20diff	16rot	20M	
Absolutely	like	I	said	
it	before	it	helped	me	
vision	it	and	
understand	the	
action	much	better.	
	
15diff	16rot	26F		
It	was	helpful	in	
seeing	the	specific	
muscles	involved	in	
the	specific	actions.	

16diff	4rot	19M		
During	the	test	I	
could	picture	some	of	
the	muscles	moving.	
	
12diff	6rot	26F		
I	liked	watching	the	
actions	in	3D,	
especially	when	the	
muscles	were	
highlighted.	It	also	
helped	with	seeing	
which	muscles	were	
deep	to	others	(i.e.	
The	soleus	being	
beneath	the	
gastrocnemius).	

	

Did	the	3D	computer	
application	improve	your	
ability	to	envision	human	
skeletal	muscles	in	3D,	to	
rotate	them,	and	see	their	
actions	in	your	mind?	(flex,	
extend,	abduct,	adduct,	
supinate,	pronate,	dorsiflex,	
plantarflex	or	rotate)	
	
No 

9diff	20rot	30F		
I	learn	better	hands-
on,	my	"ability	to	
envision"	was	
affected	in	no	way.	

n/a n/a 

 

  Sample case responses to the fifth survey question as reported in table 4.36 

demonstrate that 93% of the 3D CAI group students believed that the 3D computer 

application did improve their ability to envision human skeletal muscles in 3D, to 

rotate them, and see their actions in their minds, while only eight of the 118 

students did not. Reviewing the six sample case students from the 118 who 

responded, only one of the six did not answer yes.  Two of the students who 
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initially answered no on the second survey question regarding using the 3D app 

being beneficial when compared to the plastic anatomical models both answered 

yes to this question.  The first one who the 19-year-old male in SA low-level group 

replied, "During the test I could picture some of the muscles moving."  By 

including the "during the test" in his response this shows a relationship between the 

instruction and assessment.  The second SA low level student who was the 26-year-

old female responded, "I liked watching the actions in 3D, especially when the 

muscles were highlighted.  It also helped with seeing which muscles were deep to 

others (i.e. The soleus being beneath the gastrocnemius).  "She explains here how 

the application permitted muscles to be isolated while moving.  Interesting she 

initially responded to the second question that she did not find the program more 

beneficial when compared to non-moving plastic anatomical models which is a 

contrast to her answer to this question.  

 One of two SA middle level case students, a 26-year-old female also 

reversed from answering no to the second question and responded, "It was helpful 

in seeing the specific muscles involved in the specific actions."  The movement 

feature of the application for two of these cases who were hands-on learners that 

prefer to physically touch the models now agree it helped them to improve their 

ability to envision human skeletal muscles and see their actions. 

 The second SA middle level student case was a 20-year-old male 

responded. He answered yes and "Absolutely, like I said it before it helped me 

vision it and understand the action much better." the phrase "understand the action 
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much better" seems to communicate a higher cognitive reaction to using the 

application then "seeing the specific actions."  His HSMA difference score was five 

points higher than hers, 20 versus 15 even though they both had the identical 

Revised PSVT:R  score of 16.  This illustrates that both of the SA middle level 

students felt that the computer application was helpful and the one including 

"understand" within their response performed somewhat better. 

 Modeling the muscle actions on your own body after visualizing the 

muscles and watching the movements demonstrates a high level of internalization 

and or understanding.  Applying the movements to one's own body enhances the 

ability to envision the actions in one's own mind.  The twenty-three-year old SA 

high level case female student with a high Revised PSVT:R  score of 25, and a high 

HSMA difference score of 31 which was 12 points above the mean of 19 for her 

SA level group responded yes and "It allowed me to get a visual of the muscle, 

watch the movement, and apply it to my own body."  

	
Figure 4.25 SA combined group responses to question 5, "yes" to question 2, 
N=110 
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 The word cloud presented in figure 4.25, which was created from the 110 

student responses, communicates potentially the most beneficial features of the 3D 

computer application.  It is apparent that the application / program allowed, helped 

or made the students able to see or understand the movements and actions of 

muscles.  

 In summary, the results of qualitative analysis based on the CAI group 

student responses from the post instruction survey demonstrate from: 

 Question 2. Ninety-four percent of students preferred using the 3D computer 

 application compared to plastic anatomical models to learn human skeletal 

 muscles.  

 Question 3. Ninety-two percent of students felt they would continue using the 3D    

             computer application to learn anatomy for the reminder of the course. 

 Question 4. Eight-two percent of students felt that the 3D image appeared as 

 imagined from another viewpoint after seeing a 2-D illustration of human skeletal 

 muscles from their laboratory manual or presentation slides. 

 Question 5. Ninety-two percent of students felt that the 3D computer application 

 improved their ability envision human skeletal muscles in 3D, to rotate them, and 

 see their actions in their minds. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations

Summary of Study 

  The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of college student 

spatial ability and 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction on science 

achievement.  Science achievement was operationally defined as the Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA) mean difference exam scores, the HSMA 

difference score was determined by subtracting the mean HSMA pretest score from 

the HSMA posttest score following the unit on the functional anatomy of human 

skeletal muscles within a prerequisite combined Human Anatomy and Physiology I 

college level course.   

 The study was a mixed methods quasi-experimental pretest/posttest 

qualitative design.  The dependent variable was the mean HSMA difference score 

reflecting possible learning gains upon the completion of instruction.  The Human 

Skeletal Muscle Assessment was researcher developed and was used to measure the 

study participants’ knowledge of anatomy and function of human skeletal muscles.  

The Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations Test (Revised PSVT:R) instrument 

was used to measure spatial ability.  Three levels of spatial ability were defined by 

adding one-half standard deviation above or below the sample population mean 

score to arrive at high, middle or low levels.  The independent variables were 

spatial ability level and group membership for interactive (3D) Computer-assisted 

instruction.  
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 The target population was all college students enrolled in a combined 

lecture and laboratory Human Anatomy and Physiology I course.  The accessible 

population was students enrolled in Human Anatomy and Physiology I, BSC 

2093C, at Valencia College or Seminole State College additionally students who 

were enrolled in BIOL 101L at the Adventist University of Health Sciences.  All 

three institutions are located in central Florida. 

 The study sample included 272 students who completed all study related 

tasks and were enrolled in Human Anatomy and Physiology I during one of the 

2015 Spring, Summer or Fall semesters.  The sample was divided into two groups, 

one treatment group which featured 3D interactive CAI (Computer-assisted 

instruction) and the other as the control group, which utilized  plastic anatomical 

models. Each of fifteen individual sections of Anatomy and Physiology I across the 

three research sites were randomly assigned to either a treatment or a control group. 

Convenient sampling occurred as students randomly enrolled into each of the 

fifteen intact sections of Anatomy and Physiology I taught by the study's instructor. 

Both the treatment and control groups received the same traditional lecture as part 

of the overall instructional strategy but each respective treatment or control group 

had different pedagogical methods within the laboratory component of the course. 

Students were not aware of their group membership prior or during the study. 

Student enrollment into one of the fifteen sections was voluntarily done to meet 

their individual schedule needs.  
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Summary of Findings 

 A preliminary analysis of the study data set was examined for missing data, 

and was found to be in compliance with all six OLS regression assumptions.  An 

outlier analysis located a total of 36 outliers which were examined and removed 

from the data set leaving 236 participants which was double the sample size 

required to provide the power needed to generalize the results back to the target 

population.  This included 118 in the control group and 118 in the treatment group. 

A series of t-Tests were run which demonstrated group equivalency, specifically in 

that both the mean spatial ability scores and the pre-HSMA mean scores were 

equivalent between the treatment and control groups. 

 Implementation of the study began with the administration the Revised 

PSVT:R  spatial ability test and the HSMA pretests during normal class time after 

the collection of signed informed consent forms during the first week of classes. 

The study's instructional strategies were implemented at the midpoint of the 

semester for each of the fifteen sections over a two-to three-week period, which 

was dedicated for teaching and learning the anatomy and function of human 

skeletal muscles. HSMA posttests were administered during the normally 

scheduled class period following the end of instruction on human skeletal muscles.  

All instruments were collected and graded by the researcher.  The data set, which 

was generated from the aforementioned instruments, was subsequently checked for 

errors and missing data and then entered into an Excel spreadsheet.  This data was 

then transferred to, the statistical software application JMP 13 Pro for statistical 
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analysis.  

 The study utilized a hierarchical multiple regression/correlation (MRC) 

analysis to predict the influence of the IVs on the DV. The MRC was run on 

dependent variable, HSMA difference mean scores with all the independent 

variables: spatial ability level, group membership for 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction, and the interaction of between the spatial ability level and 3D 

CAI. The independent variables were entered into the regression model in 

hierarchical order. This was conducted as the primary analysis to explain the 

variance claimed by each one of the study's IV's one at a time and collectively on 

the DV.  The summary of hypotheses test results is presented in Table 5.1. 

Table 5. 1 Summary of Hypotheses Test Results 
Hypothesis	 Null	Hypothesis																																																																													Decision																																																																																		

1	 Low,	Middle	or	High	Spatial	Ability	*	Achievement	=	0	 Reject	

2	 3D	interactive	CAI	*	Achievement	=	0		 Reject	

3	 Low,	Middle	or	High	Spatial	Ability	*	3D	interactive	CAI	*	
Achievement	=	0	

Failed	to	
reject	

 

 Two secondary analyses were subsequently conducted to further examine 

the data. The primary regression analysis which included the interaction between 

spatial ability level and group membership for interactive (3D) Computer-assisted 

instruction to predict the HSMA difference score was examined further with an LS 

means plot.  This analysis showed the greatest difference between the computer 

(treatment) groups and the plastic model (control) groups at the middle spatial 

ability level.  Therefore, another hierarchical multiple regression analysis was run 
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for the middle level of spatial ability and it was determined that predictive value of 

each the IVs including the spatial ability raw score and group membership for 

interactive (3D) Computer-assisted instruction against the HSMA difference score 

as the DV were significant.  Spatial ability raw scores were used since the subset of 

the study sample was comprised of only participants with middle level of spatial 

ability. 

 Additionally, to reinforce the findings from a different vantage point with 

the existing data set, this time using the HSMA pretest as a covariate with the 

HSMA posttest as the dependent variable.  An alternative means to evaluate the 

potential learning gains between the HSMA pretest and the HSMA posttest was 

done by conducting an Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA). This included the 

HSMA pretest as a covariate IV while specifying the HSMA posttest as the DV.  

This analysis strategy used both an ANOVA the analysis of variance and regression 

analysis to compare one variable in two or more groups taking into account (or to 

correct for) variability of other variables, called covariates.  The study's quantitative 

findings were complemented with a thematic analysis of survey responses from 

experimental group participants.  The survey included five open-ended questions 

relative to the use and potential benefit of 3D interactive CAI from the student's 

perspective.  This instrument was completed in class one week following the 

HSMA posttest to provide granularity and triangulation.  Results presented in 

Chapter 4 are discussed in the following section. 
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Conclusions and Inferences 

 This section discusses the three research questions that correspond to 

the three hypotheses. 

 Research question 1. Does spatial ability (SA) have a significant effect on 

the achievement on the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment (HSMA)?  Results	from	

the	hierarchical	regression analysis indicated spatial ability (Set A) had a 

significant relationship on the dependent variable academic	achievement	(HSMA	

difference	mean	scores), R2 =.050, F(2,235) = 6.0895, p = .0026.  This implies 

that while holding all other variables constant, spatial ability level explained 5% of 

the variation in a student achievement. 

 A plausible explanation for this result is that spatial ability is required to 

solve visual problems with functional anatomy.  It has been documented that 

students with low levels of spatial ability when compared to those who have middle 

or higher levels do not perform as well on anatomy exams. 

 Research question 2. Does 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction 

(CAI) have a significant effect on achievement on the Human Skeletal Muscles 

Assessment (HSMA)?  Results	from	the	hierarchical	regression analysis 

indicated group membership for 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (Set 

B) had a significant relationship on the dependent variable academic	achievement	

(HSMA	difference	mean	scores),	R2 was .027, F(1, 235) = 4.6171, p =.0327. This 

implies that while holding all other variables constant, 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction explained 2.7% of the variation in a student achievement. 
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 Plausible explanations for this result are the potential increase in 

multimodal stimuli, Mayer,	R.	E.,	&	Sims,	V.	K.	(1994).	  This was provided by 

student created multiple views and watched animated muscle actions from different 

angles with the 3D computer application while hearing the lecture on each muscle's 

name, location and actions. 

 First, a two-phase isolated-interactivity strategy was the scaffolding 

technique that was employed in this study to decrease the intrinsic cognitive load 

by presenting the course material via two phases.  The first phase focused on 

individual muscles via the PowerPoint lecture that helped the students construct 

partial schemas, while the second phase focuses on the explanation of skeletal 

muscles in 3D with animated actions elements and their interaction.  This second 

phase potentially lowered the student's cognitive load by allowing for the 

construction of more comprehensive mental models, which featured both muscle 

locations and actions from a variety of vantage points. 

 Second, automation occurs when the demands of working memory, which 

has a limited capacity and only last for a few seconds, after practice specific 

categories of information can be processed with decreasing conscious effort thus 

reducing the strain or load on working memory.  

 Third, working memory, which provides our consciousness, possesses two 

partial separate channels one for visual information and one for auditory 

information, Baddeley (2001).  Learners process information on both verbal and 

multimodal nonverbal coding systems. Instructor provided lecture guided the user 
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controlled 3D Computer-assisted instruction, one for auditory and one visual 

information.  Thus, the active learning environment provided by the 3D CAI 

featured multi-sensorial stimuli, which was more likely to produce a larger range of 

stimuli to maximize both forms of coding.  

 Lastly, the varied experiences created by both the lecture and the user 

controlled 3D interactive experimentation potentially increase the representational 

connections, which may lead to more referential synergy connections between the 

verbal and multimodal nonverbal systems and back out as more interconnected 

verbal and nonverbal responses.  This referential processing has been demonstrated 

empirically to influence decisions using both verbal and multimodal non-verbal 

stimuli. 

 Research question 3. Is there an interaction effect between spatial ability 

(SA) and 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) on achievement of the 

Human Skeletal Muscles Assessment (HSMA)?  Results	from	the	hierarchical	

regression analysis indicated that the interaction between spatial ability (Set A) 

and group membership for 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction (Set B) did 

not have a significant relationship on the dependent variable academic	

achievement	(HSMA	difference	mean	scores),	R2 =.016, F(2, 235) = 1.9691, p = 

0.1419.  This implies that the interaction between spatial ability and 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction did not help to explain the variation in a student 

achievement. 

 A plausible explanation for this result is that low spatial ability students still 
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struggle regardless of means of instruction and high-level spatial ability students do 

well regardless of the means of instruction.  However middle level ability of spatial 

experienced the largest gains in academic achievement while using 3D interactive 

CAI compared to traditional plastic anatomical models.  Secondary analyses of 

middle level students still did not demonstrate a significant interaction effect. 

Implications 

 Implications that were found in this study are examined from three 

perspectives: (1) implications relative to theory; (2) implications relative to prior 

research; and (3) implications for practical applications, or how the results may be 

used by colleges and teaching the anatomy and function of human skeletal muscles 

within the context of a Human Anatomy and Physiology I course.	

	 Implications relative to theory.  The theoretical foundations in this study 

were grounded in two parts, the first by constructivists’ theories and the secondly 

by dual channel theory, dual coding theory and cognitive load theory. 

	 Constructivists’ theories.  Learning is best when it is meaningful 

according to David Ausubel (1968).  Meaningful learning results when new 

information is acquired by linking the new information in the learner’s own 

cognitive structure.  Meaningful learning is easier to store and retrieve from long-

term memory.  Ausubel wrote, “The single most important factor influencing 

learning is what the learner already knows ascertain this and teach him or her 

accordingly”, Ausubel (page vi,1968).  Meaningful learning involves recognition of 

the links between concepts, which then can be transferred to long-term memory.  A 
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major component of Ausubel's meaningful learning theory is how new information 

is meaningful to the extent that it can be related or associated to what is already 

known. 3D interactive CAI group students reported that the 3D computer 

application was beneficial to learning human skeletal because it allowed them to 

view human skeletal muscles from different angles and to see each muscle's 

movements.  Viewing human skeletal muscles from different angles allowed 3D 

interactive CAI group to meaningfully link or associate the new or different views 

and or movements of human skeletal muscles to their existing mental image 

(knowledge) of each muscle.   

 According to Jean Piaget, students learn to associate new knowledge with 

their existing cognitive structures.  These structures according to Piaget are 

organized into schemes, groups of similar actions or thoughts. Schemes over time 

evolve from behavioral in nature to increasingly mental to eventually abstract.  As 

new schemes develop existing schemes can be modified or integrated into larger 

cognitive structures.  Interaction with the physical environment and other people is 

key for acquisition of new schemes and modifying existing ones through the 

process of assimilation and accommodation.  Study participants who viewed and 

manipulated muscles in motion with the 3D computer application Muscle 

Premium™ by Visible Body achieved significantly higher HSMA difference scores 

than their counterparts that studied plastic anatomical models. Study participants 

within the 3D interactive CAI group reported that the application provided a greater 

ability to see and differentiate muscles and muscle movements compared to using 
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plastic anatomical models.  The 3D interactive CAI group improved the interaction 

with the environment therefore permitted participants to acquire and modify 

existing schemes and develop cognitive structures needed for learning.  In contrast, 

it is nearly impossible for students to manipulate plastic anatomical models to 

demonstrate a variety of muscle movements.  

 According to Vygotsky (1978), through the assistance of a more capable 

person, a child is able to learn skills or aspects of a skill that go beyond the child’s 

actual developmental or maturational level. The lower limit of ZPD, (zone of 

proximal development) is the level of skill reached by the child working 

independently (also referred to as the child’s actual developmental level).  The 

upper limit is the level of potential skill that the child is able to reach with the 

assistance of a more capable instructor.  In this sense, the ZPD provides a 

prospective view of cognitive development, as opposed to a retrospective view that 

characterizes development in terms of a child’s independent capabilities.  

Challenging tasks, especially when sufficiently scaffolded, are likely to foster 

maximum cognitive development (Ormrod, 2012).		Instruction is most effective 

when it’s individually tailored to a student’s unique strengths and limits. 

 Therefore, teaching a series of individual human skeletal muscle names, 

locations and actions one at time with 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction 

provides the necessary scaffold for students to reach their upper limit level of ZPD 

when learning human skeletal muscles.  Feedback on the CAI post instruction 

survey indicated that 93.2% of students felt that the 3D computer application 
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improved their ability to envision human skeletal muscles in 3D, to rotate them, 

and see their actions in their minds.  Thus the 3D application provided some of the 

assistance for students to reach the higher limit of ZPD as evidenced by the 

learning gains in HSMA difference scores.	

	 Dual channel theory.  Baddeley (2001) suggested that working memory 

provides our consciousness and possesses two partial separate channels one for 

visual information and one for auditory information.  It is very limited in capacity 

and duration.  Automation occurs when the demands of working memory after 

practice, specific categories of information can be processed with decreasing 

conscious effort.  

	 Dual coding theory.  Mayer and Sims (1994) and Paivio (2014) suggested 

that the signature DCT (dual coding theory) features are the referential 

interconnections that enable the nonverbal mind and verbal mind to be interlocked 

in a synergistic relation.  The key element at work within the overall cognitive 

model is the referential processing between the verbal and non-verbal mind.  This 

referential processing has been demonstrated empirically to influence decisions 

using both verbal and multimodal non-verbal stimuli.  Therefore, multimodal 

stimuli may enable the learner to process information on both verbal and 

multimodal nonverbal coding systems.  Individual students may differ in their 

abilities to process verbal and multimodal nonverbal stimuli.  Thus, active learning 

environments that feature multi-sensorial stimuli are more likely to produce a larger 

range of stimuli to maximize both forms of coding.  The varied experiences that 
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were potentially created by the individual user controlled 3D interactive 

experimentation may increase the representational connections, which may lead to 

more referential synergy connections between the verbal and multimodal nonverbal 

systems and back out as more interconnected verbal and nonverbal responses.  It 

could be argued that seeing the text of each muscle's name, location, action, hearing 

each muscle's name pronounced, and interacting with a 3D image where each 

muscle performs its action would provide the varied experience needed to increase 

the representational connections.  The second research hypothesis was supported by 

the experiment’s findings, which employed an active learning environment that did 

provide the learner with multimodal stimuli. 

	 Cognitive load theory.		Cognitive load refers to the total amount of mental 

activity imposed on working memory at an instance in time, (Sweller, 2002). 

Working memory has a limited in capacity when processing novel information. 

Working memory is actively engaged in comprehension and processing activities 

when learning.  Working memory load is affected by elements in the content 

information or problem situation intrinsic cognitive load and by the way 

information is presented and the circumstances in which it is presented (Sweller, 

2002).  When the working memory capacity is overloaded and learning will be 

ineffective.  

 Cognitive load-based instructional designs intentionally reduce the 

cognitive load of a learning task to allow available working memory resources to 

be more fully devoted to process, comprehend, and encode the new information. 
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Intrinsic, extraneous, and germane loads are additive and the sum should not 

exceed the working memory resources available (Sweller, 2002).  A two-phase 

isolated-interactivity strategy was the scaffolding technique employed in this study.  

This was implemented to decrease the intrinsic cognitive load by presenting the 

course material via two phases.  According to (Pollock et al., 2002), the first phase 

focuses on presenting isolated elements that help novices construct partial schemas, 

at the same time employs the cognitive theory of multimedia learning by (Mayer, 

2009). Mayer advocates that the learning materials be designed to reduce 

extraneous processing by the learner, while retaining what is essential to facilitate 

learner progression through and comprehension of the material.  The second phase 

focuses on the explanation of the information elements and their interaction.  

According to (Bloom, 1956 and Gagne, 1970), lower level skills are prerequisites 

to higher order skills. 

 According Mayer (2009) and Sweller (1999) in any learning situation there 

are three types of demands on the learner ’s cognitive system: extraneous 

processing; essential processing, and generative processing.  Mayer first suggests 

there are three principles for reducing extraneous processing: the coherence, 

signaling, and contiguity principles.  

 The coherence principle is that people learn better from multimedia lessons 

that exclude rather than include extraneous material.  In this study, the introduction 

to human skeletal muscles lecture included images that were isolated to one 

specific region of the body at a time.  The muscle action animations within Muscle 
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Premium™ application by Visible Body isolated fifty-eight individual muscle 

actions, which could view one at a time.  

 The signaling principle is that people learn better from multimedia lessons 

that highlight the essential material by using an outline, headings and pointer words 

such as ‘first,... second,... third’.  The Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles 

Lecture and the muscle actions worksheet both featured bold type muscle names 

and actions which were highlighted by students as each muscle and it is (Mayer, 

2009) corresponding action were described and or later demonstrated during 

laboratory.  

 The contiguity principle is that people learn better when printed words are 

placed near rather than far from corresponding portions of the graphic on the page 

or screen.  The Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture placed the 

descriptive text closely located to the corresponding illustrations of human skeletal 

muscles.  (Mayer, 2009) also suggests there are three principles for managing 

essential processing: the pre-training, segmenting, and modality principles.  The 

pre-training principle is that people learn better from a multi-media lesson when 

they already know the names and characteristics of the key concepts.  Students 

received pre-training via the introduction to human skeletal muscles lecture, 

laboratory homework assignment, the muscle quiz and the muscle action sheet to 

become knowledgeable about the names, locations and actions of each muscle.

 The Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture was designed to 

include the ability to advance one muscle name at a time during the in-class 
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presentation but also for students to review where text can be self-advanced one 

step at a time.  The 3D muscle action animations were user-controlled, which could 

be manipulated from different angles, stopped and replayed.  The modality 

principle is that the words in a multimedia lesson should be spoken rather than 

printed, thereby offloading information from the visual-pictorial channel, which 

may be overloaded, onto the auditory-verbal channel, which is under-used. 

Narration was given during the Introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture, 

the muscle actions animations laboratory and while completing the muscle actions 

worksheet.  The course instructor narrated each muscle's name, location and action.  

 Lastly, Mayer (2009) suggests that there are three principles for fostering 

generative processing: the multimedia, personalization and voice principles.  The 

multimedia principle is that people learn better from words and pictures than from 

words alone.  The introduction to human skeletal muscles lecture, the laboratory 

homework assignment, the muscles quiz and the 3D interactive muscle action 

animations all combined words together with images that depict specific details. 

 The personalization principle is that people learn better when words are 

delivered in a conversational or polite form rather than in a formal or direct form 

(Mayer, 2009). Students were told to move or use, locate and think about their own 

muscles during the introduction to Human Skeletal Muscles Lecture, the muscle 

actions animations laboratory and while completing the muscle actions worksheet 

each muscle's name, the course instructor narrated location and action. 

 The voice principle is that people learn better from computer-based 
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multimedia lessons when the narrator speaks in a human voice rather than a 

machine voice (Mayer, 2009).  The rationale behind this is that people try harder to 

make sense of what a narrator is saying when they feel they are in a social 

partnership with the narrator.  The course instructor personally narrated each 

muscle's name, location and action during the Introduction to Human Skeletal 

Muscles Lecture, the muscle actions animations laboratory and while completing 

the muscle actions worksheet.  

 Students in the control group with plastic anatomical models seemed to be 

at real disadvantage because it requires much more demands on of limited cognitive 

load to envision a muscle's action while differentiating which muscle is the 

appropriate one for which action.  

 The synergy created by first helping to establish the learner’s vocabulary of 

muscle names and relative locations and second by viewing the 3D movements in 

real time under their own control proved to reduce their cognitive load.  This was 

true especially for the middle or high spatial ability but did not benefit low spatial 

ability students.  The complexity of learning the names, locations and functions of 

muscles in concert with being proficient with a novel computer application in a 

relatively short amount time simply exceeded the lower SA student's abilities and 

would be an area for further study.  However, the results from this study suggest 

that greater learning gains can be achieved by including 3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction for students who a score a mid to high level of spatial ability 

when compared to using 3D plastic human skeletal muscle anatomical models 
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following two weeks of in-class instruction.  

  Implications relative to prior research.  This section compares the 

independent variables in this study: level of spatial ability and interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction.  

 Spatial ability.  Spatial ability level was found to be significant predictor in 

academic achievement relative to learning the functional anatomy human skeletal 

muscles including the names, locations and actions.  This finding is consistent with 

previous studies by Rochford (1985), Garg et al. (2001), Nicholson et al. (2006), 

Guillot et al. (2007), Cohen & Hegarty, 2007, Stull et al. (2009), Hoyek et al. 

(2011), Lufler et al. (2012) and Berney et al. (2015).  Specifically, in this study a 

student's spatial ability level significantly predicted their academic achievement. 

 3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction.  3D interactive Computer-

assisted instruction was found to be significant predictor in academic achievement 

relative to learning the anatomy human skeletal muscles and the names, locations 

and actions.  This finding is consistent with previous studies by Cohen & Hegarty 

(2007), Venail et al. (2010), Hoyek et al. (2011), Lufler et al.(2012), Battulga et al. 

(2012) and Berney et al. (2015).  

 Implications relative to prior practice.  Human Anatomy and Physiology 

I is a college level course which a required for many health science degree 

programs and careers.  Results of this study provide evidence to support both the 

assessment students for their spatial ability and the integration of 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction.  Both of these measures can provide improved 
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functional anatomy learning outcomes of students enrolled A&P I courses. 

Different levels of spatial ability may be influenced differently from 3D interactive 

Computer-assisted instruction.  Student spatial ability assessed by the Revised 

PSVT:R instrument in this study was found to have a significant effect on 

achievement via the Human Skeletal Muscle Assessment.  Understanding what a 

student's spatial ability can provide the insight to align students with instructional 

strategies that are geared for their level of spatial ability.  

 Middle level spatial ability students experienced the highest learning gains 

from the treatment (3D Computer-assisted Instruction), see table 5.01.  A larger 

percentage of students, forty-five percent (107/236), in the sample after outliers 

were removed were assessed to have a middle level when compared with those who 

were either SA assessed at low level representing twenty-nine percent (68/236), or 

high level at twenty-six percent (61/236).  Both the treatment (3D interactive CAI) 

middle and high-level SA groups experienced higher learning gains (mean HSMA 

difference scores) compared with the control (3D plastic anatomical models) 

middle and high SA level groups.  This means collectively that seventy-one percent 

(168/236) of sample after outliers could possibly benefit from the inclusion 3D 

interactive CAI.  

 However only the treatment middle group had a significantly higher HSMA 

difference score with outliers absent: R2 = 0.08134, t = -3.04908, p > .0029) score 

when compared to controls within the same SA middle level.  Therefore, forty-five 

percent of students in this study had a significant increase in achievement by using 
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3D CAI when compared to using traditional plastic anatomical models to learn the 

functional anatomy of human skeletal muscles.  Seventy-one percent of students in 

this study had the potential to perform at least as well by the integration of 3D 

interactive CAI when learning function anatomy as with the traditional plastic 

models.  Therefore, 3D CAI is at the least a viable substitute for the majority of 

students the sample.  The reciprocal argument is that twenty-nine percent of 

students would possibly not benefit anymore from the integration of 3D interactive 

CAI when compared to using the traditional static 3D plastic anatomical models. 

Table 5.2 presents HSMA difference mean scores between spatial ability levels and 

treatment groups. 

Table 5.2 HSMA difference by Spatial Ability Level and Group 
Level	 N	 M	 SD		N	(Control)	 M	 SD	 		N	(Treatment)	 M	 SD	

Low	 68	 14.25	 7.28	 31	 14.29	 7.96	 37	 14.21	 6.77	

Mid	 107	 14.87	 7.10	 57	 12.98	 6.45	 50	 17.02	 7.25	

High	 61	 18.15	 5.80	 30	 17.2	 6.01	 31	 19.06	 5.52	

Note.	N	=236	with	outliers	removed.	These	scores	were	calculated	from	subtracting	the	
HSMA	pretest	score	from	the	HSMA	posttest	score.	
	
 Both the low-level and high-level spatial ability students from the 

treatment group did not score significantly higher on the HSMA 

difference when compared with their respective spatial ability level 

counterparts who were instructed with 3D plastic anatomical models.  It 

is possible that the low level spatial ability students did not possess the 

basic computer skills needed to navigate the 3D interactive computer 

program, and, or found the abstract nature the functional anatomy was 
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not visualized into a format by the 3D interactive CAI which reduced 

their cognitive load to a minimal level for meaningful connections to be 

made to learning to occur.   

 In this study, high-level spatial students generally outperformed 

both middle and low-level spatial ability students regardless of what type 

of model was used during the laboratory portion of instruction.  This 

means that they were most likely able to create more complex mental 

models regardless if they studied from static plastic anatomical skeletal 

muscle models or used 3D interactive computer applications like Muscle 

Premium™ by Visible Body.  High-level spatial ability students 

demonstrated they were able to excel learning functional anatomy with 

either form of a 3D model with the 3D interactive CAI provided a small 

advantage as evidenced by the higher HSMA difference scores. The 3D 

interactive CAI can easily substitute for the traditional plastic anatomical 

models when and where practical such as studying outside the laboratory 

or possibly during online applications.  

 The results of this study demonstrate that increased student 

learning outcomes with respect to Human Anatomy and Physiology I 

assessments are possible by first assessing a student’s spatial abilities and 

secondly by carefully integrating 3D interactive Computer-assisted 

instruction.  This technology needs to be integrated into instruction with 

the purpose to decrease a student's cognitive load by making abstract 
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concepts more concrete that provide for easier connections to be made 

during the learning process.  In summary, 3D interactive computer 

assisted instruction should focus to build new connections between 

anatomical structures and the function of individual organs and organ 

systems and where these organs and organ systems are located and how 

they interact together. 

Generalizability, Limitations, and Delimitations 

            Generalizations are important in research in that it determines 

how much the researcher may infer his or her results to different 

populations.  Limitations are defined as events or occurrences that are 

beyond the control of the researcher.  Delimitations are defined as 

restrictions introduced by the researcher for the sake of the study, which 

further limits the generalizability. 

 Generalizability.  Generalizability is one of the most important 

aspects of research.  Researchers need to be able to use their results to 

add and build to the foundational knowledge in their given research 

construct. The two types of generalizability are: (1) population, or (2) 

ecological/setting.  Population generalizability is the extent the results of 

this study can be used to generalize to the target population.  Ecological 

generalizability is the extent the results of this study can be used to 

generalize in other settings. 
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  Population generalizability.  The target population for this study 

was all college students in the State of Florida enrolled in Human 

Anatomy and Physiology I.  The accessible population was all college 

students enrolled in Human Anatomy and Physiology I at Adventist 

University of Health Sciences located in Orlando, Florida, Valencia 

College located in Orlando, Florida or Seminole State College of Florida 

located in Altamonte Springs, Florida.  The sample was comprised of 

students who are enrolled in intact classes who were willing to 

participate in the study. The findings in this study can be used to 

generalize to the all college students who are enrolled in a Human 

Anatomy and Physiology I course in the State of Florida due to that there 

were enough participants in the sample to provide power, and the sample 

was representative of the population. 

  Ecological generalizability. The environment in which results 

from this study could be generalized to would be a typical small anatomy 

and physiology I laboratory class with similar equipment as shown in the 

methods section.  Class size should be between twelve to thirty-two 

freshman or sophomore level community college students. 

 Study limitations and delimitations.  Limitations are defined as 

events or occurrences that are beyond the control of the researcher. 

Delimitations are defined as restrictions introduced by the researcher for 
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the sake of the study, which further limits the generalizability.  

  Limitations.  The following limitations were considered. 

 1.  The research sample will be drawn from three semesters from 

two mid-sized community colleges and a small health science university 

in Florida consisting of students enrolled in an entry level college 

combined Human Anatomy and Physiology I course.  Due to the 

inability to randomize the sample (based on the nature of the research), 

generalization of findings may be limited to similar populations. 

 2.  One specific topic of anatomy (human skeletal muscles) was 

the focus of instruction and testing.  The results from this study can only 

be generalized to the same specific topic. 

 3.  Two of the fifteen study groups were comprised of a hybrid 

section that only meets once a week on campus for laboratory.  Lectures 

are delivered asynchronously online.  This one hybrid section was treated 

as one experimental group. 

 4.  Three of the seven study groups were shorter in length over 

the group will be ten weeks long.  The remaining study groups were 

between fourteen and fifteen weeks long.  One group was treated as an 

experimental group and the other group was treated as a traditional 

control group.  

 5.  There are many ways to measure spatial rotations; however, 

this study only focused on a single test of spatial rotations, the Revised 
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Purdue Visualization of Rotations test.  This limits the extent to which 

this research can be compared to prior research.  Other potential factors 

that could affect scores on spatial testing include: past experience with 

spatial testing, prior training in spatial skills, and previous coursework, 

including coursework in anatomy.  Examining these factors did not fall 

within the scope of the current study; however, it is possible that they 

may affect the results.  

 6.  Participating students who did not complete the spatial ability 

test were eliminated from the statistical analysis. 

 7.  Students may have used the 3D Computer Application Muscle 

Premium™ by Visible Body outside class on their own time. This was 

not tracked to determine the possible usage across the sample. 

 8.  Students may have studied plastic anatomical models of the 

human  skeletal muscles outside class on their own time.  This was not 

tracked to determine the possible usage across the sample. 

  Delimitations.  The following delimitation was considered. 

The chosen sample consisted of fifteen intact sections of Anatomy and  

Physiology I and was based on meeting times and instructor 

participation.  
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Recommendations for Research and Practice 

  Recommendations for future research relative to study 

limitations. 

1.	It	would	be	beneficial	if	this	study	is	replicated	using	the	

convenient	sample	at	another	mid-sized	community	college.		If	the	

findings are consistent in future studies it would strengthen the ability to 

generalize the results to other similar groups of students at similar 

institutions.   

2. There are many different aspects of functional anatomy that would be 

interesting to investigate the study's research questions regarding the 

relationship of spatial ability and 3D interactive CAI.  Pre-nursing and 

allied healthcare students are required to learn the functional anatomy of 

the human heart and human brain are both important organs in which.	 

3.	The	two	hybrid	sections	received	the	exact	amount	of	seven	and	

one-half	hours	of	instruction	as	the	non-hybrid	sections.		Therefore,	

it	should	not	have	been	an	issue	with	the	different	formats.		

However,	one	possible	aspect	to	consider	would	be	to	investigate	the	

feasible	of	3D	CAI	in	a	distance	course.	One	possible	advantage	is	

that	digital	imagery	can	be	easily	shared	online	in	distance-

formatted	courses.		Especially	when	compared	to	using	traditional	

plastic	anatomical	models,	which	would	involve	requiring	individual	

students	to	purchase,	rent	or	receive	from	and	ship	back	to	the	
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institution	providing	the	class.		This	would	not	be	very	efficient	with	

respect	to	cost,	storage	space	and	time	when	compared	to	a	high-

quality	3D	application	which	there	are	several	to	choose	from	and	

many	that	are	affordable.			Plastic	anatomical	models	are	

representations	of	the	human	body.		Cadaveric	dissection	is	now	

becoming	more	infrequent	in	graduate	schools	for	instance	just	two	

of	twelve	physician	assistant	programs	offered	in	the	state	of	Florida	

include	a	cadaveric	based	curriculum,	(Pedersen,	2012).			To	

completely	supply	a	community	college	anatomy	and	physiology	

laboratory	with	a	baseline	of	plastic	anatomical	models	will	cost	in	

the	tens	of	thousands	of	dollars.	

4. Replicating this study with different amounts of space between the 

days a class meets each week may demonstrate the difference spacing 

effect the dependent variable.  The duration of the class respect to being 

eight, ten, fourteen or fifteen-week long class or whether the class meets 

once, twice or three times a week. 

5. Using the Revised Purdue Visualization of Rotations test on future 

studies of community college students enrolled in a combined Anatomy 

and Physiology I course involving the use of 3D interactive CAI to learn 

functional anatomy will provide a baseline in which to compare the 

findings relative to spatial ability.  Using this same instrument of spatial 

rotation will make it possible to make clear comparisons and investigate 
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how spatial ability is affected by different methods of instruction.  

6. Future studies should investigate whether including means to track and 

account for individual student use of 3D applications and or the studying 

plastic anatomical models during outside class time would influence 

achievement.  Perhaps an inventory form where students could self-

report their activity and number of minutes on each task would could 

then be tabulated in order to control for differences between individual 

students and therefore another way verify treatment and control group 

equivalency. 

  Recommendations for future research relative to study 

delimitations.  Future studies could be conducted to replicate the 

findings in this study on a larger scale by using several sections of a 

combined lecture and laboratory Anatomy and Physiology I course.  This 

study would most likely require using multiple instructors and therefore 

would require close attention to the administration of study materials and 

methods by each instructor.  Each section could then be analyzed as both 

separate group and pooled into larger data set.  

  Recommendations for future research relative to 

implications. 

 Level of spatial ability.  Potential future areas of research to 

investigate would include: 

1. Determine the minimal spatial ability benchmarks for predictive value 
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for success in combined lecture and laboratory sections of community 

college level Anatomy and Physiology courses by doing a respective 

study by assessing spatial ability at the beginning and at the end of 

course and compared to end of course grades.  

2. Investigate strategies to remediate students that lack minimum 

standard and determine if this will be possible and have positive impact 

on learning outcomes.  

3. Further research will be needed to discover why 3D interactive CAI 

did not reduce the SA low level subgroup of students’ cognitive load 

enough for them to make abstract concepts of functional anatomy of 

human skeletal muscle more concrete to provide the basis for easier 

connections to be made during the learning process.  Low-level spatial 

ability students did equally regardless whether they were using the 3D 

plastic anatomical models or the 3D CAI.  Therefore, 3D CAI may be at 

the least an equal substitute for this group of students when the 3D 

plastic models are not available or possibly can be used in conjunction.  

Alternative modes of delivery such as over the Internet would be feasible 

using 3D interactive CAI where plastic models would not be practical. 

  3D interactive Computer-assisted instruction.  Potential future 

areas of research to investigate would include: 

1. A mixed approach by using 3D Computer assisted instruction in 

conjunction with plastic models, distance instruction, other topics of 
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anatomy.  

2. Determine the best practices for using 3D Computer assisted 

instruction in distance anatomy and physiology courses that are 

synchronous and asynchronous.   

Recommendations for practical application to implications. 

Recommendations for future research based on the results of this study 

include:  

1. Develop reliable and accurate means to assessing a student’s spatial 

abilities that are acceptable as standardized placement tests. 

2. Develop a set of recommendations for students who are assessed at 

either low, middle of high levels of spatial ability with respect to which 

modes of instruction will be most beneficial. 

3. Integrate 3D Computer assisted instruction where and when most 

effective and with students who will respond positively with functional 

anatomy course learning outcomes in comparison or in conjunction to 

existing methods of instruction. 
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Appendix A  
 3D interactive CAI Post-Instruction Survey

 
 

 
 

 

3-D	Computer	Assisted	Instruction:	Human	Skeletal	Muscles										Name________________________________	

	

1.	When	you	think	of	the	phrase	“anatomical	relationship”	what	comes	to	mind?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

2.	Compared	to	using	plastic	anatomical	models	in	the	laboratory,	as	with	the	skeletal	system,	do	you	

feel	that	the	experience	of	using	the	3-D	computer	application	to	learn	human	skeletal	muscles	was	

beneficial?	(The	360°	rotation	of	the	model,	animated	muscle	actions,	show-and-hide	function,	

transparency,	zoom	function,	overall	level	of	quality	and	other	features.) 
If	yes,	how	was	it	beneficial?		

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

If	no,	why	was	it	not	beneficial?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

3.	Would	you	continue	using	a	3-D	computer	application	to	help	you	create	a	“mental	image”	of	
anatomical	relationships	within	or	between	organs	and	body	systems	for	the	remainder	of	the	course?		

If	yes,	please	explain?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

If	no,	please	explain?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

4.	When	you	looked	at	the	human	skeletal	muscles	in	2-D	pictures	in	your	laboratory	manual	or	

presentation	slides,	did	the	image	from	the	3-D	computer	application	appear	as	you	would	imagine	it	
to	look	as	from	another	viewpoint?	(Changing	to	a	different	view:	lateral,	superior,	inferior,	anterior,	
posterior	or	three	quarter.)	

If	yes,	please	explain?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

If	no,	please	explain?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	

	

5.	Did	the	3-D	computer	application	improve	your	ability	to	envision	human	skeletal	muscles	in	3-D,	to	

rotate	them,	and	see	their	actions	in	your	mind?	(flex,	extend,	abduct,	adduct,	supinate,	pronate,	

dorsiflex,	plantarflex	or	rotate)	

If	yes,	please	explain?	

____________________________________________________________________________________	

If	no,	please	explain?		

____________________________________________________________________________________	
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Appendix B 

List of Required Human Skeletal Muscles 

Muscles of the Head and Neck 

Muscles of Facial Expression  
Occiptofrontalis, Orbicularis oris, Zygomaticus major, Zygomaticus minor, Levator 
labii superioris, Depressor labii inferioris, Depressor anguli oris, Levator anguli 
oris, Buccinator, Risorius, Mentalis, Platysma, Orbicularis oculi, Corrugator 
supercilli 

Mastication 
Masseter, Temporalis, Medial pterygoid, Lateral pterygoid 
 
Muscles That Move the Head and Neck 
Sternocleidomastoid, Semispinalis capitis, Splenius capitis, Longissimus capitis, 
Spinalis capitis, Anterior scalene, Middle scalene, Posterior scalene, Trapezius 
(superior portion) 

Muscle That only moves the Scapula 
Levator Scapulae  

Muscles That Move the Hyoid Bone and Larynx 
Digastric (Anterior belly), Digastric (Posterior belly), Stylohyoid, Mylohyoid, 
Geniohyoid, Omohyoid, Sternohyoid, Thyrohyoid 
Muscles of the Anterior Trunk  

Muscles That Move the Arm at the Shoulder Joint 
Deltoid, Pectoralis major, Subscapularis  
Muscles That Move the Scapula 
Serratus anterior, Pectoralis minor  

Muscles That Move the Abdominal Wall  
Rectus abdominis, External oblique, Internal oblique, Transversus abdominis  

Muscles Used in Breathing 
External intercostals, Internal intercostals, Diaphragm, Pectoralis minor, Quadratus 
lumborum 
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Muscles of the Posterior Trunk 
 
Muscles That Move the Arm at the Shoulder Joint 
Deltoid, Infraspinatus, Teres minor, Teres major, Latissimus dorsi, Supraspinatus 

Muscles That Move the Scapula 
Trapezius, Levator scapulae, Rhomboid minor, Rhomboid major  

Muscles That Move the Vertebral Column 
Erector spinae (iliocostalis, longissimus, spinalis groups) 

Muscles of the Arm   

Anterior Surface 
Biceps brachii, Brachialis, Coracobrachialis  

Posterior Surface 
Triceps brachii, Anconeus 
 
Muscles of the Anterior Forearm  

Muscles That Move the Radius and Ulna 
Brachioradialis, Pronator teres, Pronator quadratus, Supinator  

Muscles That Move the Hand 
Flexor carpi radialis, Palmaris Longus, Flexor carpi ulnaris, Flexor digitorum 
superficialis, Flexor digitorum profundus, Flexor pollicis longus  
Muscles of the Posterior Forearm  

Muscles That Move the Radius and Ulna 
Supinator 

Muscles That Move the Hand 
Extensor carpi ulnaris, Extensor digitorum, Extensor carpi radialis brevis, Extensor 
carpi radialis longus, Extensor pollicis longus, Abductor pollicis longus, Extensor 
pollicis brevis

Muscles of the Thigh  

Anterior Surface 
Tensor fasciae latae, Quadratus femoris (Rectus femoris, Vastus lateralis, Vastus 
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medialis, Vastus intermedius), Sartorius, Iliopsoas (Psoas major, Illacus), 
Pectineus, 
Adductor longus, Adductor magnus, Adductor brevis, Gracilis  

Posterior Surface 
Gluteus maximus, Gluteus medius, Gluteus minimus, Piriformis, Hamstrings 
(Biceps 
femoris, Semitendinosus, Semimembranosus) 

Muscles of the Leg  

Lateral and Anterior Surfaces 
Tibialis anterior, Extensor digitorum longus, Fibularis (peroneus) longus, Fibularis 
(peroneus) brevis, Fibularis (peroneus) tertius  

Posterior Surface 
Gastrocnemius, Soleus, Plantaris, Flexor digitorum longus, Flexor hallucis longus 
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Appendix C 
 

IRB Permission by Institution 
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Appendix D

Revised PSVT:R Yoon (2011) permission 
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Revised Purdue Spatial Visualization Tests: 

Visualization of Rotations 
(Revised PSVT:R) 

 
 

So Yoon   Yoon 
 
 
 

  DO NOT open this booklet until you are instructed to do so. 
  DO NOT make any marks in this booklet.  
  MARK your answers on the separate answer sheet. 

 
 
 

Copyright © So Yoon Yoon 2011  
(Permission to revise the test was granted by Roland B. Guay) 
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Appendix E

Muscle Premium™ by Visible Body permission	
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Appendix F

Laboratory Manual for Anatomy and Physiology permission 
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